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Intercorp., an importer and master distributor
of professional-grade construction fasteners under
the Strong-Point® and Strongcon® brands, is
pleased to announce the release of their new
product and submittal catalogs.
“Our product and
submittal catalogs
have been updated
with over 40 new

product offerings,” said
Director of Marketing,
David Harlan. “These
two comprehensive
catalogs, with over 700 available fasteners, give
distributors, architects, engineers, specifiers, and
contractors the tools they need to complete their
projects from start to finish with confidence. We’re
excited about the value, information and project
solutions these catalogs will bring to construction
professionals throughout our industry.”
To download the new product catalog, visit:
www.intercorpusa.com/home/download-catalog/
To download the new submittal catalog, visit: www.
intercorpusa.com/submittalcatalog.pdf
Founded in 1988, Intercorp has established itself
as an industry leader in the fastener distribution
business. Their flagship brand, Strong-Point, is
sold by thousands of distributors to construction
professionals throughout the United States. The
brand consists of a variety of professional-grade
fasteners including: Self-Drilling, Needle Point,
Woodworking, Stainless Steel, Drywall, Post Frame,
Outdoor, Concrete, and Cement Board screws.
For more information on Intercorp and their
Strong-Point® brand of fasteners, contact them by
phone at 1-800-762-2004 or visit them on the web
at www.strong-point.net.

Because successful selling requires insight
into current business health and inventory,
Distribution One’s Dashboard+ now features
the powerful Salesrep dashboard view.
The Dashboard+ Salesrep view allows for
on-demand comprehension of business health
based on actual performance data. Being
presented with year-over-year sales performance,
users can examine how
items purchased by a
customer rank against
last year’s results.
On-screen graphs also
display current Monthly
Order Gross and Cost
Rolling all of which is
necessary for making the
informed sales decisions.
In addition to the
Salesrep view, Dashboard+ provides role-based
dashboard options for Management, Customers,
and Vendors all which are integrated with ERPONE+. Dashboard+ identifies past due payments
and slow-moving products and can be used for
comparing fixed values, period trends, and more
via interactive user-defined Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs).
Users are provided with charts displaying
trends on assets, liabilities, sales, and cost.
Dashboard+ allows users to quickly drill down
into related in-depth information to identify issues
as well as opportunities. In addition, it presents
color-coded status alerts signifying areas requiring
immediate attention as well as system-defined
alerts encompassing all system practices.
A sales team’s success relies heavily on
the accuracy of their data. With the Salesrep
dashboard, they will be equipped with the right
tool to make correct decisions every time. Contact
us to begin building your team’s successes with
Dashboard+ role-based views.
For morel information contact Distribution One
online at www.distone.com, email at info@distone.
com or call us at 1-856-380-0629 to schedule a
software demonstration.
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Bengt Blendulf
Bengt Blendulf was educated in Sweden and moved to the US in 1974 to start a subsidiary for a Swedish fastener
manufacturer. After working as a technical consultant on the faculty of the College of Engineering and Science at
Clemson University, he established EduPro US in 1997 to teach highly rated courses in Fastening Technology in the US,
Canada, Mexico, Europe and Asia. Being one of the founders, Bengt served as the chairman of ASTM F16.96 Bolting
Technology from 1996 to 2006. In 2006 he received the Fred F. Weingruber award from ASTM for “his efforts to promote
and develop standards for the fastener industry.” In 2013 he also received IFI’s Soaring Eagle Award for “significant
contributions to the technological advancement of the fastener industry”. Bengt is the author of an extensive lecture book,
well over 110 articles and “Mechanical Fastening and Joining”, a book published in 2013 by the Industrial Fasteners
Institute. He can be contacted through www.edupro.us or by email bblendulf@yahoo.com.

HOW TO SELECT THE BEST JOINING METHOD
To build a house, a machine, an
automobile, an airplane and practically
anything else designed by humans,
requires one common and necessary
action – the joining of two or
more pieces to make it work.
How we do it will depend on
many variables like intended
function, materials, structural
demands, service conditions,
life expectancy, assembly method, cost, etc.
Figure 1 is an attempt to simply classify the
various types of joint cases and what basic options a
mechanical engineer or other fastener specialist might
consider in choosing a suitable fastening method.

Permanent Joining
The initial decision must be to determine if the
joint or joints need to be taken apart at some interval
for service or repair. If that is not in the planning, or
unlikely, we can make joining permanent by welding the
parts together or to use bonding with adhesives. There
are benefits and drawbacks with both methods. Some
metallic materials are difficult to weld, particularly if the
parts are made of different metals. Since most welding
involve high temperatures we must also pay attention
to possible shape changes (warping, crimping, etc.)
and unwanted metallurgical events like local tempering
and grain changes. If welding is well performed it can
certainly be considered a very reliable joining also at
some elevated working temperatures (below critical
levels like tempering, annealing, etc.).

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

FIGURE 1

Adhesives can
be used for
joining many
different kinds of materials
like paper, textiles, plastic,
wood, metal and many
combinations of materials. There are
many types of adhesives available on the
market and it is important for the designer to choose a
product both for strength and effective application. Surface
preparation is, of course, crucial for successful joining.
The automotive manufacturers often use a combination of
adhesives and folding of sheet metal parts to assemble
doors, trunk lids and hoods. By using an assembly line
equipped with induction heating elements for quick curing
of the adhesive, a high production speed can be achieved.
In the aerospace industry many composite parts like wing
elements, stabilizers, etc. are actually “glued” with great
success. The appliance industry is also very high on the
same kind of joining technology.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 100
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AIM TESTING LABORATORY
1920 Cordell Ct. Ste. 101, El Cajon, CA 92020
TEL 909-254-1278
EMAIL sales@aimtestlab.com

WEB www.aimtestlab.com

Q&A WITH CARMEN VERTULLO & ROB LAPOINTE
Tiffany Arnold, Director of Quality Systems

Many of you may know Carmen Vertullo through
attendance at a fastener training program or an association
presentation. In this interview you will become acquainted
with Rob LaPointe as well. This article is about their new
business, AIM Testing Laboratory, and how the two of
them make such a dynamic duo as demonstrated by their
talents, experience and connections within the fastener
industry.
Before we dive into how AIM got started, let’s
hear a little about your individual backgrounds in
the fastener industry.
Rob: Well, that’s a rather long story. Let me give
you the “Reader’s Digest” version.

ROB AND CARMEN AT THE INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO 2018

My experience in

materials science goes back over 25 years.

I hold

advanced degrees in both physics and education; thus, I

How did the two of you get connected to form
AIM Testing Laboratory?

was the “master of the classroom” in both high school and

Carmen: Well, over the years Rob and I kept having

college level courses for many years. While teaching was

this recurring thread of conversation about the void we

very rewarding, I found myself with a unique opportunity

were seeing in this industry. We concluded that there is

on my hands several years back which led me to become

a substantial need for a testing laboratory to competently

the General Manager of another testing laboratory in the

and comprehensively handle a problem from start to finish.

industry. During this time, I had the wonderful fortune of

So, finally the opportunity presented itself to be able to

meeting and collaborating with Carmen Vertullo.

start this new business venture together and we’re able to

Carmen: My story is even longer than Rob’s, so I

bring our expertise to the industry by way of AIM.

will try to keep it brief. My experience goes back over
30 years; oh wait, am I starting to show my age? In that

So, what exactly does AIM Testing Laboratory

time, I’ve had the pleasure of providing fastener solutions

offer that distinguishes itself from other traditional

and fastener training to multiple entities across many

testing laboratories?

different industries, including: military, utility companies,

Rob: While we are a testing laboratory, our central

manufacturing companies, associations and many others.

focus is providing solid customer support through our

I’ve also been able to form professional relationships

consulting portion of the company. The training and testing

through ASTM technical committees, the Fastener Training

arms of the company were conceptualized as supportive

Institute, NFDA and the Pac-West Fastener Association.

entities to our consulting services.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 102
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Guy Avellon
Guy Avellon has been in MRO and Fastener Distribution for over 30 years, in such positions Sales
Engineer, Chief Engineer, Manager of Product Marketing, Product Engineering & Quality and
Director of Quality & Engineering. He founded GT Technical Consultants where he performs failure
analysis, lectures on fastener safety, works for law firms and designs/audits Quality systems. He is a
member of SAE, is Vice Chairman of the ASTM F16 Fastener Committee, Chairman of the F16.01 Test
Methods Committee and received the ASTM Award of Merit in 2005. Guy can be contacted at 847477-5057, Email: ExpertBoltGuy@gmail.com or visit www.BoltFailure.com.

WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT WHEEL STUDS AND LUG NUTS
This is the season for preparing our vehicles for

quality control, vehicles will go beyond 150,000 miles.

winter weather. This means installing snow tires for

However, parts like water pumps, timing belts, struts,

some of us, or just rotating the tires for the warmer

generators, etc. are wearing out and need replacement,

climates. Either way, the wheels are removed and

whereas before, the vehicles were traded long before the

replaced with the common expectation that they will

parts needed to be replaced.

faithfully remain firmly attached. Unfortunately, this is
not always the case.

This is not to say that there are not other factors
involved that cause wheel failure, but they all involve

Throughout the year, there are many instances

use and, after I was told by a well-known refrigerator

where motorists experience a wheel detachment. Most

manufacturer after my five-year warranty expired and the

go unreported. Those that are considered news worthy

unit was suffering, “nothing man made lasts forever.”

have caused major damages by flying across freeway

Distributors of automotive hardware will carry a

lanes and striking oncoming vehicles. Many of these

variety of wheel nut styles. This would include a short

involve truck tires but there are many more of these

nut, medium length nut and a longer wheel nut. In

incidents involving passenger vehicles.

addition, some wheel nuts will have a washer attached

Because of the litigious society in which we live,

for use with some alloy wheels. The other variety of

if any failure occurs it is always the last person who

wheel nuts will have a round or conical end which is

mounted the wheel, the manufacturer who made the

designed to fit into the concave seat, or piloting hole,

wheel hardware and the company who sold the parts

of the wheel to firmly engage the wheel to clamp it both

who are blamed.

axially and radially.

After reviewing literally hundreds of wheel incidents
over the years, I find that almost all of the vehicles had
over 100,000 miles on the odometer. As the mileage
increased, the wheel failures were more likely to occur,
especially over 150,000 miles. Vehicle manufacturers
have limited warranties which all expire after 100,000
miles. Simply put, parts normally wear out with use.
Vehicles use to be lucky to last over 75,000
miles. Now, with better assembly techniques and

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

PHOTO 1 - SHORT AND LONG NUTS

CONTINUED ON PAGE 104
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Laurence Claus
Laurence Claus is the President of NNi Training and Consulting, Inc. He has 25 years of
experience with a medium sized automotive fastener manufacturer, holding positions
including Vice President of Engineering, General Manager, Director of Quality, Director
of New Business Development and Applications Engineer. In 2012 he formed NNi
offering technical and business training courses as well as technical consulting, expert
witness and consultation work. He can be reached at 847-867-7363 or by email:
Lclaus@NNiTraining.com. You can learn more about NNi at www.NNiTraining.com.

THREE THINGS THAT DISTRIBUTORS
MUST DO WELL - PART 3: TRAINING
During the break between my freshman and

remained with me to this day. To show their father

sophomore year of college I started in my universities

what responsible car owners they were, when the car

engineering coop program. I was extremely fortunate to

came due for its first oil change, they decided to do it

land a position in a General Motors stamping plant about

themselves. They drove to the store, bought oil and a

thirty-five miles south of my home. The proximity of the

filter. They came home, found the drain plug and drained

plant allowed me to save money by living at home rather

the oil, replaced the filter, and emptied the bottles of new

than renting an apartment. The proximity also allowed

oil into the engine. Proud of their accomplishment they

me the opportunity to resume

got into the car and headed off

some activities that I had to

to a friend’s house. They were

put aside when I left for the

only a short distance down

university.

the road when the car started

One of those activities was

making funny noises. It didn’t

to renew my participation with

take long for these noises to

the Boy Scouts of America. I

escalate until the car emitted

rejoined my former troop as a

one last explosive” boom “,

Junior Assistant Scoutmaster.

shuddered, and died.

You see, I am an Eagle Scout, and this organization

They had done everything they had been told, their

has always held a soft spot for me and one that I was

oil change was “text book”, so what had gone wrong?

passionate to give back to.

As their dad would later discover while debriefing them,

During this time the troop had two brothers enrolled

they had raised the hood and searched for a place to fill

who were separated in age by only a year. Shortly after

the oil. Finding a cap, they twisted it off and poured the

the younger brother turned 16, their father purchased

oil in. Unfortunately what they had believed to be the

them a nice used car with the provision that it was

opening to the crankcase was, in fact, the opening to the

“theirs” as long as they could continue to demonstrate

radiator.

to him that they were responsible stewards of this

This happened in an age before smart phones and

machine. These brothers, beaming with pride at the trust

the internet. Today this mistake is unlikely to happen

bestowed them by their father, arrived at the next scout

because it is so easy to simply go on YouTube and watch

meeting gleefully showing off their new ride.

in living color as someone performs the task you wish to

I would soon, however, hear a story that has

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

replicate.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 106
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NEVER AN ISLAND
Don Nowak has been in the fastener industry for 47

lean on for advice and input. Later the group broke away

years and among his most cherished memories was his

from NFDA as interest from others waned. The name was

membership in The Fastener Advisory Board (FAB). FAB is an

changed to “The Fastener Advisory Board” in 1996, a

executive peer group of fastener professionals that traces

charter and mission were created, and is now affectionately

its roots to a meeting of the National Fastener Distributor’s

known as “The FAB Group.” FAB members report to

Association (NFDA) in 1992. At the

one another monthly with a brief

time Ken Dickson was Executive

business review, and meet three

Director. Dickson had watched

times annually, with two meetings

how the use of executive peer

at member locations.

reviews helped member executives

Looking back, Nowak recalls

in another association become

some especially poignant and

better leaders and managers, and

effective outcomes from FAB

he had proposed the concept to

with its members. For one,

the NFDA.

Nowak met Bruce Roberts in

A

signup

process

was

FAB, and eventually become the

executed among NFDA distributors,

president—and later owner—of

and groups were divided so that

Falcon Fastening Systems. Earlier

no members were in competitive

this year, Nowak sold Falcon to

positions. Six total groups were

Giovanni Cespedes, Nowak’s son-

formed, with Don Nowak, of Hoyt
Fasteners (Chicago, IL) at the time,

DON NOWAK, RETIRED PRESIDENT AND OWNER OF
FALCON FASTENING AND FAB GROUP MEMBER

being assigned with Bruce Roberts
of Falcon Metal Products (Charlotte, NC); Larry Stanley of

in-law, and his wife, Carrie NowakCespedes; thereby completing two
ownership transitions in part with

input from the FAB Group.

Empire Bolt and Screw (Spokane, WA); Mary McClure of

Nowak recalls one meeting in San Antonio, TX, in

Capital Bolt (Austin, TX); Mike Miller of Bamal Fastener

which the FAB meeting was scheduled to align to an NFDA

(Detroit, MI); and Gene Hunt of The Nut Place (Houston,

meeting. One of the FAB members could not attend due

TX). As Larry Stanley was in the process of retiring, Ron

to the stress associated with financial difficulties from

Stanley attended the first meeting for Empire.

an acquisition. This particular member was a distributor

Nowak hosted the first meeting at Hoyt in the late

who purchased a manufacturing business to vertically

summer of 1992. Within a year, this group, known as

integrate. It was not going well. In fact, it was going so

the “NFDA Executive Network,” was the only remaining

poorly that it was affecting the FAB member’s health. The

active roster. The purpose of the group was to share

other members talked this member into attending the

best practices and have an executive support team to

meeting.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE
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Joe Dysart
Joe Dysart is an Internet speaker and business consultant based in Thousand Oaks,
California. A journalist for 20 years, his articles have appeared in more than 40
publications, including The New York Times and The Financial Times of London.
During the past decade, his work has focused exclusively on ecommerce.
Telephone: 631-256-6602; web: www.joedysart.com; email: joe@joedysart.com.

THE DARKER SIDE OF AI: HACKERS ARE ADDING
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO THEIR TOOLKITS
IT security pros in New
Hampshire and across the globe are
gearing up in earnest for the newest
threat to corporate security: viruses,
malware and similar cybersecurity
attacks turbo-charged with artificial
intelligence (AI).
The reason: Just as AI is
remaking every other part of the
digital world with applications that
can think for themselves and grow
smarter over time, the wonder
technology is also being hijacked by
hackers to imbue already dangerous
cyberthreats
with
machine
intelligence and creativity.
“We have to raise the bar now,”
says John N. Stewart, Senior Vice
President and Chief Security and
Trust Officer, Cisco, regarding adding
AI to the cybersecurity mix.
“There is too much risk, and it is
up to us to reduce it.”
Adds Eva Chen, CEO, Trend
Micro: “The future threat landscape
requires AI-powered protection that
leverages expert rules and machine
learning.”
A significant percentage of
the IT security community agrees.
In a survey (www.arubanetworks.
com/ponemonsecurity) released by

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

SOPHISTICATED HACKERS ARE UPPING THEIR
GAME WITH AI-DRIVEN THREATS.
(ROYALTY FREE IMAGE SOURCED AT
WWW.UNSPLASH.COM/PHOTOS/VPNMMVSJY1M)

“DESPITE MASSIVE INVESTMENTS IN
CYBERSECURITY PROGRAMS, OUR RESEARCH
FOUND MOST BUSINESSES ARE STILL UNABLE
TO STOP ADVANCED, TARGETED ATTACKS,”
SAYS LARRY PONEMON, CHAIRMAN,
PONEMON INSTITUTE.

Ponemon Institute in September
2018, 25% of security and It pros
said they are already using AI in
some way to protect their networks.
And another 26% said they planned
on deploying AI-driven security in the
next 12 months.
Even more disturbing: More
than 75% of those surveyed believe
the Internet of Things devices
attached to their networks are not
secure. And 66% said they have little
or no ability to defend these devices
from malware, viruses and the like.
“Despite massive investments
in cybersecurity programs, our
research found most businesses
are still unable to stop advanced,
targeted attacks,” says Larry
Ponemon, chairman, Ponemon
Institute.
“The situation has become a
‘perfect storm,’ with nearly half of
respondents saying it’s very difficult
to protect complex and dynamically
changing attack surfaces, especially
given the current lack of security
staff with the necessary skills and
expertise to battle today’s persistent,
sophisticated, highly trained, and
well-financed attackers,” Ponemon
says.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 110
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FASTENER FAIR USA
Mack Brooks Exhibitions Inc, 11 E. Adams Street, Suite 200 | Chicago, IL 60603 | USA
TOLL-FREE 866-899-4728 EMAIL fastenerfairusa@mackbrooks.com
WEB www.fastenerfair.com/usa

TOP REASONS YOU SHOULD ATTEND
FASTENER FAIR USA 2019

Fastener Fair USA brings together manufacturers,
distributors, suppliers and end-users for two full
days of the latest fastener solutions and technology,
career-enhancing networking, and conference sessions
developed and delivered by industry experts. Make your
plans today to attend Fastener Fair USA, taking place
May 22-23, 2019, at the Cobo Center in Detroit.
Not sure if Fastener Fair USA is the place for you?
Here are the top reasons you should plan to be there:

[1] The Latest Technology for the Entire
Industrial Supply Chain
Over 300 exhibitors from around the world will
exhibit at Fastener Fair USA 2019, showcasing the latest
in fastener products, equipment, and solutions. Discover

RIBBON CUTTING CEREMONY AT THE FIRST FASTER FAIR USA

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE

and connect with leading manufacturers and distributors
who can collaborate to solve your product design
challenges. See all the latest technologies, innovations,
and solutions for your business, all in one place.
“More than half of the show floor has been sold at
this point with about 85% of 2018 exhibitors returning,”
said Jessica Boweak, Fastener Fair USA exhibition
manager. “We are expecting growth of the exhibit hall by
around 20%, so there will be more products and experts
on the show floor for attendees to interact with.”
From automotive to aerospace, construction to
power generation, furniture to appliances, no matter
what industry you are in, if you need fastener solutions
you will find the latest products at Fastener Fair USA.
The main exhibitor product categories include:
¤ Industrial fasteners and fixings
¤ Construction fixings
¤ Assembly and installation systems
¤ Fastener manufacturing technology
¤ Storage, distribution, and factory equipment
¤ Information, communication, and services
¤ Fastener production machinery, tool and die,
		and supplies
“It doesn’t matter which industry you are involved
with, there is something for everybody here,” stated
2018 attendee Charlie McGrady of Jasper Engines and
Transmissions. “No matter what you do, you can find
contacts, ideas, or suppliers.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 112
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Salim Brahimi Director of Engineering Technology
INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE
6363 Oak Tree Boulevard, Independence, OH 44131
TEL 216-241-1482 FAX 216-241-5901
EMAIL sbrahimi@indfast.org WEB www.indfast.org

ISO TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON FASTENERS HELD ITS
2018 PLENARY MEETINGS IN MONTREAL, CANADA
ISO Technical Committee on Fasteners (ISO TC 2)
held its 2018 plenary meetings in Montreal (October
15-19). Montreal has been the site of past ISO TC2
ad hoc group meetings, but this occasion marked the
first time that Canada hosted the plenary meetings.
The Canadian delegation welcomed 40 delegates and
experts from 12 member countries to Montreal. Hosting
this event is part of IFI’s continuing effort to promote and
increase the contributions of North American experts on
the evolution of ISO metric fastener standards.
Montréal is a beautiful and truly diverse place. A
continental meeting point and trading crossroads, the
city is at the heart of the history of Canada. The ISO TC
2 meetings were held at the OMNI Hotel, at the foothill
of Mont-Royal across the street from McGill University’s
campus. This historical place was the ideal setting to
host the ISO TC 2 gathering, which is always an engaging
international event. The highlight of the week was the
social event, during which the delegates were treated
to a walking tour and experienced the sites and sounds
of Old Montreal before enjoying a hosted dinner at the
iconic Auberge St. Gabriel restaurant.
ISO TC 2 is always a remarkable gathering of fastener
experts from around the world who collaborate and share

WALKING TOUR OF HISTORIC OLD MONTREAL BEFORE
THE SOCIAL EVENT DINNER
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ISO TC 2 DELEGATES IN MONTREAL WELCOMED BY
THE ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE

their knowledge to develop state of the art ISO metric
fastener standards. This year was no exception. In the
course of 2018, significant progress has being made
on several key ISO standards, such as ISO 4042, ISO
10683, ISO 3269, ISO 898-2 and ISO TR 20491.
This year’s meetings also provided a great platform
to connect scientific research with fastener standards
and practices because McGill University Hydrogen
Embrittlement Facility (MHEF) co-hosted the event.
Founded in 2006, in part with a grant from IFI, the
McGill Hydrogen Embrittlement Facility (MHEF) has a
globally recognised reputation of research on hydrogen
embrittlement, coatings and high-strength fasteners.
We are proud that several important standards in the
fastener industry are being revised thanks in part to
research conducted at MHEF.
As IFI Technical Director and Head of Delegation for
Canada, I would like to express great appreciation to
the sponsors. I thank IFI membership, as IFI was the
principal sponsor of the event. I also thank Ifastgroupe,
Leland Industries, Endries International and IBECA
Technologies without whose generous support, this
important and well-attended international event would
not have been possible.

SALIM BRAHIMI | INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE
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GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
by JOHN WOLZ EDITOR
editor@globalfastenernews.com

DESTEFANO: CUSTOMERS WANT EDUCATION
ON COMPANY WEBSITES
Social media consultant tells STAFDA that 74%
of buying now begins online before talking to any
salesperson.
“Cold calling is dead,” social media consultant Bob
DeStefano told the 42nd annual convention of the Specialty
Tools & Fastener Distributors Association. Today cold
calling is replaced by educating potential customers online.
Almost three quarters – 74% – of buying begins online
before talking to any salesperson.
Websites need to be educating – focusing on content.
DeStefano spoke on how salespeople can use social
media.
Online selling is not mass emails, DeStefano said.
Indeed 86% of B2B emails are deleted or ignored, he said.
Beyond websites companies need to be on LinkedIn,
Facebook, Google, YouTube and InSlide, Instragram, Twitter
.. “sharing valuable content.”
DeStefamo termed LinkedIn as “a resume on steroids.”
“Customers control the sales process,” DeStefano
pointed out. In 80% of new B2B transactions the customer
finds the supplier.
And 78% of the salespeople using social media outsell
their peers, DeStefano added.
Part of that is millennials taking over the workforce, he
noted. Every day 10,000 baby boomers retire and 10,000
millennials turn 21. They were 35% of the workforce last
year and will be 50% by 2020.
“Millennials go online for everything,” DeStefano noted.
Today the model is engaging customers online to
produce orders via the social network.
“The buyers journey has changed,” DeStefano
declared.
¤ Lead with valuable information. “You’re not in
the business of sales,” DeStefano finds. “You’re in the
business of providing valuable knowledge. Don’t just sell –
educate.”

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

¤ “Become the valuable ‘Go-To’ resource for profitable
ideas,” he advised. That may be salespeople having
personal blogs and the company may have an online
journal. A company website can lead to informational
articles of 750 to 1,000 words. White Papers (five to 20
pages) will generally be via PDF. Case studies of customer
success stories are good for a website.
Information might best be provided through a
WordPress website.
DeStefano termed sales via online information as
“content upsetting.”
“Videos are fantastic content,” DeStefano declared.
Those may be tours of facilities or an interview with a
customer.
Online videos of three to 10 minutes “do not have to
be ‘polished’ to be effective.”
A webinar “can be very effective.” It can be training or
customer service beyond sales.
Posting educational articles does give the information
to competitors, DeStafano acknowledged.
“It is a balance. You need to create something unique
for your company.”
¤ Search engine marketing is vital. “The best way to
be found is people can find you on Google.”
¤ Websites must be customer focused, DeStefano
said. “Your website needs to be the hub of your marketing.
It must be designed for your customer.”
Though websites should not be “egocentric,” they
must show knowledge and be an educational resource
center for your products and services. “Market your
knowledge,” DeStefano said.
¤ Turn your website into a content-rich lead generator.
Certain information the potential customer wants might
require registering an email address. Providing valuable
information for eventual sales calls as “warm calls” instead
of “cold calls.”

GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS, INC
108 Third Street, Bloomingdale, IL 60108
TEL 1-800-539-1233
EMAIL sales@ci-inc.com

WEB www.ci-inc.com

5 WAYS TO BENEFIT FROM THE
NEW INTUILIZE CONNECTION
A new connection has been
added to The Business Edge

TM

Fastener
Network

TM

Supply

Chain

(FSCN). The new

connection is called the Intuilize

Connection and it is a Business
Intelligence (BI) system.

The Business Edge

TM

reports across systems manually every time you need to

is an incredibly valuable

resource for fasteners distributors and manufacturers

generate information…and your time starts to melt away
fast.

who need a comprehensive reporting system. As a

With Intuilize, you can access tailored dashboards,

leader in the industry, The Business Edge is always

scorecards and detailed reports and get answers to key

looking to expand its capabilities available to users —

questions at the click of a button. The tool automates all

which is exactly the focus of the Intuilize Connection.

of those little repetitive business processes eating hours

TM

With Intuilize, The Business Edge users can get
TM

simple and actionable insights with the click of a button

out of your week so you can focus on what really needs
your attention: growing your business.

in an easy to understand graphical format. Intuilize

Here’s a quick example: A mid-size distributor

provides automated reporting and fast data analysis so

using the Intuilize Connection in California is saving

manufacturers and distributors can turn their data into

~$17,000/year in labor alone by automating their

profits.

reporting, and their sales manager is now reallocating all

So, what benefits can The Business Edge users
TM

that wasted time he spent juggling with reports to talking

expect through the Intuilize Connection?

with customers — a far more productive use of his time.

[1] Time is Money: Let’s Automate
Your Reporting

[2] Prescribed Actions: Step-By-Step
Guidance Toward Revenue Growth

Whether you’re a CFO, owner, or sales manager,

One of the chief benefits of the Intuilize Connection

you know all too well how fast those 30-60 minutes

is its ability to give The Business Edge users a clear

per day you spend generating reports the traditional

road map to discover and find trends that can be

way can add up. Add to that combining data from these

actionable from Day One.
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PENN ENGINEERING
5190 Old Easton Road, Danboro, PA 18916
TEL 1-800-237-4736
FAX 215-766-0143

EMAIL

info@pemnet.com

WEB

www.pemnet.com

SELF-CLINCHING LOCKNUTS HOLD MATING
SCREWS TIGHT by Michael J. Rossi, Marketing Services Supervisor
When fasteners are subjected to disruptive
application-related forces – vibration, thermal cycling, or
others – their reliability in service may be jeopardized.
Mating screws particularly become targets for loosening
and potential attachment failure. Self-clinching locknuts
offer solutions on multiple fronts.
These fasteners effectively “self-lock” the threads of
mating screws to eliminate any risk of screws loosening
over time, regardless of application forces. And, unlike
chemical locking methods or patches, locknuts do not
require extra production steps and/or materials during the
assembly process, saving time and money.
Beyond the central function of withstanding external
forces and holding mating hardware securely, self-clinching
locknuts offer yet another layer of reliability, thanks to
self-clinching technology. Upon their installation, the
locknuts become permanent and integral parts of a thin
metal assembly, will not loosen or fall out, never have to
be restrained from rotation with a tool, and never have to
be handled again.
Specific types of self-clinching locknuts carry specific
benefits, based on design. Some integrate floating threads
to compensate for misalignment; miniature versions
feature smaller footprints accommodating smaller design
envelopes; and others will achieve particularly high clamp
strength. The universe of self-clinching locknuts continues
to expand in response to application and marketplace
needs.
Self-clinching locknuts are available in two primary
categories: prevailing torque locknuts (in many variations)
and free-running types.
Self-clinching prevailing torque locknuts
encompass all-metal styles as well as locknuts integrating
plastic inserts (usually nylon).
All-metal types “self-lock” the threads of mating
hardware by fundamentally altering the shape of the nut

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

THE ENTIRE FAMILY OF AVAILABLE SELF-CLINCHING LOCKNUTS.

during manufacture to grip a screw during tightening. A
common method is the purposeful distortion of the nut’s
threads. Depending on type, the nut’s threads may be
elliptically squeezed (slightly deforming the thread barrel
into an elliptical shape), flexing jaws may be created by
vertically slitting the thread barrel and squeezing the two
sections together, or one or two of the last threads on the
head side of the nut may be deformed.
The particular design feature of all-metal prevailing
torque locknuts produces friction between threads of
mated hardware, thereby increasing the force needed
to tighten as well as loosen the nut. All-metal prevailing
torque locknuts maintain essentially the same torque
value, regardless of the amount of axial load applied,
and have been engineered to provide up to 15 cycles of
thread-locking performance.
		Self-clinching prevailing torque locknuts
with nylon inserts generate torque resistance using a
plastic insert as the locking element.
The insert is added during manufacture into the selfclinching body of the nut on the screw exit side (with the
inner diameter of the insert approximately at the screw
pitch diameter).
CONTINUED ON PAGE 116
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ROTOR CLIP COMPANY INC.
187 Davidson Avenue, Somerset, NJ 08873
TEL 1-800-557-6867
FAX 732-469-7898

EMAIL

info@rotorclip.com

WEB

www.rotorclip.com

RETAINING RINGS CURE FASTENER CONCERNS IN
ANOTHER MEDICAL APPLICATION by Jürgen Wenzel, Global Marketing Manager
Peristaltic pumps are used to move fluids along a
tube in a variety of medical and industrial applications.
They can pump sterile or harsh fluids without coming
into contact with other components of the pump that
can contaminate clean fluids or be damaged by acidic or
viscous fluids.
The core of the pump in this design is a series of
rollers that are fastened to a wheel. A tube containing
the fluid comes in contact with the rollers as they turn.
The rollers pinch the tube in order to force the contents
in the tube to move along.

ILLUSTRATION OF HOW A PERISTALTIC PUMP WORKS: THE ROLLERS
ALTERNATELY DEPRESS THE TUBE AND ALLOW IT TO RETURN TO IT’S
NATURAL STATE, CREATING A STEADY FLOW WITHOUT CONTACT WITH PUMP
COMPONENTS. SOURCE: TETRAPAK

As the tube returns to its natural “un-pinched”
state, between each roller, the force causes additional
fluid to move through the passageway, thus keeping a
steady flow through the pump. This is often referred to

tract. Common applications for peristaltic pumps include

as a form of positive-displacement pumping.

heart-lung machines to circulate blood during bypass

This process is called peristalsis and is used in many

surgery, and in hemodialysis systems.
Designers were concerned about the extra costs

biological systems, most famously in the gastrointestinal

associated with retaining eight seperate rollers on their
own shaft using traditional fasteners, like screws, nuts
and bolts. Limited space was also a consideration along
with the costs associated with assembling so many
small components.
The E Retaining Ring was the fastener of choice,
offering the designers the following advantages:
¤

Less shaft preparation (no threading, tapping
or drilling)

THE EIGHT ROLLERS ARE HELD IN PLACE BY E RETAINING RINGS; AN E RING
ALSO RETAINS THE ENTIRE WHEEL THE ROLLERS ARE ATTACHED TO.
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¤

Reduced weight and size of finished designs

¤

Lower costs of raw material and labor in assembly
of components.

ROTOR CLIP COMPANY INC.
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Anthony Di Maio
Anthony E. Di Maio attended Wentworth Institute and Northeastern University. In 1962 he
started working with Blind Fasteners as Vice-President of Engineering & Manufacturing for two
blind rivet manufacturers. He has been Chairman of the Technical Committee of the Industrial
Fasteners Institute (IFI) and is still involved in the writing of IFI specifications. In 1991, he
started ADM Engineering and is working with Fastener Manufacturers developing new fasteners
and special machinery. He can be reached at ADM Engineering, 6 Hermon Ave., Haverhill, MA
01832; phone and fax 978-521-0277; e-mail: tdimaio@verizon.net.

THREE DIFFERENT BLIND RIVET BODY DESIGNS
Stamped Process

also form the long barrel of the rivet body. The tubing

Stamped blind rivet bodies are produced from sheet

process solves these two problems that the stamping

material. The sheet material is fed to a progressive

and extruded process has. Again, this tubing process

stamping die having many punches and die stations.

s only used for blind rivet bodies that are longer than 1

The different punches progressively form the barrel and

1/2 inches.

flange of the rivet body. This manufacturing process
offers high production rates but with a high percentage
of scrap material. This rivet body stamping process was

Visible Appearance of Stamped And
Extruded Blind Rivet Bodies

the major method to produce blind rivet bodies. Still
today, the stamped rivet body process is used by many
blind rivet manufactures to produce stainless steel blind
rivets.

Extruded Process
Extruded blind rivet bodies are produced from wire.
The wire is fed to a cold heading machine having up to 5
or 6 dies and punches. The part is transferred to each die
and is progressively formed. This extruded process has a
lower production rate but offers a very low scrap output.
There are obvious visible differences that many

Tubing Process

times raises the question “Are these blind rivets the

Long blind rivet bodies are produced from tubing.

same?” The end of the barrel opposite the flange of

Both the stamped and extruded manufacturing process

the extruded rivet body is flat and has no radius at the

cannot produce a long rivet body. The stamping process

outside diameter. The top of the stamped rivet body has

has a limit as to how long the process can stretch

a radius that starts at the outside diameter of the barrel

the sheet material and the extruded process cannot

and ends at the inside diameter.
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BTM Manufacturing is
pleased to announce that Jake
Davis, BTM Manufacturing’s
President, has been elected Vice
President of the Southwestern
Fastener Association.

As a board member of SFA in
2018, Mr. Davis was honored to
be nominated and to serve SFA
as the new Vice President.
The Southwestern Fastener
Association has supported the
fastener industry since 1975
with members from across the
United States Their membership
is comprised of distributors,
manufacturers,
importers,
processors, technology and
independent sales reps. SFA’s
goal is to provide membership
with avenues to create
business opportunities through
annual meetings, happy hours,
conferences and educational
opportunities.
Please join us in congratulating
Jake Davis for this achievement!
For more information
contact BTM Manufacturing at
15403 Andrews Road, Kansas
City, Missouri 64147. Tel:
1-800-369-2658, Fax: 816331-0473, Email: sales@btmmfg.com or visit them online at
www.btm-manufacturing.com.
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Jim Truesdell
James Truesdell is President of Brauer Supply Company, a distributor of specialty
fasteners, insulation, air filtration, and air conditioning with headquarters in St. Louis.
Mr. Truesdell is adjunct professor at Saint Louis University and Webster University.
An attorney and frequently published writer, he is the author of “Total Quality
Management: Reports From the Front Lines”.

GHOSTING JOBS...ARE EMPLOYERS
GETTING WHAT THEY GAVE?
Employers are experiencing something that has been
heretofore largely unfamiliar to them. As the job market
heats up and it becomes increasingly difficult to keep key
positions filled, companies are finding that prospects in
significant numbers are scheduling interviews and failing
to show up. Additionally, some people are even accepting
jobs and then fail to show up for the first scheduled day of
work. These things occur without a telephone call or even
an e mail from the “no show”
employee.
It leaves the employer
hanging and hesitant to pull
the trigger on a second choice
until contact can be made with
the disappearing employee to
make sure he or she hasn’t
fallen ill or met some other
fate which caused their disappearance.
This phenomenon has a slang term which has been
applied to it. It is called “Ghosting” jobs and it apparently
is an increasing problem for hiring managers. The term
originated in the world of dating and romance to describe
a situation where someone goes on a date and then hears
absolutely nothing from the person they went out with who
does not respond to one’s attempts to keep in contact.
Why is this scenario becoming more commonplace in the
hiring world? There are a number of reasons:
[1] Qualified applicants at all levels are in short
supply and potential workers probably feel they can easily
find a comparably compensated job which they might
enjoy more, so they don’t think twice about kissing off any
one opportunity.
[2] Technology makes the entire hiring process move
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faster with job posting boards and massive resume data
bases so that both workers and employers move rapidly
on to the next opportunity.
[3] In an age when many younger people communicate
largely by social media there are those who lack the
experience in direct communication who just avoid the
negative confrontation inherent in cancelling an interview
or changing one’s mind about acceptance of a position.
They just “disappear” and
feel no concern over the
uncertainty they leave in their
wake.
[4] Many people may not
be concerned about any harm
to their professional reputation
such actions might create.
They don’t think through the
consequences of burning one’s bridges behind. This is
especially a paradox when many people are thinking about
building their personal “brand”. But perhaps that is not
such a concern at the lower job levels where ghosting is
more likely to occur.
[5] Finally, employers may be reaping what they have
sewn during the years of job scarcity. Applicants have no
doubt endured years of chasing jobs with no follow up or
feedback from prospective employers who have neglected
to keep those under consideration up to date on selection
status. How often do employers just fail to communicate
that a decision has been made and leave an applicant
wondering if he or she is still in the game? Now that the
tables have turned perhaps job seekers feel no similar
obligation to communicate when their own plans or
choices change?
CONTINUED ON PAGE 120
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Larry Borowski President
GREENSLADE & COMPANY INC.
2234 Wenneca Avenue, Fort Worth, TX 76102
TEL 817-870-8888 FAX 817-870-9199
EMAIL sales1@greensladeandcompany.com

WEB

www.greensladeandcompany.com

RING GAGES PART 1: SETTING ADJUSTABLE
THREAD RINGS - WHY DO I NEED THE SET PLUG?
Oftentimes we are sent special sized GO and NOT GO
adjustable threaded ring gages for calibration, or we are
asked to quote/manufacture new ones. In either case
we must ask the customer if they own the set plug, and,
in most cases, they do not. The most common response
we get is, “Why do I need the set plug? The last company
I sent these gages to didn’t require them.” Upon further
investigation, it is found that the “other company” is
using some form of direct measurement, either CMM
or single point ball probes. The simple fact is that
the “other company” is not following the consensus
standards that govern this calibration, and in turn is
misleading end users to believing their calibrations are

thread gaging that a set plug is required to set an

valid and proper.

adjustable ring gage.

Several standards are quite clear on how adjustable

A few points that may help explain the reasoning

thread rings are to be checked, set, adjusted, or

and difference between setting a ring gage to a set plug

calibrated:

verses directly measuring the pitch diameter are:

¤ ASME B1.2 and ASME B1.16 state: Adjustable

¤ Adjustable thread rings are not round. A set plug

GO (and subsequently NOT GO) thread ring gages must

will engage the circular boundary, but a direct measure

be set to the applicable W tolerance setting plugs.

probe will simply measure (2) or more independent

¤ MIL-STD-120 states: The pitch diameter of
adjustable thread ring gages is adjusted by fitting the
ring to a setting plug of known size.

points in the thread groove, and chances are pretty good
that the “best ball” size is not being used.
¤ Adjustable thread rings are intended to be used as

¤ FED-STD-H28/6A states: The size of adjustable

a functional check of the product. Set plugs will confirm

limit or indicating thread gages is controlled by utilizing

a functional fit, but direct measurement will only provide

the applicable W tolerance thread setting plug.

pitch diameter size at the specific thread groove that is

¤ IFI-301 states: The functional diameter of the

probed. Direct measurement does not take factors such

working ring is set to the functional diameter size of the

as flank angle, lead, root clearance, or helical offset

combined characteristics of the setting plug.

into consideration. In other words, all the elements that

It is abundantly clear in all the standards that govern

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

make up functional fit are being ignored.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 120
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SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 44, 500 Elm Grove Rd., Ste. 2I0, Elm Grove, Wl 53122
TEL 1-800-352-2981 FAX 262-784-5059 EMAIL info@stafda.org WEB www.stafda.org

RECAP OF STAFDA’S PHOENIX
CONVENTION & TRADE SHOW by Georgia H. Foley, CEO
The Valley of the Sun – Phoenix, Arizona – was the
perfect host to 4,230 attendees for STAFDA’s 42nd
Annual Convention & Trade Show, October 28 – 30,
2018. Forced into earlier meeting dates due to the City
of Denver’s June 2017 decision to book a larger piece of
business over STAFDA’s existing November 2018 Denver
dates, Phoenix rose to the occasion with perfect meeting
facilities, an ideal hotel package, and sunny weather.
Education was the name of the game on Sunday,
October 28 featuring four workshops in the morning
and one in the afternoon. Business sessions included
“Social Selling” with Bob DeStefano; “Leaders aren’t
Born; They’re Built” by Randy Disharoon; Alex Goldfayn
leading “Selling Boldly”; and Greg Manns explaining “How
to Improve Distributor Profitability.” Each program ran 90
minutes and repeated following a break so attendees
could attend the two of most interest.
The afternoon featured a targeted workshop for those
formulating a succession plan or thinking of selling their
business. STAFDA consultants, Ryan Baraddas and Tim
Young with WealthPoint, offered ideas and strategies
to attendee CEOs. Concurrently, 30 students from six
universities were participating in a Speed Interviewing
Session where they engaged in one-on-one interviews
with STAFDA members looking to hire in the New Year.
Prior to the interviewing session, the students – along
with STAFDA attendees under the age of 35 – had the
chance to ask a six-person panel, comprised of STAFDA
leaders, questions on the wholesale distribution industry,
technology trends, and career opportunities.
Sunday evening’s opening party at nearby CityScape
– an entertainment complex with restaurants, a bowling
alley, comedy club, and great bands – had something
for everyone. STAFDA did a buyout of the venue for the
three hour event which provided a mix-and-mingle while
attendees could enjoy varied cuisine and beverage
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options.
The General Session on Monday, October 29, always
features two state of the industry speakers and a
keynoter. Presenting distributor issues was 2018 STAFDA
President, Michelle St. John, Industrial Bolt & Supply,
Auburn, WA, and Associate speaker, Bill Sisto, G-Strut,
Canton, OH, offered an in-depth look at strut/channel
manufacturing. Business expert, Jon Gordon, author of
several books including the popular “Energy Bus”, gave an
insightful hour long talk on the positivity a leader can bring
to his company, his teammates, and his personal life. Jon
offered solid takeaways members could implement at their
company to generate more success.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 122
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Akro-Mils,
a
North
American leader in storage,
organization and transport
products, introduces its newest
material handling catalog.
The
full-line
catalog
showcases Akro-Mils’ complete
range of products for industrial,
medical, retail and home
settings, including: Storage
Bins; Racks and Hanging
Systems; Totes and Containers;
Small Parts Storage; Wire and
Steel Shelving Systems; Steel
and Plastic Cabinets; and
Waste Transport Products.
“The new catalog features
expanded sections for many
of our best-selling products
including more images and
detailed descriptions to help
you select the solution that is
right for you.” says Bart Eggert,
Industrial Product Line Manager.
Download the full 68-page
catalog and search through
hundreds of material handling
and storage products by model
number, keyword, category and
other criteria.
Akro-Mils is a leading
manufacturer of plastic and
metal storage, organization,
transport and material handling
products for use in industrial,
medical/pharmaceutical,
commercial and consumer
markets. Akro-Mils is dedicated
to providing innovative, quality
products that help customers
improve inventory control and
efficiency. Located in Akron,
Ohio, Akro-Mils is a Myers
Industries, Inc. company.
For more information contact
Akro-Mils at 1-800-253-2467,
Fax 330-761-6348, or visit them
online at www.akro-mils.com.
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Robert Footlik
Robert B. Footlik, PE is a retired Professional Industrial Engineer. With over 50 years’
experience as a Warehouse and Logistics Consultant to a wide variety of clients including
Fastener Distributors, Bob has a wealth of valuable information for our industry and he is
willing to share it. While Footlik & Associates is now closed, his expertise is still available
to his friends and our readers. For friendly advice, a second opinion or just to start a
conversation, he can be reached at robert@footlik.net.

PLANNING FOR PREVENTABLE DISASTERS
In the previous article (Fall 2018) fire, earthquakes,
tornados, hurricanes and other disasters were discussed
from a perspective of using check lists and preplanning
to mitigate the disaster. Daily disasters are far more
common. When you are busy and time is short facilities
and equipment maintenance takes a back seat to the
immediacy of customers demands…as well it should.
But when the press of business lessens maintenance
tasks all too often become an expense to be bypassed…
until something catastrophic
happens. Fastener Distributors
are not immune to this effect.
Without question the worst
problems are safety related. Lack
of Preventative Maintenance
(PM) is not just a problem of
someone unfortunately being
injured. Today any accident
can lead to intrusive and in
depth visits by State and Federal
Occupation Health and Safety
(OSHA) teams, Environmental Protection Act (EPA)
teams, unions, Workman’s Compensation investigators,
criminal investigation/indictment and civil lawsuits. Even
something simple such as waiting for several lights to
burn out before replacing an individual lamp any can
lead to a preventable accident. If an injury results the
consequences will be severe and far reaching, especially
if the victim is a visitor (customer, trucker, rep) who is not
covered by your insurance or workman’s compensation.
A secondary issue is that disasters usually occur at
the most inopportune times. Leaky roofs aren’t a problem
when the sun is shining but a huge inconvenience when
it is raining on a busy day. Similarly just about the time
you need the forklift is when a piece of discarded plastic
will wrap around the wheels.
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The best time to eliminate problems is before they
occur, and a PM program is the most sensible approach.
The old adage of “If it ain’t broke don’t fix it” is dead. If
it isn’t broken, keep it that way. This starts with training.

Training for PM and Safety
The warehouse crew has you outnumbered. If they
are breaking things, putting forks through materials
and walls, clipping the pallet racks with the back of
the forklift and causing other
problems faster than you can
fix things the answer lies in a
comprehensive training program
to give them more pride in what
they do…instilling a sincere
desire to not just prevent
accidents by themselves, but to
also supervise each other.
OSHA requires that every
facility must be clean, neat,
orderly and safe (Article
1910.22). This dictum can be translated into a usable
program by introducing weekly, if not daily, training
sessions. Topics can include fire prevention, fire drills,
Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR), fork lift safety
and the rudiments of housekeeping that the staff
should have learned in kindergarten. There are many
resources for trainers, videos, programs and speakers.
For example, your local fire department or fire prevention
bureau can train your staff and run drills to insure that
everyone knows who to call, what to do and when to do
it. Normally the cost is zero other than replacing any
discharged fire extinguishers.
Once a safety training program is up and running it
is time to focus on specific areas within the building and
overall property.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 124
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WOMEN IN THE FASTENER INDUSTRY
EMAIL

PO Box 242, Northvale, NJ 07647
events@fastenerwomen.com WEB www.fastenerwomen.com

ANNOUNCING THE JOANNE GOODMAN SHERMAN
SCHOLARSHIP STARTING IN 2019
“WIFI understood not all fastener women have the
ability to travel to attend the Fastener Training Institute
for our Ann Bisgyer Wolz Scholarship.” Says Rosa E
Hearn, Chairman of WIFI.
“We knew we needed to add more
opportunities for the women in the

Goodman-Sherman family for partnering with WIFI to help
the betterment of women in the industry.
Joanne Goodman Sherman was the co-owner,
secretary and treasurer for the Industrial Rivet &
Fastener Company, which is headquartered
in Northvale, New Jersey. A family-held

industry, to be able to receive a

global business that has celebrated

formal education in fasteners.”

over 105 years in business, Joanne

Starting in 2019, WIFI is adding

was instrumental in growing the

the Joanne Goodman Sherman

company and adding sales and

Scholarship. The scholarship gives

account volume.
Joanne first started working

one lucky winner the ability to receive
formal fastener education online and
earn certificates.

for the company, which was founded by
her great-grandfather in 1912, on

WIFI partnered with THORS

a part-time basis while still in high

eLearning Solutions www.thors.com

school – joining operation full time in

to be able to offer a comprehensive

1974. At the outset, Ms. Sherman

eLearning experience. We know

was responsible for bookkeeping,

the Fastener Women will be super

including accounts receivables and

excited for this new opportunity that

payables, and also worked with her

WIFI is able to offer.

father and brother in sales and

WIFI names their scholarships in

managing client accounts.
In

honor of women who pioneered this

1975,

Ms.

Sherman

industry and when Taryn Goodman,

purchased the Elkay Orthopedic

niece and treasurer/board member

Supply Company, a specialized

of WIFI, mentioned the family had discussed and wanted

fastener business where she served as President while

to set up a scholarship in her honor, we were grateful

also continuing her work in the family company. She

they chose WIFI as their platform. What a great way to

sold the business in 1981 as Industrial Rivet began to

honor such an amazing women. WIFI is grateful to the

expand its operations.
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Jo Morris Marketing Director, Fastener Training Institute

®

FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE

®

5318 East 2nd Street #325, Long Beach, CA 90803
TEL 562-473-5373 FAX 661-449-3232
EMAIL info@fastenertraining.org WEB www.fastenertraining.org

FTI OFFERS ONLINE TRAINING
What is a six-letter word synonymous with
“Accessible, Available, Relevant, Convenient and
Connected”?

Platings, Coatings and Finishes for Fasteners
This 90-minute video explains key differences in

Answer: Online. Now couple that with

plating specifications and what they mean. Owners,

what the Fastener Training Institute does best (Fastener

managers, quality assurance personnel, and purchasing

Training) and we now have something to talk about…

personnel who manage outside processing for fasteners

Online Fastener Training.

need this webinar.

While FTI is still an advocate for live, face-to-face
instruction with opportunities to network and engage
with others, we are expanding our web-based presence

Structural Bolting - Including New
Specifications and Changes

to reach more students, time zones and geographies.

This 90-minute video teaches some of the must-

Personal and staff development has never been more

know changes in structural bolting specifications and new

attainable than now with FTI’s offering of training courses

products: It is not just for structural bolting people. We cover

and the Online Learning Library offers flexibility,

many of the important technical, sales, engineering and

anywhere access and anytime access for students to
learn and grow.
All FTI training videos are developed and instructed
by industry experts with real life experience. Reference
materials and quizzes accompany the lessons, so
students have practical and relevant data to bring back
to the work place with them. Whether you are training
a new employee, cross-training or strengthening your
fastener intellect, there are pertinent topics available for

quality principles applicable to all fastener applications.

Fastener Testing for Suppliers
This video explores the basics and beyond of fastener
mechanical testing.

ISO Metric Fastener Standards
This video instructs the most important ISO Fastener
Specifications for materials, dimensions, processing, and
quality assurance.

everyone.

Fastener Basics Part 1, 2 and 3

Understanding PPAPs
Pre-Production Approval Process 2 Part Series. What

Each 90-minute video explores the basics and

is PPAP? What are the PPAP requirements? How does

fundamentals of fasteners. With the use of live cameras,

PPAP apply to my company as a fastener distributor or

students can see up close real examples and learn about

manufacturer? Control Plans, Design Records, Process

their features and uses.

Flow Diagrams, PFMEA… do you know these terms?

TECHNICAL ARTICLE
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SPIROL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
30 Rock Avenue, Danielson, CT 06239
TEL 1-860-774-8571 FAX 1-860-774-2048

EMAIL info@spirol.com WEB www.spirol.com

WHY PINS WALK AND HOW TO ENSURE
THAT DOESN’T HAPPEN by Miki Shen, Applications Engineer, SPIROL Asia

Lateral movement of installed pins, commonly referred

rigid Solid Pins. However, once installed, a Slotted Spring

to as ‘walking’, can occur with any pin in a dynamic

Pin’s slot is largely closed. If further movement occurs, the

application if proper design guidelines are not followed. This

Slotted Pin can butt at the slot at which point it functions as

includes rigid Solid Pins as well as Slotted and Coiled Spring

a solid tube (exhibiting the same characteristics as a Solid

Pins. Although any kind of pin can walk, the causes may

Pin).

be different for each style. This White Paper will address

SPIROL’s engineered Coiled Spring Pins are designed

common causes for lateral movement and offer design

to address the deficiencies associated with both Solid Pins

guidelines to avoid the condition.

and Slotted Spring Pins. Coiled Pins are available in a variety

THE SLOTTED SPRING PIN
CANNOT FLEX WHEN THE SLOT IS
CLOSED.

There are common

of duties to tailor the strength and flexibility of the pin to

causes of walking that

the assembly in which it is being used. Light and standard

pertain to all types of

duty Coiled Pins can prevent hole damage in soft and brittle

pins such as improperly

materials, which is often the case when Solid Pins or Slotted

sized holes, insufficient

Pins are used. In addition, unlike Slotted Spring Pins, Coiled

engagement,

and

Spring Pins cannot “butt” in holes as they possess a seam

asymmetrical

loading.

rather than a slot.

There are also mechanisms
of walking unique to each
product. For example, rigid

pins may deform the holes thereby introducing clearance
and compromising retention. If properly selected for host
material and load, Spring Pins should not deform holes like

TECHNICAL ARTICLE
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PO Box 5, Lake Zurich, IL 60047

MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION

TOLL-FREE 1-800-753-8338

TEL 847-438-8338

EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com
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WEB www.mwfa.net

MWFA ANNOUNCES 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS by Nancy Rich
Congratulations to the New MWFA Board
President:
Vice President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Directors:

Alternates:

Wayne Wishnew - XL Screw Corp.
George Hunt - Brighton Best Int’l
Bob Baer - Abbott Interfast Inc.
David Gawlik - All-Tech Hardware LLC/
Autocraft USA
Glen Brin - Innovative Components Inc.
Pam Cicero - Delta Secondar
Matt Delawder - SWD Inc.
Tabitha Herbst - Central Wire
Bryan Wheeler/Star Stainless Screw
Rich Cavoto - Metric & Multistandard
Paula Evitts - KDS Imports

MWDA 2019 Calendar of Events
January 16

February 21

Wolves vs. Grand Rapids Griffins
Allstate Arena - Rosemont, IL
Dinner Meeting

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

March 21
March 13-16

April 11
May 16
June 3-5
June 6
August 19-23
August 22
October 17
November 7
December 12

Belvedere Banquets - Elk Grove, IL
Fascination with Fasteners
Elk Grove Village, IL
Joint Meeting MWFA/Pac-West/NFDA
Omni San Diego, San Diego, CA
https://www.pac-west.org/event-list
Dinner Meeting
Education Program
Fastener Tech ‘19
Rosemont, IL
Golf Outing
Chevy Chase, Wheeling, IL
Fastener Training Week
MWFA Mixer
Dinner Meeting & Education Program
Scholarship Meeting and Elections
Belvedere Banquets - Elk Grove Village, IL
Holiday Party
MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO
TEL 323-817-2226 FAX 310-481-1909 EMAIL morgan.wilson@emeraldexpo.com

WEB www.fastenershows.com

IFE 2018 EXPANDED CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
PRODUCES TOP ATTENDEE EXPERIENCE by Linh Vu
The 2018 International Fastener Expo (IFE) featured
nearly 100,000 net sq.ft. of fastener, machinery, and tooling
products and services and hosted 5,000 enthusiastic
attendees, Oct. 30-Nov. 1, 2018, at the Mandalay Bay
Convention Center in Las Vegas, NV. Owned and operated
by Emerald Expositions, early testimonials reveal IFE
2018 produced a top attendee experience with a newlycomprehensive and robust conference schedule and new
convenient location on the Las Vegas strip.
“It was very clear that Emerald Expositions has been
careful to retain all the strengths and heritage of the biggest
North American fastener trade show, while introducing
generally well-thought-through enhancements, not least in
presentation and promotion,” said Phil Matten, director,
British & Irish Association of Fastener Distributors (BIAFD).
“The off-show floor conference program was full of content
and the Sessions Corner brought interesting presentations
to the heart of the show floor.”
IFE 2018 introduced an extra day of conference sessions
and special events, giving attendees more time than ever
to meet with potentially profitable partners, learn current
best practices for a successful business, and network with
the top representatives in the fastener industry.
“IFE provides us a tremendous opportunity to meet with
many of our vendor partners in a short period of time. We
look forward to the show each year,” said an executive from
Optimas OE Solutions.
This year’s conference provided 17 educational
sessions, including two favorites - “PROP 65: It’s Not About
Labels and It’s Not About Chemicals - It’s About Not Getting
Sued,” presented by Carmen Vertullo and Rob LaPointe,
AIM Testing Laboratory; and “U.S. Tariffs and Trade Policies
- What to Expect in 2019,” presented by Vanessa Sciarra,
vice president for legal affairs and trade and investment
policy, National Foreign Trade Council (NFTC).

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE

ALLOY & STAINLESS FASTENERS AT IFE2018

“PROP 65” attracted an at seating capacity crowd
of engaged onlookers who received technical and legal
resources surrounding California’s Safe Drinking Water
and Toxic Enforcement Act. Sciarra presented the latest
developments on how the current trade policy will affect
fastener industry businesses to a standing-room only group
of more than 150 attendees.
Those in attendance of “U.S. Tariffs and Trade Policies”
had the opportunity to ask Sciarra questions surrounding
Section 301 and 232 as it relates to their business, tips
on processing exclusions, the Trade War with China, NAFTA
renegotiations, as well as the most controversial issues
involving automobile rules of origin and the goal of the
administration to bring auto and parts manufacturers back
to the U.S. from Mexico. Video of Sciarra’s presentation will
be available for purchase at a later date.
“Our attendees look to IFE, not only as a leader in
connecting suppliers and distributors, but also a place
where they get face-to-face customized education on
topics directly related to and affecting their businesses,”
said Karalynn Sprouse, executive vice president, Emerald
Expositions.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 140
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MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com WEB www.mwfa.net
NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION EMAIL nfda@nfda-fastener.org WEB www.nfda-fastener.org
PACIFIC-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION EMAIL info@pac-west.org WEB www.pac-west.org

MWFA/NFDA/PAC-WEST 2019 JOINT CONFERENCE IN
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA - MARCH 13-16 by Vickie Lester
In a great show of industry unity, the Mid-West
Fastener Association, the National Fastener Distributors
Association, and the Pacific-West Fastener Association
will hold a joint conference March 13-16, 2019 in San
Diego, California.
The conference will feature timely and relevant
education, many opportunities for networking with industry
peers, fun social events, and a destination that is sure to
please.

Education
The conference education will kick off on March 15
with a demonstration of the Industrial Fastener Institute’s
online tools for accessing current standards and technical
data, presented by Salim Brahimi.
We are pleased to bring back
Dirk Beveridge and his eye-opening
message on business innovation,
“The Path to Winning in the Age of
Rapid Change.” This presentation will
detail:
¤ The pull of legacy all businesses face
¤ The fog of uncertainty created by the age
of rapid change
¤ The significant inflection points business leaders
must address today
¤ The decision point that will define their
organization’s future
¤ The innovative mindset that is imperative in
today’s world
A panel presentation of fastener industry luminaries
will cover “What’s the Future of Fastener
Distribution?” Employment pressures, the Amazon
effect, balancing customer demands with productivity, and

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

the rapid growth of technology all will change the ways
fastener distributors do business over the next few years.
Panelists Mike Bailey (Nucor Fastener), Bill Derry (Field),
and Marc Strandquist (Wurth Industry North America), along
with moderator Bryan Wheeler (Star Stainless Screw) will
discuss the many outside forces creating change in the
distribution supply chain.
The first day of education
continues with a lunch program on “The
Economic Impact of E-Commerce,”
presented by Kirk Zehnder (Earnest
Machine Products). E-commerce is a
huge opportunity that most industrial distributors are
missing. The forecast for B2B e-commerce is great and
the ROI is significant. The customer profile is changing
and with that comes new expectations about what a
company’s website should do. In this session, you’ll
get real numbers that provide overwhelming support for
your business to design and implement an e-commerce
platform.
Peer-to-peer learning is the best education you
can get. We make this possible through the Business
Owners Roundtables and Business Executives
Roundtables. Two different sessions: one for business
owners and one for your company’s key executives. The
roundtable format allows for smaller group discussions,
making input easier.
You can submit topics for discussion in advance to
jchristensen@pac-west.org or jump in during the session.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 142
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Lindstrom LLC, a Harbour Group
company,has acquired Stelfast,
Inc., Jeff Fox, Harbour Group’s
chairman and chief executive
officer, announced today. Terms of
the transaction were not disclosed.
Stelfast is a stocking master
distributor of fasteners and specialty
parts headquartered near Cleveland,
Ohio with 10 distribution locations
across North America. Founded
by Surinder Sakhuja in 1972, it
delivered its first fastener products
in 1974 and currently serves
customers across North America
with over 12,000 different products.
The entire Stelfast executive team
will remain with the business.
“Stelfast focuses on service and
flexibility to meet the needs of its
distributor customers by offering
a broad product line with great
customer service,” Mr. Fox said. “As

we have gotten to know the team,
it has become clear that Stelfast’s
customer-first mentality is deeply
ingrained in the organization. This
mentality aligns well with Lindstrom
and the product offering is highly
complementary, which will further
enable the combined business to
meet its customers’ specific needs.”
Neil Yeargin, President & CEO
of Lindstrom, commented, “We
look forward to partnering with
Stelfast to build lasting value for
our customers. It is evident both
companies share core values in
serving our customers with our
expansive distribution, secondary
processing, and packaging services.
This acquisition expands not only
our physical footprint and product
offering, but also enhances our
service levels and ability to meet all
of our customers’ needs.”

“We are excited to work
with the Lindstrom team as we
continue to grow our business
and enhance our customer
experience,” commented
Simmi Sakhuja, President
and
second-generation
owner of Stelfast. “The
Lindstrom team and culture
are a great fit with Stelfast.
These two companies are
uniquely suited to serve our
customers with an enhanced
service capability and we are
eager to demonstrate this to
the market.”
		Lindstrom, LLC is the
largest master distributor
of specialty fasteners in the
United States.
		
T he
company
is
headquartered in Blaine,
Minn., and has locations in
Elgin, Ill.; Greer, S.C.; New
Windsor, N.Y.; Grand Prairie,
Tex.; Mississauga, Canada;
and Cleveland, Ohio. Selling
exclusively to distributors,
Lindstrom offers products
stocked for immediate
delivery, specialty parts
manufacturing,
multiple
packaging options, specialty
plating, and other valueadded services. In addition,
Lindstrom is the exclusive
master distributor of Bossard
Group products in the United
States.
For more information,
contact Lindstrom’s Corporate
Headquarters at 2950 100th
Court NE, Blaine, MN 55449. Tel:
1-800-328-2430, Fax: 763-7800554, Email: sales@lindfastgrp.
com or visit them online at
www.lindstromfasteners.com.
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Roman Basi
Roman Basi is the President of The Center for Financial, Legal & Tax Planning, Inc.
Roman graduated from Milliken University obtaining a Bachelor’s of Science Degree
with a minor in Psychology. He earned an MBA from Southern Illinois University with
an emphasis in Accounting and recevied his JD degree from Southern Illinois University.
Roman is a licensed attorney in Illinois, Missouri and Florida and is in high demand for
his expertise in financial, legal and tax matters. His areas of expertise include mergers
and acquisitions, contracts, real estate law, tax and estate planning.

STATE BY STATE, MONTH BY MONTH, DAY BY DAY
STATE SALES TAX LAWS CONTINUE TO CHANGE
Major changes in state sales tax have taken place
in the last month. As the Supreme Court shocked the
United States business and legal world by overturning
the decades old decision of Quill Corp. v. North Dakota
(1992), many business owners, corporate attorneys, and
CPA’s were caught unprepared. As you read in our July
article, the Supreme Court’s overturning of Quill ushered
in a new era of state led taxation for out-of-state vendors.
This new era is setting aside the physical presence or
nexus, as the Supreme Court on June 21, 2018, in
South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc, created an opportunity for
states to create new standards for out-of-state vendors
– specifically online retailers. The common threshold
many states have enacted is similar to the South Dakota
Law threshold in Wayfair, ($100,000 of sales within the
state, or 200 separate sales transactions), however
not all states are committed to such thresholds. This
changes the landscape for businesses as it requires
business owners to keep individual records for each state
pertaining to the number of transactions and sales totals.
Despite what is determined a “safe” threshold by
legal standards ($100,000 of sales within the state, or
200 separate sales transactions) some states have taken
it upon themselves to stray from these states have added
to the already chaotic position of state sales tax. Not
only are businesses forced to stay up with the differing
and changing sales tax laws, but the state enactments of
such laws vary from state to state. For example, Alabama
under Rule 810-6-2-90.01 begins enforcing its sales and
use tax October 1, 2018. However, Louisiana under the
provisions of Act 5 [2018 La. Sess. Law Serv. 2nd Ex.
Sess. Act 5 (H.B.17)] will not implement new sales and
use taxes until January 2019.
Further, it is not only the multitude of enactment
dates that must be known, but also the varying thresholds
that are beginning to vastly deviate from those set forth
in Wayfair. For example, Alabama uses a strict in-state
sales threshold of $250,000, and opposite of Alabama,
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Oklahoma subjects out of state online retailers to state
sales tax if $10,000 or more of in-state sales are made.
Additionally, Georgia and Connecticut require $100,000
and 200 separate transactions. The best method is
to find tax professionals with the separate information
on each state you make sales in. Additionally, there is
some surety in the nationwide transition as twenty-four
states have implemented the Streamlined Sales and
Use Tax Agreement. “This agreement was created to
simplify and modernize sales and use tax administration
by substantially reducing the burden of tax compliance”
per the Streamlined Sales Tax website. The Streamlined
Sales and Use Tax Agreement website also specifies
where the agreement aims to improve sales and use tax
systems for sellers with the following:
1. State level administration of sales and use
		tax collections
2. Uniformity in the state and local tax bases
3. Uniformity of major tax base definitions
4. Central, electronic registration for all
		member states
5. Simplification of state and local tax rates
6. Uniform sourcing rules for all taxable
		transactions
7. Simplified administration of exemptions
8. Simplified tax returns
9. Simplification of tax remittances
10. Protection of consumer privacy
One major benefit of this agreement is that it
allows vendors to register, thus creating a one stop
system to allow payment of online sales tax. With the
decision in Wayfair, it will be interesting to see if/how
the agreement is modified to accommodate the states
that have switched to the monetary sales threshold and/
or transaction minimum. If your business sells products
online in different states without a physical presence or
nexus and you’re not maintaining adequate records, you
may be at serious risk.
ROMAN BASI
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Earnest Machine is now offering DIN spec
metric hex head cap screws in response to increased
demand in the marketplace. “ISO metric hex head
cap screws have been part of our product line for
years,” said Kirk Zehnder, CEO of Earnest Machine.
“However, we’re seeing a rise in the demand
for metric product, due to globalization and the
increase of imported heavy equipment. Many
repairs now call for metric pieces.”
Earnest Machine will carry metric product
made to the DIN spec, which is the German
national standard. Fasteners will be made to
the DIN 931 and 933 spec, in fine and coarse
threads, property classes 8.8 and 10.9, and plain
and zinc clear trivalent finishes. Zehnder said the
company will also offer a variety of value-added
services, including custom plating, drilling and
slotting rework, broken case quantities, kitting
and packaging, and branded drop shipping.
Metric products are needed in a variety of
projects and industries including heavy equipment,
agriculture, heavy truck, and so on. As the global
economy shows more of a shift toward metric, the
need for metric product becomes more acute.
“While DIN spec products are not required for
projects, it is understood that German engineering
standards yield the highest quality product,” said
Zehnder. “These pieces are made from the
strictest standards, so when you hear that a
fastener is made to the DIN spec, you can trust
this part will have lasting power.”
Earnest Machine is taking pre-orders now for
DIN spec metric hex head cap screws and will
begin shipping product in September.
Earnest Machine was founded in 1948
and is a global importer, distributor, and
manufacturer of large diameter and hard-tofind fasteners for the agriculture, construction
equipment, heavy transportation, mining,
structural construction and wind industries.
Earnest maintains warehouses, sales offices,
and manufacturing centers in Cleveland, OH and
Wolverhampton, England, with warehouses in
Atlanta, GA and Indianapolis, IN.
For more information contact Earnest Machine
Products by Tel: 1-800-327-6378 or visit them
online at www.earnestmachine.com.
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FASTENER NEWS DESK
TOLL-FREE 1-877-427-2739 FAX 330-270-5804 TWITTER @FastenerNews
EMAIL info@fastenernewsdesk.com
WEB www.fastenernewsdesk.com

FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FASTENER NEWS DESK
INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO BEST BOOTH AWARDS
area that was busy all day long.
From the time of arrival right through to the end of the
show there was an event to attend. Educational programs,
sourcing opportunities, welcome reception, Hall of Fame
awards, and the Beer Garden with nice prizes from the
International Fastener Expo and Parker Fasteners to close
the show.
We always enjoy seeing our industry peers and
appreciate their efforts to make the show experience both
This year marks the fifth anniversary of the Fastener

fun and successful.

News Desk Best Booth Awards. We worked the show floor

Maybe it was the new location, the extra show floor

looking for the best in all categories. Many of you did an

space or the prospect of winning a Best Booth Award, but

outstanding job of upping your game this year!

we identified a marked improvement in this year’s booths.

The 2018 International Fastener Expo was held at
the Mandalay Bay Resort and Convention Center. This
was a different venue for the event for the third year. We

We noticed that both the size of the booths and the design
of the booths stepped up this year. Nice job exhibitors!
Fastener News Desk wants to say a special thank

much prefer the locations

you to Emerald Expositions

where everything is under

and all of the exhibitors

one roof. Nonetheless, you

that so generously took the

sure do get your exercise

time to speak with us and

walking back and forth from

have their booth pictures

the hotel to the expo floor.

taken. We’re very grateful

That was an adventure in

for the opportunity to serve

itself. You never know who

the industry we are very

you’ll meet along the way.

passionate about.

Only in Vegas!

Which made it all the more difficult to choose and

The show floor was the largest of any of the fastener

leads us to this year’s Best Booth Award winners…

shows that we have attended. Nice wide aisles conveniently

Drum roll please… THE 2018 BEST BOOTH AWARD

located restrooms, a snack bar, and the central workshop

WINNERS ARE...

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE
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BOLT BUN LLC
For more information contact Will Ryan, P.E., S.E., FOUNDER
TEL 214-606-8704
EMAIL will@bolt-bun.com
WEB www.bolt-bun.com

ANCHOR BOLTS ARE BEST SERVED IN A BUN
Bolt Buns are anchor bolt protection devices for use

circumstances require much more involved repairs, like

in new construction and industrial facility applications.

jackhammering concrete and re-pouring foundations.

The Bolt Bun’s patented design surrounds and protects

Whatever the fix, it will typically mean lost days and

anchor bolt projections against damage from trucks and

added cost.

other equipment working on

The Bolt Bun 360 is a

site. It also helps protect

reinforced dome-shaped cap

workers from a dangerous

that slides over anchor bolt

trip and impalement hazard.

projections. It is secured to

Bolt Buns are primarily

the concrete with a hand-

intended for the temporary

tightened nut. The Bolt

protection of anchor rods

Bun’s shape allows wheels

until steel columns can be

and tracks to roll over it,

installed, but they can also

protecting the anchor rod

be utilized as a permanent

within from bending or

safety solution.

breaking. The Bolt Bun 360

Contractors have been

can be used for anchor

dealing with bent and broken

bolt diameters up to 1-inch

anchor bolts for as long as

(24 mm) and with common

there have been steel columns needing to be anchored

projection lengths of 3- to 6-inches above the concrete

to foundations. Bolt Bun’s contractor research indicates

surface. Bolt Bun 360’s can protect groups of anchors

that anchor bolt projections typically sit exposed two

that are spaced at least 8-inches apart.

to eight weeks while waiting for structural steel to be

For closely spaced anchors, like those used for pre-

delivered to the site. During that time, almost half of all

engineered metal building columns, the Bolt Bun 90 is a

new construction projects can expect to suffer at least

pie-shaped version that is installed in the same manner

one damaged anchor bolt.

as the Bolt Bun 360. When Bolt Bun 90’s are used on

OSHA regulations require that damaged and broken

a group of anchors they

anchor bolts can only be repaired, replaced or field-

act together to protect

modified with the review and approval of the project’s

the entire group. Bolt

structural engineer of record. Sometimes the fix is

Bun

relatively easy, like installing a new epoxy anchors and

installed on anchors as

drilling a new holes in base plates. At other times

close as 4-inches apart.
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90’s

can

be
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KINTER
3333 Oak Grove Ave, Waukegan, IL 60087
TEL 1-800-3230-2389 FAX 847-623-0105

EMAIL sales@kinter.com

WEB www.kinter.com

KINTER BUILDS SECOND WAREHOUSE TO
ACCOMMODATE GROWTH
Kinter’s 38-year history of growth and success can

The new, second warehouse represents the newest

be measured in many ways. One of them is square feet.

chapter in the Kinter growth story, which you can read

The company, founded by John White, Chairman and

about at kinter.com/about. “This will actually be the third

CEO, started in his garage in Royal Oak, MI (Detroit) in

warehouse we’ve built,” comments John White. “Where

1980. Today, Kinter is pleased to announce that it has

possible, we’ve always sought to build our own space,

outgrown its current 115,000 sq. ft. of warehouse space

which is something we do well, and which enables us

at 3333 Oak Grove Avenue,

to build the space to suit our

Waukegan, IL where it has been

own needs and customers’

headquartered since 2012.

specifications.”

Kinter is building a new second

Paul White, President, Sales

68,000 sq. ft. warehouse at

and Distribution, one of nine

the same location – bringing

adult children of the company’s

its total warehouse space to

founder,

183,000 sq. ft. The company

predicts continued growth –

broke ground in September

“Over the course of our almost

2018 and expects the new

40-year history, our growth

warehouse to be completed

formula has proven successful

and ready for business in

across

Spring 2019.

fastener resellers of all sizes

enthusiastically

verticals,

across

Kinter’s need for more warehouse space is driven

and throughout various economic cycles and conditions.

by significant growth, which the company attributes to a

The short story here is that we know what our customers

proven formula – KinterCare customer service combined

want.”

TM

with massive in-stock inventory exceeding 10,000 different

Headquartered in Waukegan, Illinois (a Chicago suburb

hard-to-find hardware products plus manufacturer-direct

one hour north of the city) Kinter is a family business

low pricing that helps distributors save up to 15% or more

obsessed with making hard-to-find hardware products easier

versus their current suppliers.

for its customers. The company has been manufacturing

Treating all customers like family has been essential

and distributing fasteners for over 38 years. Kinter stocks

to Kinter’s growth and success. “Whether customers are

over 10,000 different hardware products, including ceiling

looking for friendlier, more attentive service, overnight

systems and accessories, fasteners, cable and chain,

delivery on most orders, lower prices or some combination

xmas tree push-in fasteners, barrel bolts, disposable

of those benefits, we believe we are positioned to deliver

economy tools, rings and binder post screws.

everything today’s fastener distributors are looking for in a
hardware solutions partner” said John White.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

For specialized needs, Kinter can quickly design and
manufacture almost any product to any specification.

KINTER
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WorldwideFastenerSources.
com, the most comprehensive
fastener sourcing website
in the world, has joined the
National Fastener Distributors
Association (NFDA).
Mike McGuire stated,
“After returning from Vietnam
in December of 1968; three
weeks later I attended the very
first NFDA meeting at a fastener
distributor Capitol Sales, Inc. in
Columbus, Ohio. I was 21 years
old and very fortunate to have
several of the industry icons as
my mentors for several years;
among them Jim Rayburn,
Paul Lemke, Doug Miller, Dan
McIlhon, Ron Meyer and my
father Robert O. McGuire. The
NFDA and these gentlemen
helped me form a strong
foundation for my fastener
career; for this I will always be
very thankful.”
Mike continued, “Now, fifty
years later as a new member
I am excited to be associated
with the NFDA and with the
opportunity to “Pay it Forward”
to other young members and
the fastener industry. Although
I was not a member of the
NFDA for a few decades, I was
always in touch and watched
with interest while working
with them from my desk at the
American Fastener Journal and
the National Industrial Fastener
Show and Conference. At age
71, I am the youngest, oldest
new member and I am ready
to jump-in with both feet to
contribute where I can.”
		
For more information
contact Mike McGuire by Tel:
602-793-2383, Fax: 480-4883247 or Email at mmcguire@
worldwidefastenersources.com.
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KEY BELLEVILLES INC.
100 Key Lane, Leechburg, PA 15656
TEL 1-800-245-3600 FAX 724-295-2570

EMAIL

sales@keybellevilles.com

WEB

www.keybellevilles.com

HOW A LITTLE COMPANY BECAME THE
BIGGEST AND BEST IN THE WORLD
Since opening in 1967 Key Bellevilles, Inc. has been
a family owned and operated company that manufactures
Belleville disc springs. Many people refer to these parts
as washers, when they are in fact Belleville springs.
The German manufacturers were exporting to the United
States, and labeling them as washers to save on duties.
The tariffs at that time were less expensive for washers
then springs, so that is why the word washers become
so well known in relation to bellevilles. The common
misnomer is that these parts are ordinary washers that
can be bought at any local
hardware store. When in
fact these Belleville springs
are specially designed
engineered products that
are much different than a
standard washer. Located 25
miles outside of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania Key Bellevilles
has an 88,000 square foot
state of the art facility.
Key Bellevilles is
different
than
most
manufactures,
because
we only manufacture one
product-bellevilles. We are the industry’s foremost expert
on the design and manufacturing of Bellevilles. Our
specialty is the design, manufacture, and distribution of
quality Belleville disc springs throughout the World. We
are the largest Belleville manufacturer in the World, with
customers in 76 countries. Some of the advantages that
Key Bellevilles has over all other manufactures include:
¤ Largest finished inventory in the World
¤ Largest raw material inventory in the World
¤ Fast delivery-most of our stock orders ship the
same day with no additional charge
¤ 85% of all orders ship the very same or
next business day

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

¤ 24 hour emergency support in both engineering
and sales
Key Bellevilles offers a wide variety of Belleville
springs to meet your requirements. Our catalog (available
online and as a hard copy) consists of Bellevilles
geared toward precision bolting, heavy bolting, refining
& chemical flange bolting, cryogenic flange bolting, and
other various applications. Please keep in mind that our
catalog only reflects a small portion of what we have
made, and what we stock. If
there is a particular size you
are looking, please call us
as it may be a stock item,
even though it is not listed
in our catalog.
Stock or standard
Belleville springs are utilized
in bolted assemblies to
maintain load or tension.
This allows maintaining high
tension while compensating
for expansion of dissimilar
metals, such as electrical
connection bolting or wearing
situations. This series is not to be used in precision
mechanical equipment or in dynamic applications without
first doing a detailed stress study. They are available in a
variety of materials and finishes such as mechanical zinc,
and phos and oil.
The precision bolting springs are manufactured to the
DIN 6796 specifications and are conical springs made
from steel or alloys with elastic characteristics, which then
offer high resistance to axial loads. These are Bellevilles
that are manufactured only for static applications. These
springs make the ability to offer great forces in short
travels. They are mainly used to secure screwed in joints,
while maintaining contact tension between them.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 146

INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO - OPENING RECEPTION
MANDALAY BAY, LAS VEGAS, NV - OCTOBER 30, 2018

more photos on page 98
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS, INC
108 Third Street, Bloomingdale, IL 60108
TEL 1-800-539-1233
EMAIL sales@ci-inc.com

WEB www.ci-inc.com

THE STELFAST CONNECTION IN THE
FASTENER SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORK IS A HIT!
TM

The rapid adoption of The

Stelfast Connection proves
that it is a hit with customers
of The Business Edge.

TM

This

new addition to the Fastener

Supply

Chain

Network

TM

(FSCN) is already paying off.
The Stelfast Connection enables The Business Edge

TM

customers to quickly look up Stelfast availability and
pricing from within The Business Edge.

TM

Additionally, they can submit Purchase Orders
directly to Stelfast with the touch of a button. The
system offers several advantages:
¤ It is easy to use
¤ It eliminates double entry

In order to find the part you are looking for, navigate

¤ It minimizes the chance for error

to the product tree or use the “Stelfast Part” button to

¤ It provides instant access to critical information

key in the Stelfast part number.

¤ The information is available throughout
¤ It re-verifies price and availability at time of
order submission

Here’s How It Works - Product Availability
Product availability and pricing can be accessed
using the Stelfast product tree located under Inquires,
Supply Chain Network as seen below. This is also one

The Product Code and Product Description will be

of the places you can associate your parts to Stelfast

blank if the Stelfast part has not been associated with

parts.

one of your parts.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 148
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SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

847-370-9022

FAX

PO Box 448, Elba, AL 36323
847-516-6728 EMAIL sefa@thesefa.com

WEB

www.thesefa.com

JOIN SEFA AT THE 2019 SPRING CONFERENCE
IN FLORIDA - APRIL 29th - MAY 1st by Nancy Rich
Southeastern Fastener Association and Southwestern
Fastener Association are going to the beach in 2019!!
The conference venue will be Sandestin Golf and
Beach Resort located in Miramar Beach, Florida.
This 2,400 acre resort has more than seven miles
(11 km) of beaches and bay front, four golf courses, 15
tennis courts, 19 swimming pools, a 113-slip marina,
a fitness center and spa, as well as pedestrian village
made up of shops, casual and fine dining restaurants,
and nightlife venues.
This location allows attendees to enjoy the annual
conference while spending time at a great location with
many amenities. Attendees may opt to extend their stay
at such a lovely location.
The conference will feature a great networking
opening reception, sessions on important current industry
issues, Supplier Showcasing, Golf and more!! This event
will be a great opportunity for SEFA and other industry
personnel to join us for a change of pace meeting. We
provide information and fun!!

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Mark your calendars now and if you’d like to get your
rooms booked early, just go to: GeorganMason@Sandestin.
com to book your rooms now.

SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TOLL-FREE

1-800-753-8338

TEL

PO Box 5, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
847-438-8338 EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com

WEB

www.mwfa.net

MWFA AWARDS NEARLY $50,000 IN
SCHOLARSHIPS by Nancy Rich
The MWFA held their 35th awarding of MWFA

He offered wise advise; do homework-you have to do

scholarships. To date they have awarded $723,000

homework in every aspect of life, stay humble, take

in scholarships.

It is mainly the MWFA shows and

writing classes-you need to be able to communicate the

membership donations, which provide the funds for this

written word, get involved in collete-every experience will

outstanding program. They take their motto: ‘Where

help. He hopes teachers are honest with students, they

education is a priority” very seriously.

are being paid to get students ready for the work place.

Jeff Joniak, play-by-play announcer for the Chicago

Don’t let anyone tell you that you can’t do something.

Bears was the guest speaker at the

Don’t quite, don/t give, chase your

Scholarship Awards.

dreams.

His passion for

the game and for the Bears is linked

MWFA is grateful to all scholarship

to a 33-year association with Chicago

donors especially those choosing to

sports fans, 22 of those years with

award a named scholarship.

the Chicago Bears broadcast team. In

This year MWFA extended a special

addition to hosting the Chicago Bears

thank you to XL Screw for donating a

game day broadcasts since 1997,

scholarship for the 20th year. We are

Jeff serves as WBBM Newsradio 780

very fortunate to have given out over

and 105.9 FM’s Director of Sports

$50,000 in the name of XL Screw

Operations and weekday afternoon

Corp.

sports anchor.

He also co-hosts

One of the largest scholarships

“Bears All-Access” on WSCR-670 with

awarded this year is given by XL Screw

former Chicago Bear Tom Thayer, and
the “Bears Coaches Show” featuring

JEFF JONIAK

Corporation.

XL also contributes

scholarship donations to many of the

head coach Matt Nagy and his staff during the football

other associations, as well. Bob Sachs stresses the

season on Monday nights on WBBM.

importance of education and he proves it, with his

Jeff spoke to the students relating his college years

donations to so many scholarship funds.

and challenges of deciding what he really wanted to do.

The original idea of a scholarship program came out

He wasn’t always encourage, by teachers, to pursue

of XL Screw & has had amazing growth. Many students

his dream of sports announcing but he never gave up.

have benefited from this program since its inception.

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 150
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Tower Fasteners is proud to announce the opening
of its first European distribution center in Dublin,
Ireland. Tower Fasteners EU Ltd is located less than 30
minutes outside of Dublin’s city center and will serve as
Tower’s European headquarters. The 1,000-square-foot
distribution hub will offer Tower’s full line of fasteners,
electronic hardware and inventory management
solutions. A mirror image of existing branches, Tower
Fasteners EU will specialize in local customer service,
outside sales, managed inventory services, and the
same product offerings and quality standards offered at
its eight North American distribution centers.
The Dublin facility has been open since July 1, 2018
under a soft opening with the official opening date
being September 25, 2018. Tower will hold a small
grand opening event on that day that will include several
members of the Shannon family, who have owned and
operated Tower Fasteners since 1967. Mark Shannon,
Managing Director of Tower Fasteners EU, and Mark’s
mother, Jane Shannon, wife of the late Thomas
Shannon who originally founded Tower more than 50
years ago will be on site. Since Mrs. Shannon emigrated

from Ireland to the United States in the 1950s, this
Dublin facility’s opening is a large source of pride to
her and the rest of the Shannon family.
Mark Shannon commented that, “Tower is
excited to open our new location in Dublin, after
having already been doing business in Ireland for
more than thirty-five years. We look forward to
recreating our proven and successful business
model from North America and offering our European
customers the same level of service, quality, and
world-class products we are known for.”
The new distribution center will be located at
406c Grants Drive, in Greenogue Business Park
in Rathcoole, Dublin. For more information on the
new Dublin location, please call 353 (01) 503
4961, or visit www.towerfast.com.
Tower Fasteners is committed to providing
defect-free products to various manufacturing
industries including aerospace, alternative energy,
electronics, and medical high visibility that comply
with all applicable standards, monitored by a series
of critical measurements and clear and concise
communications. Tower subscribes to continuous
improvement in all processes and systems with its
main focus on providing a growing depth of resources,
training, and facilities to ensure client success.
Tower Fasteners provides a full line of
fastener, electronic hardware and inventory
management solutions to various manufacturing
industries including aerospace, alternative energy,
electronics, and medical high visibility that comply
with all applicable standards, monitored by a
series of critical measurements and clear and
concise communications. Tower Fasteners was
founded by Thomas J. Shannon in Mineola, New
York in 1967. Tower’s strong commitment to
customer satisfaction allowed the company to grow
yearly and their first distribution center opened
in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, in 1975. Additional
distribution centers in New England, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, North Carolina, Mexico, and Texas are
currently servicing customers along the East Coast
and Southwest of the United States, as well as
in Mexico. The company employs more than 100
people in eight U.S. states.
For more information, contact Tower Fasteners
at 1690 North Ocean Avenue, Holtsville, NY 11742.
Tel: 1-800-688-6937, Email: info@towerfast.com or
visit them online at www.towerfast.com.
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EPICOR
804 Las Cimas Parkway, Austin, TX 78746
TOLL-FREE 1-800-776-7438 EMAIL distributionexperts@epicor.com

WEB www.epicor.com

LEADING THE WAY FOR DISTRIBUTORS WITH
FIT-FOR-PURPOSE SOFTWARE SINCE 1972
The strength of Epicor business solutions lies in a

¤ Provide real-time visibility into their operations

simplified approach to technology, with products and

¤ Provide instant access to global supply chains

services designed to fit our customers and how they work.

¤ Identify challenges, uncover opportunities, and make

More than 45 years of experience with distributors’ unique

faster decisions that impact different areas of the

processes and operational requirements is built into every

business

solution. With a deep understanding of the distribution
industry,

Epicor

¤ Help automate and streamline tedious tasks

solutions

and redundant processes

promote growth while easing
complexity.

The

result

  ¤ Give employees the

is

tools and data needed

powerful solutions that do

to be successful

exactly what you need—free

  ¤ Can often be accessed

your resources so you can

from anywhere - off-site

profitably grow your business.

and from mobile devices
  ¤ Make it easier for teams

What is an ERP System?

to collaborate with each

ERP stands for enterprise
resource planning. ERP software, like Epicor® Prophet
21®, is comprised of powerful and strategic business
process management tools that can be used to manage

other, and third-party vendors
¤ Offer powerful reporting and forecasting tools to make
informed decisions
¤ Keep data secure, and help ensure that the business

information within an organization. While every company

continues to operate in compliance with global

and organization operating today is different, they all

regulatory laws and guidelines

face a common challenge: in order to stay competitive in
today’s business environment, they need a dependable and

Get Current, Stay Current and Keep Growing

efficient way to store and access information. ERP systems

With markets changing rapidly, Epicor helps distributors

integrate all facets of an enterprise into one comprehensive

succeed by providing timely solutions to new business

information system that can be accessed by individuals

challenges.

across an entire organization.

Primary Benefits of ERP Systems
Why are more businesses of all sizes implementing ERP
systems today than ever before? Here are some of the main

The new release of Prophet 21 is a comprehensive
cloud application that leverages industry-leading vertical
functionality from Epicor, making it easier to deploy,
use, and extend while providing a completely seamless
migration path to the cloud for current customers.

reasons and benefits why organizations use ERP systems:

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

EPICOR

INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO
MANDALAY BAY, LAS VEGAS, NV - OCT 31 TO NOV 1, 2018

more photos on page 141
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J.W. Winco, Inc., A Ganter
Company, a leading supplier
of standard industrial machine
components, announced it has
opened a new branch in Mexico
at Parque industrial Makro,
Bodega 10, Santa Catarina,
N.L. 66359. The office phone
number is +52(81) 2721-4021.

The new branch in Mexico,
which has more than 1,200
square feet of office space and
over 10,000 square feet of
warehouse space, is newly built
and features a modern design.
“We will be stocking over
4,000 parts initially to improve
our service to our customers in
Mexico,” said Carlos Cantu, the
office’s general manager. “The
building features great logistics
that will enable us to provide
quick delivery to our customers
throughout Mexico. The branch
will provide our clients with
local support and technical
training and, of course we will
continuously add new products
to fulfill our client’s needs when
it comes to a wide selection
of metal and plastic standard
machine components.”
JW Winco has made
various improvements to its
Spanish website that includes
updating the navigation to show
subgroups, the Spanish website
has 3D CAD and online buying.
Contact JW Winco Mexico at
+52 (81)-2721-4021, on the
Web at www.jwwinco.mx, and via
e-mail at ventas@jwwinco.mx.
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7737 Ellington Place, Mentor, OH 44060

NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

440-975-9503

TEL

440-350-1676

EMAIL

lgraham@ncfaonline.com

WEB

www.ncfaonline.com

2018 NCFA SCREW OPEN GOLF OUTNG by Dave Audia, NCFA Recording Secretary
The 2018 NCFA Screw Open returned to Valleaire

and the Putter Pong game hosted by Central Wire on the

Golf Club on Thursday, September 6th and the event was

putting green at the turn was again a huge success for

again a great success. The weather held up, the beer

the 2nd year in a row.

was ice cold, and the Winking Lizard provided a delicious

All golfers and non-golfers were then invited to the

lunch and dinner for the 70 golfers that spent an after-

pavilion for a delicious barbecue dinner grilled up by the

noon helping to raise money for the NCFA Scholarship

Winking Lizard and to help finish off the keg of beer.
The NCFA would like to thank all of our sponsors

Program.
For the 2nd consecutive year the Beacon Fastener

this year who were once again acknowledged with signs

team won the scramble format event by shooting a 57 -

throughout the course. We had 23 companies step up for

they earned a cash prize of and received trophies donated

various levels of sponsorships which is a record for this

by Solution Industries. NCFA President Larry Kelly’s team

event. And of course a big thanks to all who participated

from Buckeye Fasteners posted a 60 to take 2nd place.

in this event.

All golfers enjoyed Long Drive and Closest to the
Pin competitions for cash prizes throughout the round

All proceeds will benefit the NCFA scholarship
program so we again say: Thanks to all!
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NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION

BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL

USA HEADQUARTERS 5855 Obispo Avenue, Long Beach, CA 90805
TEL 562-808-8000
FAX 562-808-8137
EMAIL sales@brightonbest.com

WEB

www.brightonbest.com

BRIGHTON-BEST RECOGNIZES ACHIEVEMENTS
Congratulations to
Brighton-Best International
for being chosen for the
2018 Best Booth Awards,
Best Overall Booth at the
International Fastener
Expo (IFE)! Courtesy of Fastener News Desk.
BBI would like to welcome Michael McChesney as
the new Territory Sales Manager for
the Southeast Region. If you would
like to meet Michael, please feel
free to email him at mmcchesney@
brightonbest.com.
Congratulations to James
Sayers for his promotion to Regional
Manager of Western Canada. James is located is our

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

Vancouver BBI location and may be
reached at jsayers@brightonbest.
com.
The Fastener Industry Coalition
(FIC) would like to announce that
Rosa E Hearn from BrightonBest International is the new Vice
Chairman for the 2018/2019 board term. The Fastener
Industry Coalition is a group
of 12 National and Regional
Associations. Originally formed in
1980s, the FIC was instrumental
in effecting change to the Fastener
Quality Act in 1999. For more
information about FIC please visit
www.fastenercoalition.org.
BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL
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The New England Fastener
Distributors Association,
(NEFDA) is pleased to
announce the success of it’s
“Fall Fun Fling” event
The
NEFDA
brought
back their Fall Golf Outing in
2016. This year’s outing, on
September 27th, attracted a
larger attendance than last
year. Golfers enjoyed the fall
weather at Juniper Hill Golf
Course in Northboro, MA. This
outing was a fun casual outing
with prizes for team winnings
and contests followed by dinner
giving all the golfers a chance to
network together.
The NEFDA announces
upcoming events for it’s 2019
Calendar:
¤ March 7th - Dinner Meeting
and Hall of Fame Presentations
with Guest Speaker
¤ June 13th - Annual Golf Outing
¤ December 4th- Holiday Party
For more information visit
them online at www.nefda.com.

* * * * * * *

Warren
Autometric
Fasteners Division is
pleased to announce our
registration to ISO-9001:2015
for manufacturing, distribution
and warehousing of fasteners,
wire specialties and screw
machine products.
To celebrate, Warren has
printed a new catalog of the
current stock items of automotive
weld screws and hex, round,
square and flange weld nuts.
To request your copy,
contact Warren Automotive
Fasteners Division by Tel:
1-800-873-2658, Email info@
warrenfasteners.com or online
at www.warrenfasteners.com.
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SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

PO Box 44, 500 Elm Grove Rd., Ste. 2I0, Elm Grove, Wl 53122

TEL

1-800-352-2981

FAX

262-784-5059

EMAIL

info@stafda.org

WEB

www.stafda.org

NEW STAFDA OFFICERS ANNOUNCED by Georgia H. Foley, CEO
New leadership was elected by members of the
Specialty Tools & Fasteners Distributors Association
(STAFDA) during the Association’s 42nd Annual
Convention & Trade Show in Phoenix, October 28-30.
Following the event’s General Session,
Sean Baird, President and Owner of
Hampton Roads Fastener & Construction
Supply, Inc. (HRFCS), Virginia Beach, VA,
took over the role of STAFDA President.
HRFCS specializes in fasteners and
construction supplies for new commercial construction
and industrial accounts. They joined STAFDA in 2005.
Greg Hughes, President and Owner of
Kinnunen Sales & Rentals, Inc., Stillwater,
OK, was elected STAFDA Vice President.
Joining STAFDA in 2006, Kinnunen
serves the construction, residential, and
industrial markets with three branches.
Four new Directors, each serving a three-year
term, were also elected: Jay Amstutz, Ohio Power Tool,

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE

JAY
AMSTUTZ

ALLAN
GUTHRIE

STEVE
DUNHAM

JEAN-ROCH
LAVOIE

Columbus, OH; Allan Guthrie, DXP Enterprises, Omaha,
NE; Steve Dunham, SASCO Fasteners, Medford, OR; and
Jean-Roch Lavoie, Brocheuses Montreal, Inc., Anjou, QC.
New members of the Manufacturers Liaison
Committee were also announced: Steve Lebar, Tru-Cut/
Galaxy Industries/NEC, Inc., Cary, IL; Mark Lindstrom,
Ergodyne, St. Paul, MN; Tony Mabry, Freud America, Inc.,
Atlanta, GA; and Tim Onello, JPW Industries, La Vergne,
TN. Bob Cutler, CPMR, Cutler Industrial Sales, Inc., Islip
Terrace, NY; and Brian Henson, Hennix Group, Mission
Viejo, CA, joined the Rep Liaison Committee.
Elections are held every fall with results announced
at the Annual Convention.
SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

FASTENER HALL OF FAME & YOUNG FASTENER PROFESSIONALS
AWARD WINNERS - IFE LAS VEGAS - OCTOBER 31, 2018

AMY SACHS ETTEN, BOB SACHS
[XL SCREW, HALL OF FAME WINNER],
FRAN SACHS AND CORRIE DELEVITT

PEGGY HSIEH AND JUN XU,
BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL,
YOUNG FASTENER PROFESSIONAL
AWARD WINNERS

GINA GILCHRIST AND
ROBBIE GILCHRIST CAPITAL CONSULTING,
HALL OF FAME WINNER

THE DISTRIBUTOR’S LINK

AIM Testing Laboratory
is a new company developed
by Carmen Vertullo and Rob
LaPointe.
Their primary focus is
consultation, training and
testing of fasteners and
related products, including
technical guidance, drawings
and specifications, compliance
issues, QMS support, supplychain support, on-site training,
mechanical, metallographic,
chemical and nondestructive
testing. Their work covers
applications in the Aerospace,
Industrial and Military sectors.
Carmen
Vertullo
has
experience in fastener quality
assurance, manufacturing,
sales, bolted joint design
and inventory management
programs. He holds a degree
in Manufacturing Engineering
Technology and is a member
of the ASTM Committee F16
on Fasteners, the ASME B18
Fastener Standards Committee
and the Research Council of
Structural Connections (RCSC).
Carmen is well informed on
compliance issues relating to
fastener supplier, especially
California Proposition 65.
Rob LaPointe is a noted
authority in materials and fastener
technology. With experience in
materials testing and degrees
in physics and education. He
has high-level skills in physics,
materials science and testing
instrumentation. He is a member
of the ASTM E28 Committee on
Mechanical Testing and the A01
Committee on Ferrous Materials
For more information
contact AIM by Tel: 909-2541278, Email: sales@aimtestlab.
com or visit them online at
www.aimtestlab.com.
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METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 72, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
TEL 201-254-7784 FAX 847-516-6728 EMAIL admin@mfda.us
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MFDA’S 23rd ANNUAL GOLF OUTING FUN TIMES!!! by Nancy Rich
MFDA’s Pre-Golf Cocktail Party

MFDA’s Golf Outing - Another Huge Success!

Saturday’s early evening cocktail party kicked off
MFDA’s 2018 Golf Outing. The Grand Cascades Hotel
provided spectacular views of Sussex County in Northern
New Jersey. The weather was beautiful which enabled
guests to enjoy the outside garden area.
This event was sponsored and made possible by
MFDA member companies as well as ancillary companies
in the industry. Over 65 guests came to enjoy the
fabulous appetizers and beverages.

The weather on September 16th provided a great day
for 80 golfers to catch up with friends, colleagues, and
for some, meeting each other for the first time“, boasted
Ken Schneeloch (McCormick Associates), Golf Chairman.
“After 23 years, many strong friendships and customer
relationships have been forged as a result of our outings.”
With all levels of golf ability, golfers headed out after
a fog delay, out onto Wild Turkey’s Golf Course. This
course is both fun and challenging, and the weather was
perfect.

Thank You - Cocktail Party Sponsors
Aluminum Fastener Supply Co.
Brighton Best
Delta Secondary, Inc.
Distribution One
Eurolink FSS
Fall River Mfg. Co.
Ford Fastener
Kanebridge Corporation
Link Magazine
Metric & MultiStandard
McCormick Associates, Inc.
ND Industries
North East Fasteners
Parker Fasteners
Pilgrim Screw Corporation
R.W. Rundle Associates, Inc.
Richard Manno & Co.
Screws Industries
Sems & Specials, Inc.
Star Stainless
Stelfast Inc.
Vogelsang Fastener Solutions
XL Screw Corporation
Thank you to all for your generosity!

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

We Congratulate Our Winners
¤ First Place Winners - Wolke Chiropractic TeamAnthony Woke, Rob Pearce, Alan Cebulski, and Joe
Montero
¤ Second Place Winners - North East Fasteners TeamJason Webster, Rich Kowalcyk, Tom Burdette and Patrick
Shea
¤ Pink Ball Contest -Team Kanebridge Corporation
- Vic LaPoma (Kanebridge Corp.), Dennis Shanahan
(Mutual Screw), Mike Sutphin (Kanebridge Corporation),
& Steven Kelly (Mutual Screw)
¤ Longest Drive -Kenny Platt (Fastar, Inc.)
¤ Longest Drive - Gretchen Grove (Pilgrim Screw)
¤ Closest to the Pin - Pat Shea (North East Fasteners)
¤ Closest to the Pin - Gary Pitoniak (First Industrial)
¤

¤
¤
¤

Thank you to Bob Elko, of Hardware Specialty, who
donated back to the scholarship fund $100.00 of his
50/50 winnings.
Thank you to ND Industries for sponsoring the
$25,000 cash hole in one contest.
Star Stainless donated a golf towel for each golfer.
Kanebridge Corporation donated a sleeve of balls for
each golfer.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 182
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OBITUARY
John “Jack”
Sullivan

Jack was wellknown by members
of
the
fastener
industry and spent
many years promoting
quality standards and
technical issues as a
member of the NFDA and NEFDA. Elected to the
Fastener Hall of Fame in 1988, Jack began his
career in the fastener industry in 1960 when he
co-founded Accurate Fasteners of Boston, MA
with Jack O’Donoghue, his childhood friend. He
went on to lead Accurate Fasteners as President
and Board Chair for its first 50 years. During this
time Jack served as a Director of the NFDA (19811984), reported to the membership as technical
rep for many years, and represented the fastener
distributor industry in hearings before the US
Congress in the development of the Fastener
Quality Act of 1999.
Jack was also active with his regional fastener
association, the New England Fastener Distributor
Association (NEFDA). He was a founding member
and first President of the NEFDA in 1979 and was
elected to the regional Hall of Fame in 1996.
Known as “Quiet Jack from Boston,” Jack
could be counted on to provide sound perspective
and balanced judgment for fastener distributors,
importers and manufacturers, all with a distinctive
Boston accent. After the passage of the FQA,
Jack participated in industry events promoting
and explaining the details of this legislation.
The oldest of five children, Jack grew up in
Belmont, MA and graduated from Belmont Hill
School and Lowell Textile Institute and studied at
Boston University. Jack married Isabelle Lafayette
Beausoleil, and they had five children before
Isabelle passed away in 1963. Jack married Anne
Elcock Sullivan and together they raised seven
children and eighteen grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in
Jack’s memory to Maryknoll Brothers, P.O. Box
301, Maryknoll, NY 10545-9989.
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BENGT BLENDULF HOW TO SELECT THE BEST JOINING METHOD from page 8

The shear strength of an adhesive joint can be as

higher tension loads. Most riveted joints are, therefore,

high as a spot welded one. The downside for adhesives

designed to take up shear or transverse forces. We all

could be the working temperatures for the joint. Most

remember “Kilroy was here” even if we did not work with

glued joints have the maximum strength at room

him (200 years ago).

temperature. Lower and higher temperatures will usually

More modern rivets include semi-tubular, full-tubular,

affect the strength of adhesives in mostly a negative

split types which all can be assembled using automated

way.

production equipment. Again, there is no real useful

Low Service Level

tension force developed and joint design with these
products should be primarily in shear/transverse loading.

We can also mechanically join components and be

Blind rivets constitute a very large volume of fasteners

able to take the assembly apart with some extra effort

used in many types of appliances and other products

(event if it was not intended to be that way). If we build

using typically thin sheets of metal or combinations with

a house with a wooden frame and with panels and siding

other materials. For brittle or softer materials a back-up

also of wood, chances are that nailing will be the prime

washer may be needed at the upset end. The designer

option. A nailed joint can be taken apart by using a

can choose from a variety of rivet types depending on

crowbar or other type of nail puller, but will not reattach

the joint function. If loads are small and the joint can be

as well if that wood cracks or there is other damage

considered a “place-keeper”, a break-pull mandrel rivet

from the crowbar. Nailed joints in a house can also be

can be an acceptable choice. The mandrel breaks off

weak structural points in areas where there are high wind

near the upset and leaves a hollow rivet body. If shear

loads from tornadoes or hurricanes. Research performed

loads are higher, a structural rivet can be used where the

by institutions like Clemson University has resulted in

mandrel breaks at the original rivet head, leaving a solid

nails with much improved pull-out resistance.

filling of the hole. You will find a lot of useful information

Since metals expand and contract due to an

in IFI-110 (inch) and IFI-550 (metric) showing the various

increase or decrease in temperature, we can also use

head types and recommendations for installation. Blind

this thermal behavior to fasten one part to another. A

rivets can be installed by a simple hand tool or by

collar, or bearing, can be crimped onto a shaft/axle by

using fully automatic assembly equipment. The term

heating them up and slide them onto the shaft. When

“blind” means that the rivet can be installed in a design

the heated parts cool down they will form a slip-resistant

where we have no or limited access to the back side.

joint with the shaft or axle. In the old days of the stage

I recommend that you read Tony DiMaio´s articles in

coaches, the steel ring around the wagon wheel was

Link magazines and all his other articles on this subject

heated in a forge and allowed to crimp (when cooling) to

for further guidance. A higher strength “rivet” is the so

a tight fit around the wooden wheel.

called “huck bolt” design, which is actually preloaded

Riveting is another, very common, “semi-permanent”

(stretched at assembly) to cause a predictable clamping

joining method. Older ships, bridges and boilers were

force in the joint. It is very resistant to vibration loosening

assembled by using hot-riveting, a labor-intensive and

and often found in railroad equipment, truck assemblies

relatively slow process. Since the rivets were red-hot

and heavy machinery.

when put through the holes and the stick-through end

There are a number of other proprietary fastening

being deformed (upset) to form a second head, the

solutions on the market that could also be classified as

cooling down could generate some amount of tension

“low service level” choices. Check technical publications

(clamping). But the amount of tension so created could

where fastener manufacturers advertise non-standard

never be accurately predicted. Rivet materials also

fastener solutions (key words like clinch, push-through,

must be soft for obvious reasons and cannot take any

press-in, self-riveting, etc.).

CONTINUED ON PAGE 152
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AIM TESTING LABORATORY Q&A WITH CARMEN VERTULLO & ROB LAPOINTE from page 10

umbrella is Supply Chain Oversight for the Prevention of
Error® (S.C.O.P.E.®). With many years working in the
fastener industry we have become very familiar with the
complex process that starts with raw materials and ends
with an installed fastener. Being fastener specialists,
we offer testing services that are primarily geared toward
fasteners but that can be applied to other applications as
well. We offer mechanical, nondestructive, chemical and
metallographic testing, along with dimensional inspection.
TIFFANY (AUTHOR), ROB AND CARMEN AT THE
INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO 2018

You’ve mentioned some interesting programs.
Can you go into more detail about Prime Client®

The reason for this is that over the years, so many

and S.C.O.P.E.®?

customers have the need for some level of consulting

Rob: Well, Prime Client® is basically like phoning

activity in addition to the testing that they would order.

a friend on speed dial. This is the analogy that I

Often, that topic of consultation was the primary focus

like to use most often because we truly strive to be

of better understanding for the customer and the testing

connected, dependable, accurate and comprehensive for

would provide some illustration.

AIM uses all these

our customers. This membership allows for AIM to be

disciplines to support the aerospace, industrial and

like a staff member down the hall when you need us. This

military sectors.

program is customizable to fit our customer’s specific
needs.

Typical uses of this service include: Quality

Since there are three parts of your business

Management support, technical expertise, drawing and

model – training, consulting and testing – can you

specification interpretation, review of test reports from

provide more detail on each of these components?

other testing laboratories, assistance with compliance

Carmen: First, I would just like to say that I am so

issues (e.g. Prop 65) and expedite testing services to

happy to have a person of Rob’s caliber by my side. As
many of you may know I’ve had the privilege of teaching

name some of our menu items.
Carmen:

Our S.C.O.P.E.® program offers that

a class or two in this industry and my time spent in the

consultative feel but on a more targeted issue.

To

classroom has only increased my appreciation for having

illustrate this idea, let’s say that you have a product that

someone like Rob to teach alongside. We are thrilled to

you have ordered from a supplier overseas and when

be able to offer training courses on topics and in formats

the product gets here you realize that it does not meet

that are unique. These training sessions can be on-site,

the criteria that you had requested. Now you are left

remote or in seminar fashion.

with one huge headache and mess to clean up. With

The consulting branch of AIM offers many different

S.C.O.P.E.® you can avoid the headache because AIM is

tools for fastener suppliers, manufacturers and users

here to manage your product quality from start to finish to

alike. Consulting can be done on a per need basis or

prevent those expensive errors. This includes examining

through a quarterly membership that we offer called

the application, developing drawings and oversight of the

Prime Client®. Another program under our consulting

manufacturing and quality assurance processes.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 153
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GUY AVELLON WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WHEEL STUDS AND LUG NUTS from page 12

proper clamp load to be achieved.
When wheel nuts are tightened, all internally threaded
products must give plastically to absorb the thread pitch
change of the externally threaded fasteners, whose
threads expand like coils of a stretched spring under
tension. Materials that undergo tension will regain their
original length and thread dimensions when the tension
load is released, provided they were not stretched into
yield. However, all nuts plastically deform permanently
under compression and the threads will create an
PHOTO 2 - NUT WITH THRUST WASHER

Wheel nuts are naturally meant to mate with wheel
studs. These have a flanged bearing head with a ribbed
neck body. The ribs provide an interference fit with the
wheel hub or disc brake and must therefore be installed
by a hydraulic press. Many new disc brake kits will already
have the wheel studs press-fit into them. However, none
of the kits are supplied with new wheel nuts.

interference fit with the threads of the wheel stud under
the pressure of tightening.
This pressure and interference fit generate an increase
in tightening friction which inhibits proper tightening and
will cause lower clamp loads. Every time the nut is
retightened, the threads will deform a little more, causing
a further increase in thread friction and further loss of
clamp load. The clamp load will continue to decrease
upon every reuse of the nut. Every time any nut is removed
and retightened, under normal conditions, it will never
produce the same clamp load as the moment before it
was loosened even if the same torque was applied.
The common hex nut loses 90% of it’s assembly
power to thread friction and rotation contact friction as

PHOTO 3 - TYPICAL WHEEL STUD

New wheel nuts are not supplied because of the
variety of wheels and nut configurations used by each
auto manufacturer and for each model of vehicle: it is

it is tightened against the clamped surface. Therefore,
only 10% of torque energy is used to cause the externally
threaded fastener to stretch and create clamp load. The
wheel nut is different. Because of its conical seat, it has
more contact surface area than a regular nut and will lose

impossible to know what vehicle is being repaired. The

between 92-93% friction. Therefore, the 8-7% assembly

fact that new wheel nuts are not supplied with new brakes

power left to tighten the wheel stud becomes very critical.

is the beginning of problems with keeping the wheels on

Wheels will lose clamp load in service caused from

because the mechanics servicing the vehicle must reuse

over-tightening the wheel studs, which will weaken the

the wheel nuts that were just removed.

stud and warp the brake rotor; by embedment of the lug

Vehicle mileage is only a statistical marker

nut or wheel stud bolt into the wheel; from excessive rust;

representing the number of times that a vehicle’s wheel

from the threads of the wheel lug nut being damaged from

would be commonly removed and remounted for tire

too many removals and re-applications; from tightening by

rotations, new tires, changing from winter/summer tires,

a common unregulated air impact wrench; from not using

brake inspections, brake replacements, new rotors, new

a criss-cross tightening pattern; from wheel alignment

shocks, CV joints, struts, etc. Each time the wheel nuts

problems which increases the prying stresses on the

are reused and normally installed with an unregulated air

wheel; ABS, 4WD and Traction Control systems and even

impact wrench. The internal threads of the wheel nuts

from not retightening the wheel after driving the vehicle for

become damaged, lose their strength and will not allow

at least 25 miles (40 km).
CONTINUED ON PAGE 154
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LAURENCE CLAUS THREE THINGS THAT DISTRIBUTORS MUST DO WELL - PART 3: TRAINING from page 14

Back then, however, learning to do the task for the

leaders. I train in many organizations and find it common

first time took some training and instruction. Certainly

to conduct training for “skilled” roles such as engineering,

if these two young men had possessed even some

quality, and customer service. Although it does occur,

fundamental training in automotive maintenance, it is

it is rare for organizations to train their operators,

unlikely that they would have made this mistake.

material handlers, sorters, and warehouse personnel in

The moral of this story is that training and education

anything more than some of the required safety skills.

are important. Fastener Distributors, like any organization,

Clearly safety training plays an incredibly important role

simply cannot afford to leave this to chance. There is

in the development of these team members, but it is

an old adage that says, “If you think that training is

not enough. These individuals should receive training in

expensive, try ignorance”. In this final installment of the

quality, customer specific topics, and other relevant semi-

series “Three Things that Distributors Must do Well”, we

technical skills that will help them perform their jobs with

will explore some of the lessons illustrated by the story

greater clarity and confidence.

above.

Sadly the most untrained individuals in many
organizations are the “bosses”. For sure, many of these

Lack Of Training Can Be Costly

individuals have received college educations or have many

Many organizations keep some kind of on-going

years on the job and are very bright individuals. However,

measure of the cost associated to customer problems.

I find a general unwillingness by many bosses to join in

This is usually referred to as the Cost of Poor Quality

training that could be very enlightening and beneficial. I

and can include many things. Although few organizations

am not sure if this comes from being too busy, too proud

are really comprehensive with this measurement, even a

to admit to subordinates that they don’t know everything,

simple accounting of a couple of easy things to measure

or a feeling of superiority. Whatever the case, it breeds a

such as sorting costs, premium freight, and customer

general lack of understanding of the business amongst

returns can illuminate how an organization is doing.

the individuals who could most benefit the business from

The resulting measure, whatever it incorporates, is

having such knowledge.

representative of waste and inefficiency, much of which
likely could have been prevented with better training and
execution.

Training Is Not In The Organization’s Culture
An organization driven to learn new things in an

Just like the boys in the story who ruined an

effort to improve individual team members and the

expensive engine because of their lack of training in the

overall organization does not just happen one day. No,

proper execution of an oil change, many organizations

organizations that really embrace training are ones that

pay the price of not sufficiently training their team in

make training part of the culture.

even the basics. In fact, many leaders harbor the opinion

Like most things that make up a company culture,

that training is too expensive, either in the cost to send

it is driven by the values and actions of the individuals

participants or in the time that is lost from doing their

at the top of the organizational pyramid. If the boss says

primary job. In the end, however, this short-sighted attitude

all the right things but does not model it or reinforce

is likely to eventually lead to a costly and disastrous error.

it in an authentic manner, it will be clear to his or her
subordinates that this item is really not a priority. On the

Training is Seemingly Only For A Select Few
In most organizations the two most untrained groups
within the company are the “worker bees” and the

other hand, things that are both discussed and effectively
modeled make a lasting impact on the levels below and
will quickly transpire into company culture.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 156
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The Auto Bolt Company
announces its most recent
business enhancement with
the implementation of a new
ERP system. The company
has implemented an operating
system developed by Plex,
which is a Cloud based system
designed to provide the highest
level of security.
This operating system allows
us to integrate all facets of
our business, enhances the
value of data collection and
subsequent analysis reports –
all of which are critical in an
ever-challenging and changing
domestic
manufacturing
arena. This new system has
also transformed our business
operations and is assisting
us in our quest to achieve
operational excellence.
Auto Bolt, located in Cleveland,
Ohio, is an independently owned
manufacturer of quality fasteners
since 1948, specializing in
offering both low and high-volume
performance and commercial
fasteners.
Auto Bolt is a leading
provider of fasteners for various
industrial, distribution and
original equipment markets and
applications to include Truck and
Trailer, Military, Construction and
Agricultural equipment, as well
as Automotive components. Our
product ranges in size from ¼”
(M6) through 1” (M24) diameters
on single and multiple station
forming equipment, with long
stroke capabilities to produce
product up to 12” (300 mm) in
length.
For more information
contact The Auto Bolt Company
by telephone at 1-800-988BOLT or visit them online at
www.autobolt.net.
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FAB GROUP - NEVER AN ISLAND

-

from page 24

An intensive peer review ensued. At one point, Mike

swelling of slow moving inventory. That characterization

Miller of Bamal bluntly told the member to “Shut the

seemed to stick. The member followed the FAB team’s

%$&ing business down!” The other FAB members chimed

advice and in the ensuing years focused on profitability,

in telling the member to take his lumps and move on.

shrinking debt by eight figures.

Over the next 60 days the FAB member followed through

As Nowak reflects on his experience in FAB Group, he

on the advice. Within six months the business was made

most cherishes the fellowship and peer support. He notes

profitable and at the next meeting the member showed up

the directness of Mike Miller and the insight of Bill Derry

a new man and in good health.

saying, “Sometimes it gets lonely being an entrepreneur,

Nowak recalls another FAB meeting in which a

but with FAB I always knew that I am not on an island.”

member was struggling from a heavy debt load. As the

Current FAB members include Doug Ruggles of Martin

FAB members investigated, they discovered that the

Supply—Fastener Division; Giovanni Cespedes of Falcon

business had been indebted for many years, paying the

Fastening Systems; Tim O’Keeffe of G.L. Huyett; Nick

banks interest only, even though top line sales were

Ruetz and Jim Ruetz of AIS, an MSC Company; Adam

increasing. The FAB peers pleaded with the member to

Pratt of Sherex; and Matt Goldberg of AMPG, with Jim

focus on profitability and away from growth, at which Bill

Ruetz as Emeritus Advisor. FAB is accepting nominations

Derry of Field Fasteners, a member at the time exclaimed,

for additional members. If interested please email Tim

“Don’t buy any more green bananas,” referencing the

O’Keeffe at tokeeffe@huyett.com.
FASTENER ADVISORY BOARD

BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL

USA HEADQUARTERS 5855 Obispo Avenue, Long Beach, CA 90805
TEL 562-808-8000
FAX 562-808-8137
EMAIL sales@brightonbest.com

WEB

www.brightonbest.com

IRONCLAD WINS OH&S 2018 PRODUCT OF THE YEAR AWARD
The Occupational Health & Safety 2018 New Products
of the Year have been announced, and Ironclad Performance
Wear, A Brighton-Best International Company, is proud to
receive the award in the Hand Protection category for their
Limitless Leather™ 360º Cut Impact Driver Glove (ULDIMPC5).
This year’s contest attracted entries in 26 award
categories, with an independent panel of highly qualified
judges choosing the winners.
This was an outstanding showing by all of the entrants,”
said OH&S Editor Jerry Laws. “Manufacturers in this industry
are developing better products that are more comfortable
and more protective for their customers’ workers, as they
compete in this fast-growing global market. The winning
products will be featured in the December 2018 issue.”
“Leather is a desirable material to use for many
applications including work gloves. However, current leather
technology requires unfortunate tradeoffs – to achieve high
durability you must sacrifice comfort and dexterity, and to
achieve comfort and dexterity you pay a high premium.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

We set out several years ago to develop a new leather
technology that would result in comfort, dexterity and high
durability in one leather package, all at an affordable price,”
says Eric Jaegar, biomedical engineer and General Manager
at Ironclad. “Our new Limitless Leather™ achieved all of
that, with a durability rating typically eight times greater than
comparable work glove leather.”
The Limitless Leather Impact Driver Glove is
exceptionally durable, comfortable and versatile, with key
performance enhancements that maximize worker safety
in nearly any environment: proprietary 360° cut resistance,
patented, industry leading impact protection, and newly
patented technology that increases visibility and hand safety
awareness. The leather won’t dry or shrink when washed,
while Kevlar ® stitching
increases the lifespan of
the glove, resulting in a long
lasting, cost saving hand
safety solution for almost
any industrial jobsite.
BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL
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JOE DYSART THE DARKER SIDE OF AI: HACKERS ARE ADDING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO THEIR TOOLKITS from page 26

manufacturers and never changed by the users who buy
“Against this backdrop, AI-based security tools, which
the devices.
can automate tasks and free up IT personnel to manage
Also at special risk are small and medium sized
other aspects of a security program, were viewed as
businesses. The reason: Big corporations with deep
critical for helping businesses keep up with increasing
pockets have upped their game considerably during the
threat levels,” he says.
past few years when it comes to cybersecurity.
Ponemon’s concerns were echoed by The Malicious
So hackers are adding small and medium sized
AI Report (www,maliciousaireport.com), a study authored
businesses as targets, given that cyberdefenses at
by a number of experts from the Center for New
these companies are often easily
American Security, the Electronic
compromised.
Compromised
Frontier Association and similar
networks of small and medium
organizations.
sized businesses are also
Essentially, the report
tempting to hackers because they
concludes that AI in the hands
can serve as a ‘back door’ into the
of ‘black hat’ hackers will make
computer networks of the larger
cyberattacks on companies and
vendors, suppliers and customers
organizations easier in 2019 and
of those businesses.
beyond, and will broaden the type
ABOVE: CONTINUALLY FINDING NEW WAYS TO FIGHT
Currently, AI security tools
and number of possible hacks a
HACKERS WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IS A CORE
MISSION
AT
IBM.
that are working to combat these
business can suffer.
BELOW: ENSURING ALL YOUR SOFTWARE HAS THE LATEST
threats are mostly being used to
Meanwhile, AI is also
SECURITY PATCHES IS STILL ONE OF THE BEST WAYS TO
expected to make attacks against GUARD AGAINST HACKERS, ACCORDING TO MATT BARLOW, look for suspicious activity on a
A VICE PRESIDENT AT MICROSOFT.
computer network, analyze that
companies and organizations in
activity often in milliseconds,
New Hampshire and across the
and neutralize the cause of that
globe more effective, more precise
activity -- usually originating from
and more untraceable, according
a rogue file or program -- before it
to report.
can do any damage.
Of special concern: The
This approach differs from
possibility that black hat
traditional IT security, which has
operatives may use their AI to
been focused more on identifying
infiltrate the facial recognition
specific files and programs
systems that are embedded in the
known to bear threats -- rather
computer networks of companies
than studying how those files and
and organizations.
programs behave.
The report’s laundry list for
The good news is that each
anticipated attacks goes on:
time these new AI tools detect the suspicious activity,
Companies may use AI-driven hacking to poison the
they learn from the experience and get better and faster at
databases of competitors or simply completely destroy
detecting the same activity or similar activity in the future.
the supporting database architecture of a competitor,
Also encouraging is that these AI tools -- if
according to the report authors.
simultaneously used with numerous companies who
Plus, the entire Internet of Things -- so rosily celebrated
happen to share the same IT cloud, for example -- can
during the past few years -- is mostly child’s play for
often instantly transmit the new knowledge of a new threat
AI-driven attacks, according to the report.
across the entire cloud, ensuring that if one company is
Many if not most of the devices that comprise the
hit first, other companies sharing the same cloud can be
Internet of Things are ridiculously unprotected, sporting
instantly protected from the same experience.
easy-to-guess passwords that are often issued by
CONTINUED ON PAGE 158
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MEET CARI BAILEY - SFA’S NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR by Suzanne Cravens
You might have seen her, you might
know her or talked to her at IFE but didn’t
realize who she was. She’s Cari Bailey, the
super talented and high energy professional
who will guide SFA to new heights in 2019
and beyond.
Upon resignation notification of SFA’s
current director of 17 years, John Elsner, a
search committee was comprised of 3 people
- Suzy Cravens, Jason Looft and Dwayne
Carnes. They reviewed proposals from 10
different executive search companies and
proposed several to the board. Cari Bailey fit
the SFA culture perfectly. She has been an
educator/administrator for over 20 years, is
an accomplished team builder and leader.
She is very well connected to the fastener
industry and has worked the SFA booth for the past 2
years at the International Fastener Expo. She is currently

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

an Assistant High School Principal, of which
she will retire that position at the end of this
school year to focus solely on SFA. She’s a
graduate of Stephen F Austin, and obtained
her Master’s in Educational Administration
from
Texas A&M. She’s married to Mike
Bailey of Nucor and has 2 children.
Said, SFA Chairman of the Board,
Chris Bell, “The Board considered the
qualifications of many candidates, and after
careful consideration chose Cari. Not only
did she have the resume we were looking
for, she has contacts and understands the
culture of our membership. We are pleased
to have her assist the board as we tackle
our association goals for 2019.”
For additional information about the
Southwestern Fastener Association please visit them
online at www.southwesternfastener.org.
SOUTHWESTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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FASTENER FAIR TOP REASONS YOU SHOULD ATTEND FASTENER FAIR USA 2019 from page 28

EARNEST MACHINE EXHIBITING IN CLEVELAND

The floor plan is available on the Fastener Fair USA
website, so visitors can start to plan to make the most
of their show experience. To see the full list of exhibitors
committed to the show to date, visit www.fastenerfair.
com/usa.

[2] Industry Hot Topics and Insights
Fastener Fair gives you the opportunity to get the
latest industry information, forecasts, and technical
education with keynotes and breakouts for all levels of
experience. New for 2019, the show will feature two
stages in the exhibit hall to offer concurrent sessions
targeted to distributors and OEM end-users.
In addition, Fastener Training Institute will present
a pre-show workshop for the second year in a row,
one focusing on the automotive market and fastener
technology. They will also offer seminars during the
event on industry specific topics. “The Fastener Training
Institute is proud and pleased to partner with Fastener Fair
USA again to provide fastener product training sessions
in Detroit,” said John Wachman, Managing Director
of the Institute. “The previous event helped us reach
students from the fastener manufacturing, distribution
and OEM markets. This partnership is a great fit for both
our enterprises as we support each other to serve the
fastener industry and their users.”
Industry experts are already locked in to present in
Detroit next May. Lammert DeBoer, Global Director
of ZinKlad, DecoKlad & XMAPP (Quality Performance
Systems) at MacDermid Enthone Industrial Solutions will
be presenting Consistent Global Quality Assured in an
OEM World, discussing a unique new quality assurance
program that tackles the challenges for high performance

automotive coatings throughout the applicator network,
meeting increased challenges from OEM manufacturers
for consistent quality parts.
Graham Immerman, Director of Marketing at
MachineMetrics will be presenting The Keys to Industry
4.0 Success: Why Most Projects Fail and How You Can
Learn from Their Mistakes. Immerman will share best
practices to make digital transformations a successful
endeavor and how to avoid failures in implementation.
“Fastener Fair USA focuses on connecting the entire
fastener and fixing supply chain, so we want to be sure
to offer the most relevant and best information for both
distributors as well as engineers and purchasers,” said
Boweak. “Having topics which address important industry
issues will help our attendees be ready to tackle these
challenges when they are back in the office.”
Get the latest session updates at www.fastenerfair.
com/usa, with new speakers and topics being added all
the time.

[3] THE Place for the Industry to Join Together
Connecting and collaborating with other professionals
in the industry is one of the best parts of face-to-face
events, and Fastener Fair makes it easy for you to join up
with your fastener friends and meet new ones. From our
opening night Welcome Party to the Networking Hub on
the show floor and a new mentor program, there are many
ways to build relationships at the show.
“It’s a great opportunity for people who are new to the
industry, like me, to meet a lot of new businesses, make
some network contacts, and learn more about fasteners
in general,” said Laura Vinatieri of Circle Bolt & Nut Co.
who attended the inaugural show in 2018.

WELCOME PARTY AT THE ROCK N’ ROLL HALL OF FAME

CONTINUED ON PAGE 160
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New PEM® PreTect™ thread masking plugs from
PennEngineering® will protect internal threads
of
self-clinching
nuts and standoffs
during paint and
powder
coating
processes. The preinstalled silicone
masking plugs –
supplied already in
place – have been designed for self-clinching blind
standoffs, thru-hole standoffs, and nuts in thread
sizes #4-40 to 1/4-20 and M3 to M6. Plugs can
be augmented for thru-hole fastener types with
a specially engineered stretched polyester film
offering thread protection on the side opposite the
plug. Plugs and film can be removed easily when
processes are completed.
Self-clinching fasteners provide permanent and
reusable load-bearing threads in metal sheets too
thin to be tapped or where extruded or stamped
threads would be impractical. Installed during the
fabrication process, before an assembly would
undergo painting or powder coating, self-clinching
fasteners become integral components. The new
plugs and film ensure that paints or powder coatings
will not impact the thread integrity of installed
fasteners as assemblies move through production.
The plugs and film can reduce labor requirements
by eliminating any need to manually mask fastener
threads in advance of coating processes or
subsequently clean contaminated threads. They
have been engineered to withstand temperatures
up to 482ºF and 250ºC and fasteners with the
feature can be installed automatically to achieve
additional production economies.
Detailed specifications, drawings and 3D
models of fasteners with plugs and film, and
performance data (Bulletin STP) can be viewed
and downloaded for free at www.pemnet.com.
Founded in 1942, PennEngineering (Danboro,
PA, USA) is a global leader in the fastening industry
with technical and manufacturing facilities in North
America, Europe, and Asia supported by a global
engineering-focused sales force and a worldwide
network of authorized distributors.
For more information, contact Michael J. Rossi,
PennEngineering by Tel: 215-766-8853, email: info@
pemnet.com or online at www.pemnet.com.
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC. 5 WAYS TO BENEFIT FROM THE NEW INTUILIZE CONNECTION from page 34

A great example comes from a Mid-West hardware
distributor who recently started using the platform. This

So, what if you could guarantee a strong ROI for your
business by inching up pricing to align with these tariffs?

owner found that Intuilize allows him to manage sales

As distributors, we spend/invest an enormous number

personnel performance by breaking it down to commodity,

of hours quoting parts to our customers and entering

customer type or vertical. Naturally, the owner was fired

orders in The Business Edge. Sometimes a quote means

up because overnight, his whole sales team had visibility

listing hundreds or thousands of items to submit for a

about trends and opportunities within their accounts for

bid or LTA. This quote data and order data is a goldmine

them to act on.

because it allows you to understand trends of demand,

TM

competitors, and to help feed valuable
information to vendor’s supply chains.
Customers are revealing their needs
with their dollars and buying behavior
— and Intuilize allows distributors to
transform this data into real profits.
While demonstrating our GM$
optimization to a business owner recently
he said something that caught our
attention: “What you’re providing is a
dream come true because it means we
don’t have to waste time digging through

Intuilize simplifies the account management process

the data or crunching numbers to understand which of the

by creating prescribed actions based on specific key

50 million combinations of pricing (1,000 customers x

performance Indicators (KPIs), allowing any sales rep

10,000 products x 5 packaging quantities, etc.) are best to

to know exactly what actions to take based on detailed

find the low hanging fruit to improve our margins...but I’m

buckets each customer fits into.

worried about how to integrate the new price suggestions

In the case of our Mid-West friend above, Monday’s
sales meetings have been more productive than ever and
the owner was happy to share some insights with us:

in The Business Edge so all employees can use this in
TM

every quote.”
Like many in this industry, he understood the value

“Now we do it with ease. Everyone knows what

of the output, but was hesitant to dive in because of

accounts need to be ‘Fixed Now’ and which ones to

the perceived complexity of a new and foreign business

‘Expand’. Everyone thinks with one click, acts based

process.

on real insights, and no more time is wasted in data
crunching.”

That’s exactly why we created Intuilize: to simplify
and shorten the process of transforming data into profits.
After seeing the simplicity of the tool and the seamless

[3] Find Your Price Points: Inch-up Pricing with
a Seamless Integration in The Business Edge

TM

As you probably know, a 25% tariff increase has been
scheduled for January 2019.

integration with The Business Edge, the potential gains
TM

felt far more reachable to our client, as they should
to any distributor who wants to drive real competitive
advantages.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 162
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PENN ENGINEERING SELF-CLINCHING LOCKNUTS HOLD MATING SCREWS TIGHT from page 36

As the screw enters the insert, the resulting
interference at the major diameter creates prevailing
torque. A major advantage of this locking method
is the ability to significantly reduce the chance of
conductive debris forming from the repeated removal and
re-installation of a screw. These, too, can offer up to 15
cycles of thread-locking performance.
In contrast to prevailing torque types, all-metal selfclinching free-running locknuts require tightening
against a bearing surface for the locking mechanism to
function.
A modified thread formation on the loaded flank of
these fasteners provides the vibration-resistant locking
feature and allows mating screws to spin freely during the
attachment process until clamp load is induced during the
screw-tightening process. The applied clamp load then
engages the locknut’s vibration-resistant locking feature,
which locks the mating screw in place. (If the clamp load, is
removed for any reason, the nuts no longer will provide any
torsional resistance to rotation.) Locking feature reusability
will be unaffected by the number of on/off cycles.
Every application will be characterized by distinct
requirements and, within the overall family of self-clinching
locknuts, uniquely engineered options can be specified to
meet the challenges.
Profiles of three (among many) individual prevailing
torque types of self-clinching locknuts for thin metal
assemblies illustrate the range and capabilities.
Locknuts with “flexing jaws” embody a design
particularly appropriate for severe service applications.
These fasteners utilize two rugged, semicircular flexing
jaws (instead of several less-supported segments) to
achieve greater retention for preventing relaxation and

ALL-METAL SELF-CLINCHING FREE-RUNNING LOCKNUTS WITH MODIFIED
THREAD FORMATIONS PROVIDING A VIBRATION-RESISTANT LOCKING FEATURE

SELF-CLINCHING PREVAILING TORQUE LOCKNUTS INTEGRATING NYLON
INSERTS AS THREAD-LOCKING ELEMENTS

loosening of the fastener over time. The design further
protects the threads of a mating screw: clearances
obtained by only two interruptions of a full circumference
– together with the spreading of the jaws by the entering
screw – will minimize the possibility of thread damage.
A shoulder additionally provides increased pull-through
performance and a positive stop during installation. The
flexing action of their locking feature serves to permit
repeated use and effective locking torque.
Locknuts with floating threads permit up to .030”
or 0.76mm adjustment for mating hole misalignment.
Extra strength and support in assembly in obtained by the
threads of the floating nut extending into the fastener’s
retainer shank.
Miniature locknuts are relatively lightweight with
a smaller footprint and can be specified in a range of
especially small thread sizes – making them ideal in
applications where size and weight matter. A strong
knurled collar, which becomes embedded when installed
in a host metal sheet, guarantees against rotation of the
fasteners in the sheet. The torque-out resistance of the
knurl greatly exceeds the torque that can be exerted by
the self-locking feature.
As these examples illustrate, self-clinching locknuts
have been designed for virtually any application where
securing a mating screw is critical.
Michael J. Rossi has more than 30 years of experience
in the fastening industry and is Marketing Services
Supervisor at PennEngineering®, 5190 Old Easton Road,
Danboro, PA 18916-1000 USA. Contact him at mrossi@
pemnet.com or 215-766-8853. www.pemnet.com.

PENN ENGINEERING
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MFDA TABLE TOP DRAWS NICE ATTENDANCE by Nancy RIch
The MFDA held their 18th Table Top Show on
September 17th at a new location for this event - the
Holiday Inn in Hasbrouck Heights, NJ. The move proved
to be a great success - the show was limited to the
first 40 exhibitors, which filled up by the first week in
September.
Exhibitors were nationwide featuring fastener
products, services and secondary processes. Attendees
from the east coast had the opportunity to visit current
suppliers while sourcing new suppliers for products.
The show featured an exhibitor luncheon as well

A Big Thank You To Our Show Sponsors
Premium Sponsor

Kanebridge Corp.

Silver Sponsors

Eurolink, FSS

				

Star Stainless

Thank You To All Table Top Raffle Donors
Kanebridge
Brighton-Best International
RW Rundle & Associates
Superior Washer

as a dinner for exhibitors and attendees. Due to the

Star Stainless

generosity of many companies, raffles were held hourly

Yellow Woods

allowing all in attendance an opportunity to win great

MFDA

prizes.

Holiday Inn
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ANTHONY Di MAIO THREE DIFFERENT BLIND RIVET BODY DESIGNS from page 40

The barrel diameter radius that is on the top of the

place the hand or power setting tool over the mandrel of

body will appear on all stamped rivet bodies regardless of

the pre-placed blind rivets, set the blind rivets, without

the type of flange or head the blind rivet has.

pushing the mandrel out of the rivet body

The internal construction of the extruded and stamped
rivet body also has major differences in their design. The
extruded rivet body has straight and parallel walls at the
shank diameter and one major inside diameter that will
allow the slug to be pushed out of the inside diameter of
the shank or barrel, through the flange or head of the rivet
body. This slug is the only scrap from this process. This
parallel shank wall and major inside construction gives
more contact and retention to the mandrel and the rivet
body, which in turn gives a higher rivet body and mandrel
retention prior to setting the blind rivet. The stamped rivet
body has a tapering inside diameter and also a tapering
inside wall thickness in the shank. This is the result of
the metal stretching during the manufacturing process.
Metal does stretch when a flat sheet of material is pushed
to form a shank. This is an event that will happen when
metal is elongated or drawn to produce a rivet body.
Although the extruded and stamped rivet bodies
differ in many ways, their tensile and shear values of the
set blind rivet are within the IFI specifications 114. The
extruded blind rivet body, in my opinion, offers a higher
rivet body to mandrel retention, thicker wall construction
and a better flange appearance especially the countersunk
or flush blind rivet. With the higher rivet body and mandrel
retention (prior to setting), this allows the user to preplace the blind rivets in the holes to be riveted and then

Dome Head and Large Flange Head
The Extruded rivet body will have a flat solid flange on
the side that is facing the shank of the rivet body, while the
stamped rivet body will have a concaved surface facing the
shank. Also, on the mandrel side of the flange, the extruded
rivet body has a very small or no radius around the hole
that contains the mandrel, while the stamped rivet body will
have an obvious large radius in this area.

Countersunk or Flush Head
The extruded rivet body has no radius at the top
or upset end of the shank and the flange is full and at
right angle to the axis of the rivet body. When set in a
countersunk hole, the extruded rivet body is flat and gives
a flat smooth surface that coincides with the surface that
is being riveted. The stamped rivet body has a radius
at the top, or upset side, of the shank and also has a
major difference in the construction of the countersunk
or flush head flange. The stamped body has a hollow
type head or flange. The size of this hollow is determined
by the thickness of the sheet material used to produce
the countersunk or flush head rivet body. When set, the
stamped rivet body will leave a hollow area and not a flat
smooth surface.
ANTHONY Di MAIO

NCFA 2018 SCREW OPEN GOLF OUTING
VALLEAIRE GOLF CLUB, HINCKLEY, OH - SEPT 6, 2018
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JIM TRUESDELL GHOSTING JOBS...ARE EMPLOYERS GETTING WHAT THEY GAVE? from page 44

Employers may feel offended by the same kind of
behavior they have exhibited toward applicants for years.
Yes it is a professional inconvenience for a company, but
think of the uncertainty faced by a job applicant whose
whole future is up in the air.
So what do companies do now to keep the process
on track? Perhaps the first thing is to review how the
company itself has been handling the hiring process and
how well it keeps applicants in the loop. Unfortunately,
even if a company has shown respect in how it handled
applicants, or even if they are changing their ways, they
still may pay the price for the way other companies
have treated job-seekers. So, minimize the chance of
disruption by clearly letting applicants know that you will
be honest and upfront with them about the hiring process
and that you expect them to be straightforward with you.
Assure them that you prefer a straight answer from
them if they do not believe a job is the right fit and that
you will not be offended by their rejection of your offer,
even if it means changing their mind after accepting
a position. Be sure you communicate status of the
process to potential hires if the decision gets drawn

out. Respectfully communicate to those whom you have
interviewed and decided not to pursue further. In the
meantime, be ready to keep the search going and move
to second choice candidates in the event your first choice
does not come to fruition.
Perhaps the worst experience a company can have
when it comes to “Ghosting” a job is the not unheard
of instance of an existing employee just walking away
from a job without any communication—for example,
going out to lunch and just not coming back. It happens.
Some people just do not have the courage or the proper
upbringing to make the proper and courteous notification
when they wish to resign. Some have real or imagined
grievances against the employer which, in their mind,
justifies job abandonment. Some just need to grow up.
But then some employers need to learn that workers are
human beings and not just numbers on an expense sheet
or cogs in the wheel of a machine.
This all comes down to mutual respect. Job applicants
owe it to prospective employers. Companies owe it
to applicants. Wouldn’t we all be better off if we
remembered this?
JIM TRUESDELL

LARRY BOROWSKI RING GAGES PART 1: SETTING ADJUSTABLE THREAD RINGS - WHY DO I NEED THE SET PLUG? from page 48

¤ Setting an adjustable thread ring gage to a setting
plug may be subjective, because “firm fit” or “snug
fit” as defined in the standards, may mean something
different to different people. However, there is much
more variation when taking more than one direct
measurement of the same gage. In fact, there could be
several “tenths” different in the actual setting between
the two methods.
Calibration laboratories that are accredited to ISO
17025 either have to follow “standard methods” or they
can develop their own as long as they are then validated.
Validation of those alternative methods means that the
result is repeatable to within measurement uncertainty
using the standard method as the measuring stick. The
direct measurement of pitch diameter on adjustable
thread ring gages has been studied and proven to provide
too large of a deviation. Therefore, direct measurement
is not a valid alternative to setting adjustable thread ring
gages with a setting plug.
Adjustable thread ring gages can be sensitive and it

is highly recommended that end users have their own
setting plug to periodically evaluate their proper setting.
Settings can change if the ring is accidentally dropped or
mishandled, and size can be affected by how abrasive or
how much dirt and grit are on the product threads at the
time of inspection.
Gage owners beware! Adjustable GO and NOT GO
threaded ring gages certified without the use of the
appropriate setting plugs are probably inaccurate. Unless
adjustable thread ring gages are set to the appropriate
threaded setting plugs as specified by ASME and other
standards, gage certifications of those gages are invalid.
The ASME standard governs their design and calibration,
so adjustable thread ring gages that are calibrated by any
other means other than a set plug are more than likely
set to an inaccurate size. Furthermore, they may accept
non-conforming threaded product or may erroneously
reject conforming product.
So, to answer the question of “Why do I need the Set
Plug”….because the standards say so!
LARRY BOROWSKI | GREENSLADE & COMPANY INC
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STAFDA RECAP OF STAFDA’S PHOENIX CONVENTION & TRADE SHOW from page 50

before the Trade Show began on Tuesday, STAFDA’s
endorsed economic consultant, Alan Beaulieu, shared his
insights into the U.S., Canadian, and global economies
for 2019 and beyond. A standing room only session
each year, Alan’s forecasts are easy to understand and
presented in such a down-to-earth fashion that no one is
confused by complicated charts or graphs.
Also on Tuesday, spouses had the option of two
day trips: one around the Scottsdale/Phoenix area and
The Trade Show opened immediately afterwards.
The STAFDA Trade Show offers over 35 different product
categories under one roof! It’s a buying show so
exhibitors (manufacturers) are motivated to end the year
on a high note while previewing their new product line
to distributors. Distributors are equally motivated since
they want to offer the latest tools to their customers. It’s
a win-win for both and the aisles were crowded.
The Trade Show was open for six hours on Monday
and another 5.5 hours on Tuesday, October 30. But

the other to Tucson to explore that city’s sights and
shops. The day ended with a Closing Party at the nearby
Sheraton where a country/rock band entertained while
attendees enjoyed a Tex-Mex dinner.
Next year’s meeting will be in downtown Nashville
at the Music City Convention Center, November 10-12.
Registration opens on June 24. The STAFDA Convention &
Trade Show is for members only. Member applications and
an array of STAFDA benefits and services are available for
review at www.stafda.org
SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

Field, a global innovator of supply chain and
engineering based cost savings solutions providing
fasteners and other direct materials to the OEM
market, announced today that they’ve received
a NPS score of 73 from their latest customer
survey. NPS stands for Net Promoter Score and
is a metric that is used to gauge the loyalty of
a company’s customer base and the customers
overall satisfaction with the company. An NPS score
can be as low as -100 or as high as +100; an NPS
score that is higher than + 50 is considered to be
excellent and over 70 considered world class.
According to Inavero’s Annual Industry
Benchmark Study, the average industry NPS score
for manufacturing is 27. This industry benchmark
demonstrates the quality of service provided
by B2B firms and the score of 27 does not
meet the minimum global standard for ‘excellent’
service. Field’s score of 73 sets an unprecedented
mark in customer loyalty and satisfaction in the

manufacturing industry. Field’s key to their high
score comes from the mindset of being more
than just a parts supplier to their customer base.
They’re a partner with the tools and team members
capable of providing outstanding value through their
integrating engineering and inventory management
services to OEMs.
“Field has been able to grow on average 19%
per year since 1990 based on our ability to live our
mission statement, which is to have everyone who
interacts with us, LOVE us” states Field’s Chief
Customer Officer, Adam Derry. “The cornerstone of
this growth is keeping customers happy and being
relentless in our approach to save them money
and drive efficiency in their business. There is
nothing unique in the products we sell, but there is
something special in the people we surround the
product with and the organizational culture we have.
It is truly a competitive advantage and the NPS score
is a testament that it is working.” continued on page 123
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Field regularly surveys
customers before business
reviews to ensure the company
is delivering legendary service
and honoring their commitments
throughout the year.
Beyond the business
review surveys, Field also
asks customers to complete
an annual survey to gain
insight into areas such as
customer service, delivery,
communication, quality and
responsiveness. Customers
gave Field high marks in all
survey areas. The survey
was sent to the customers
who make up 90% of Field’s
revenue and Field received a
32% response rate from those
customers.
Field is an innovative, full
service, technically oriented,
global provider of inventory
management and complete
supply chain solutions for
fasteners and other Class “C”
items. They are the best in the
industry at providing ongoing
cost reduction through both
engineering support services
and inventory management
systems. The Illinois based
company was acquired by Derry
Enterprises, Inc. in 1990. Over
the past 28 years, Field has
averaged 19% annual growth
each year and has been on INC
5000 list for fastest growing
privately held companies for
seven consecutive years.
For more information, contact
Field at 9883 North Alpine Road,
Machesney Park, IL 61132. Tel:
815-637-9002, Fax: 815-6377575 or visit them online at
www.fieldfastener.com.
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ROBERT FOOTLIK PLANNING FOR PREVENTABLE DISASTERS from page 52

Floors
Obviously people should be trained not to throw
trash on the floor. Renting or purchasing a floor scrubber
for regular use takes this to a higher level. Yearly seal
coating with a fresh coat of high-gloss polyurethane or
high-solids epoxy goes a long way to keeping down the
dust and insuring that the floor looks great. There is no
need to seal the entire floor, just maintaining the aisles
is usually sufficient.
To facilitate this process and create a facility that
really stands out painting or taping white lines (2” to 3”
wide) in front of all the racks and shelving adds a matte to
a perfect picture. The line exceeds OSHA specifications
for aisle delineation and simultaneously becomes the
natural break point for refreshing the floor finishes. This
is also a great place to affix aisle and section numbers
and/or bar codes. A white background makes the
characters easier to read by eye or electronic reader.
Brooms and vacuums without HEPA filters merely
move the dust and dirt to a higher level. Only a
scrubber will remove the dust completely. Periodic filtered
vacuuming under the racks and between pallets will
complete the job. In a multi-branch operation establishing
a pool of maintenance equipment including scrubbers
and lifts along with a usage schedule is definitely a good
program to implement. With a time constraint on branch
use availability the work is more likely to be performed.

Lighting
Light sources are rated two ways-the initial light
levels available and the “maintained” figure for what is
left after a specific period. What is not factored in is the
cleanliness of the environment. Reflectors, lamps, lenses
and housing will inevitably build up dirt that significantly
degrades the usable light. Periodic cleaning can improve
the ambient light levels and it is a highly visible way to
demonstrate a concern for maintenance, Even LED tubes
need yearly cleaning.
When replacing fluorescent lamps, ballasts or
incandescent can lights converting to energy saving LED
down lights will enhance the “foot-candles” of available
light while significantly saving energy. Adding “occupancy”
and “ambient light” sensors can make this program into
a self-funding investment through energy savings.
In addition to the light levels there is also a need
for eliminating glare and establishing a uniform light
pattern. As the work force ages vision deteriorates and
lighting that was once acceptable may be marginal.

For this reason the maintenance program should also
address usage patterns, furniture/storage placement
and the overall quality of the lit space or aisle. Enhancing
the lighting can improve safety and the quality of the
environment. This too has a payback…in morale and
productivity..

Storage Equipment
Every Fastener Distributor lives in an evolving
environment. As new products and lines are added
warehouse “fronts” (places to put things) becomes
problematic and with expanding sales and inventory the
“cube” used for back up storage and overstock will lead
to increased reliance on forklifts and other equipment.
Heavy loads and the machinery to move them will
inevitably take a toll on the pallet racks and shelving.
Everyone in the world must have seen the YouTube
video of the Russian vodka warehouse collapsing after
a seemingly minor bump by a forklift (search on “vodka
warehouse, forklift accident”). Heavily overloaded racks
that may have been initially under designed are especially
vulnerable. Periodic inspection and replacement of
damaged components is an important safety program
and absolutely vital in a seismically active area. There are
tools and methods for reinforcing loaded pallet racks and
layman guides available from a variety of sources such as
Mac Rack (www.macrak.com). If there is any doubt about
the structural integrity of the storage equipment bring in
a Professional Civil Engineer who knows the storage aids
and working environment. Inflection Point (www.inflectionpoint.com) in Ohio and Seizmic, Inc. (www.seizmicinc.
com) in California are two of the most qualified firms in
the United States. If there is a question it is always better
to bring the experts in and resolve the problem rather
than face these Engineers in court.
Minor clean up, dusting and stock rearrangement are
also important concern in a well run warehouse. Products
should be clean and neat on the shelves, kept in an order
picker friendly format and replenished on a regular basis.
This can be a huge paradigm change for the warehouse
staff. An excellent team building exercise is to divide
the warehouse personnel into teams and have each
reorganize an aisle. Then compare the aisles. Usually
there are easily discernable differences that can be
used to develop a comprehensive, uniform methodology
for keeping the warehouse in perfect order. Rules and
guidelines developed by the staff are easily enforced and
reinforced by peer pressure.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 164
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WIFI ANNOUNCING THE JOANNE GOODMAN SHERMAN SCHOLARSHIP STARTING IN 2019 from page 54

In the late 1980s, Ms. Sherman became co-owner of

the THORS Academy with our visually rich, interactive

Industrial Rivet with her brother, Bill Goodman. Together

eLearning courses, the THORS Learning Management

they grew the primarily domestic company into a global

System, and expert-led virtual seminars.

distributor, manufacturer and importer with 11 U.S.

Women in the Fastener (WIFI) Industry provides

distribution centers, ten international locations and over

opportunities for women in the fastener industry at all

50 employees.

levels of experience. We work together to unite, educate,

Ms. Sherman focused her time

mentor and encourage one another,

and expertise on the administrative

for the express purpose of advancing

and operational areas of the business,

women in the fastener industry.

overseeing the accounting, human

Women in the Fastener Industry would

resources, marketing and customer

like to encourage all the WIFI Sisters to

service departments.

apply for all available scholarships. This

In addition, Ms. Sherman was

year the Edith Cameron winner for 2019

responsible for the company’s many

Nicole Sedgwick was able to attend the

brands and copyrights, working directly

fastener show. This is what she had to

with patent lawyers to manage and

say about the event:

protect Industrial Rivet’s proprietary

“I am Nikki Sedgwick; I work for the

products and services. This includes

Brighton-Best International Cleveland

RivetKing®, the brand under which

team. I was able to attend the Vegas

Industrial Rivet sells its entire product

IFE show this year thanks to the Edith

line. Joanne was instrumental in bringing

Cameron scholarship. I worked the WIFI

Industrial Rivet online in the early days

booth at the show and had a lot of

of the internet – both to support and

fun meeting/encouraging women to

drive the Industrial Rivet and RivetKing

become a WIFI Sister. We also had

brands and to streamline the customer

many WIFI brothers purchase T-shirts to

experience.

help support our group. The show is very

Joanne Goodman Sherman was

fast paced so you are on your feet all

named 2010/2011 NAPW Professional

day, but it is totally worth it and I would

Woman of the Year and passed on

not hesitate to do it again. I was able

October 10, 2016 at the age of 61. She was a loving

to meet other distributors & more of my co-works from

and dedicated mother of Steven and Lisa Sherman, Traci

Brighton Best/ Ironclad who came in from UK, Brazil, and

and Brendon Cohen. Grandmother of Jenna, Alexa and

Australia. I am proud to be part of an organization that

Andrew. Daughter of Allen and Edith Goodman. Sister of

strongly supports women; I encourage all women in the

William and Eva Goodman. Aunt to Keith, Sara, Taryn, Jeff,

fastener Industry to take part in this amazing group.”

Mark, Michael & Zoe.

WIFI is also looking for board members for the

THORS eLearning Solutions was founded on the

2019 term. If you would like to volunteer and be part

mission to provide a solution to the ever increasing

of the sisterhood, please email Carrie at president@

manufacturing knowledge gap. THORS is more than just

fastenerwomen.com

an eLearning company. THORS has created an ecosystem

2019 is going to be a golden year for WIFI. We will

of manufacturing knowledge, where we have brought

be celebrating our 10 year anniversary. Help us make our

together the best minds from across many industries,

10th year a memorable one and sponsor us for 2019.

and provided a platform for your organization to access

For information about sponsoring WIFI please email

this experiential knowledge. Our platform consists of

chairwoman@fastenerwomen.com.
WOMEN IN THE FASTENER INDUSTRY
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JO MORRIS FTI OFFERS ONLINE TRAINING from page 56

Understanding Fastener Strength and
Hardness

attendance of the Fastener Basics Training unavailable,
I found the webinar series a fantastic alternative. Locking

This video will explore the relationship between

myself into a private space for dedicated focus and

strength and hardness in fastener materials. Students

learning, these webinars were great information packed

will look at how the various fastener specifications, both

teaching.”

inch and metric, classify fasteners according to strength

“Though hands on and in class access with the
opportunity to ensure full understanding with real time

and hardness.

personal questions may be ideal, the webinar format

Socket Products INCH and METRIC

comes with its own advantages and benefits. In a

This video will teach you what you need to know to
safely sell, use and process these high-strength, high

webinar platform there was opportunity to:
¤ Pause the presentation to take more in-depth
notes

precision fasteners.

¤ Rewind and re-play topics that required a second-

Metric Fasteners - 2 Part Series

look

Do you know your megapascals from your microns?
What’s the difference between 4g6g and 6g? This
webinar will go deep into a few areas that are usually

¤ Re-watch the full webinar for better knowledge
retaining
¤ Learn at a slower or faster pace based on
personal experience/preference”

given light treatment in metric fastener training.

“The Fastener Basics webinar contents were
A total of thirty videos on fastener related topics

fantastic. There was a lot of material, explained clearly

are available for immediate viewing from FTI’s Learning

and at a ‘basic’ level understandable to a non-fastener

Library. We will add 11 new topics in 2019.

beginner. Yes, having the in-class opportunity for hands

Subscription packages are offered with a range of

on exposure to the fasteners discussed is missed in the

price points to fit individual needs, please visit www.

webinar format, but the foundational learning is solid and

fastenertraining.org for a complete list of courses and

valuable.”

contact Jo Morris at JoM@Fastenertraining.com with

“It’s clear that I would most definitely recommend

questions regarding prices and discounts for fastener

this training format to anyone who may not have the time

associations. Don’t be left behind with untrained

or budget to attend the on-site in class options.” – Carola

employees in a growing market; join the others and train!

Zabawa, Fuller Metric

“We are using the videos as part of our training for

FTI is a registered 501(c) (6) non-profit; we need

outside salespeople. Our sales staff has varying degrees

the support of the fastener community to help fund

of experience, but everyone seemed to get something

our growth. Direct donations and webinar or class

out of it. The quiz which came along with the program

sponsorships are a great way to promote your products

solidified this. I will be contacting you for more of these

and support fastener training.

in the future!” – Dan Clayton, Fastener Supply Company
“Circumstances

making

in-person

in-class

The Fastener Training Institute’s core purpose is to
enhance fastener use, reliability and safety.

JO MORRIS | FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE
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WorldwideFastenerSources.com, the most
comprehensive fastener sourcing website in the
world - has been endorsed by the International
Fastener Expo (IFE) as a leader in internet fastener
sourcing. Mike McGuire, the developer of the new
sourcing website stated, “I appreciate the support
of the IFE and their assistance to help develop the
site so attendees at the Expo will be able to locate
suppliers with greater ease of navigating the Expo.”
The website(s) have 90+ Major Product Categories
with over 10,000 specific types of fasteners along
with nearly 3,000 fastener tradenames from over
500 companies to help locate sources of supply.
Registered Suppliers can access additional features
to promote their company with 14 “Informational
Blocks” where they can “Tell their Story” from their
Capabilities, Quality Assurance, Awards, Patents,
Equipment, Markets and a lot more. They can also
attach a Youtube video and images along with an
Audio “Fastener Minute.” Premier Members can list
Part Numbers (SKUs) with descriptions and any cross
reference to Mil-Std or ISO/DIN numbers. These
features are not available anywhere else in the world
for fastener suppliers on a fastener sourcing website.
The design and development of www.
worldwidefastenersources.com took 13 months
before it was introduced in September, 2018.
The information came from a wealth of knowledge
earned by over 50 years in the fastener industry,
visitation of hundreds of fastener manufactures,
importers, master distributors and distributors. Tens
of thousands of pages from catalogs, brochures and
flyers were reviewed along with tens of thousands of
pages from fastener websites. But what is important
today, the sites are a “Living, Breathing - Thing” and
they continue to grow weekly. There is NO fee for
fastener buyers to review and use the websites!
		Mike concluded with, “Our company slogan, “NOT
THE JUST THE BEST, THE BEST in EVERY WAY!” for
sourcing fasteners worldwide!” He continued “This is
the motivation for us every day to continue to grow and
to provide the information required by fastener buyers.”
www.worldwidefastenersources.com
www.usfastenersources.com
www.eurasiafastenersources.com
www.asianfastenersources.com
		
For more information contact Mike McGuire of
WorldwideFastenerSources.com by Tel: 602-793-2383
or Email at mmcguire@worldwidefastenersources.com.
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SPIROL WHY PINS WALK AND HOW TO ENSURE THAT DOESN’T HAPPEN from page 58

Coiled Pins and Slotted Pins are functional springs.
Once installed, the pin is compressed and it is spring
tension that provides retention in an assembly. As
previously noted, Coiled Pins cannot butt and therefore
remain flexible in assemblies. While Coiled Pins provide
critical flexibility in rigid assemblies, it is very important
to ensure that they are symmetrically loaded to prevent
the creation of an angular force vector. If a force vector
is created, it can translate radial compression or coiling
of the Spring Pin into lateral movement or ‘walking’.
As shown in Figure 1, compressive load on the pin
translates into lateral motion when the pin is under
compression and asymmetrically loaded.

FIGURE 1: WALKING OCCURS WHEN FNX > FF TAPER HAS BEEN
EXAGGERATED TO DEMONSTRATE FORCES

FIGURE 2A - IF THE HOLE SIZE IS SMALLER IN ONE COMPONENT,
THE PIN MAY NOT RECOVER SUFFICIENTLY TO PROPERLY
ENGAGE THE OPPOSITE HOLE. IN THIS EXAMPLE, THE MIDDLE
COMPONENT IS SIZED SMALLER. AS A RESULT, THERE IS NO
RETENTION AT ONE END – IF TAPERED BY THE HOLES, THIS CAN
CREATE A FORCE VECTOR ALLOWING TRANSLATION OF LOAD
APPLIED IN ROTATION TO LATERAL MOVEMENT.

FIGURE 2B - IF THE HOLE SIZE IS LARGER ON ONE SIDE THAN THE
OTHER, THEN THE PIN WILL ASSUME A TAPER AS IT CONFORMS
TO THE HOLES. THE PIN REMAINS FLEXIBLE AFTER INSTALLATION.
AGAIN, IF TAPERED BY THE HOLES, THIS CAN CREATE A FORCE
VECTOR ALLOWING TRANSLATION OF LOAD APPLIED IN ROTATION
TO LATERAL MOVEMENT.

F = compressive load on pin
Fn = force exerted radially as the pin is compressed
			 and it wants to spring back Fnx and Fny =
			 the resolutions of Fn
Ff = the force of friction that retains the pin in
			 the hole
Figures 2a-c illustrate some of the most common
causes for walking when using both styles of Spring Pins
if not properly designed into the assembly:

FIGURE 2C - IF THE PIN’S CHAMFERS ARE PLACED IN THE SHEAR
PLANE, IT CAN CREATE A FORCE VECTOR CAUSING WALKING WHEN
THE ROTATING COMPONENT IMPACTS THIS ANGULAR SURFACE.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 166
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SOUTHWESTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

713-952-5472

FAX

292 Sugarberry Circle, Houston, TX 77024
713-952-7488 EMAIL swfa@swbell.net WEB www.southwesternfastener.org

SFA RINGS IN THE NEW YEAR WITH A NEW LOOK,
NEW EVENTS AND RE-NEWED ENERGY!! by Suzanne Cravens
Things they are a changing…and we are excited
about those changes!

26-28, 2019 in the Texas Riviera, Galveston, TX at the
Hilton Galveston Island Resort. It might be a little cool

Southwestern Fastener Association’s goal is to

outside but the pool will be heated and the drinks will be

be the association that “connects” you to the right

cold. This location has it all; walking distance to trendy

people, at the right events. Our board, comprised of

restaurants, bars, shopping and if you want to put your

company members across the Southwest is committed

toes in the sand, the beach is just cross the street.

to renewing the direction and value of SFA to our

SFA Spring 2019 Conference will highlight educational

members. 2019 will be the start of something of Great!

opportunities, speakers and business executive round

SFA ended 2018 with two very successful Happy

tables. Always included in your registration, hospitality

Hours in Dallas and Houston. Response and attendance

suite networking and evening functions. There will be

was super impressive as our fastener friends mingled,

optional activities for members and their guests to take

jingled and donated to good causes during the holiday

part in as well.

time of need.
Our first event of 2019 will be held on February

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Go to www.southwesternfastener.org to register and
see the complete schedule of activities.

SOUTHWESTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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WORDSEARCH PUZZLE
WATERCRAFT
In the grid opposite there are twenty
answers that fit the category named
above. Circle each answer that you find
and list it in the space provided below.
An example is given to get you started.

BOAT
1. _____________
2. _____________
3. _____________
4. _____________
5. _____________
6. _____________
7. _____________
8. _____________
9. _____________
10. _____________
© Puzzle Features Syndicate

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
SOLUTION ON PAGE 180
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IFE 2018 EXPANDED CONFERENCE SCHEDULE PRODUCES TOP ATTENDEE EXPERIENCE from page 60

up with following the show. Overall, we made the right
decision in exhibiting at IFE, and it was great to be a part
of such a tight-knit industry.”
Additional VIP attendees included representatives
from Grainger, Marine Fasteners, MSC Industrial Direct,
HD Supply, and Wurth Industry.

About IFE
WILLIE WASHER A LONG TIME EXHIBITOR AT THE SHOW

“Giving our customers access to high level government
officials, like Vanessa Sciarra, is only one example of
how we ensure that they are fully prepared for anything
that comes up in the fastener industry.”
“IFE in Las Vegas - great venue and so many different
suppliers to meet and network,” said Steven Foster,
manager, Karma Automotive, LLC. “No better way to
learn who is out there and the amazing capabilities all of
these folks have.”
More than open bar capacity showed up to mix and
mingle at both popular night time networking events - the
official kick-off Welcome Party at the Daylight Beach Club
and the ‘Nightcap’ at the Eyecandy Sound Lounge.
“The industry asked and we answered. The International
Fastener Expo will always be a place to handle business,
but also enjoy your time in Las Vegas with your peers and
new friends,” said Sprouse.
Other highlights included “European Fastener
Distribution: Current Climate and Challenges in the
Industry,” presented by Volker Lederer, president,
European Fastener Distributor Association (EFDA) on
the European fastener market, and the exclusive Vegas
Fastener Manufacturing open house and factory tour.
“IFE continues to be an excellent venue in which to
identify new opportunities and strengthen relationships.
Thank you for another successful year,” said a
representative from Fastenal.
Throughout, Exhibit Hall show floor kept a steady
flow as decision-making buyers stayed busy discovering
products and conducting business with suppliers.
“This was our first time exhibiting at IFE after a few of
our customers attending recommended the show,” said
Samantha Hubay, marketing account strategist, World
Synergy. “The show exceeded our expectations as we
were able to meet our sales goals. IFE delivered quality
attendees that we were able to connect with and follow

The International Fastener Expo (IFE) is the largest
and most diverse gathering of fastener and industrial
professionals in North America. Founded in 1981 it
serves all reaches of the supply chain, from manufacturer
to distributor to end user, and features nearly 70 product
categories. With over 850 suppliers and more than 5,000
attendees from 30+ nations, the International Fastener
Expo delivers industry-leading content and facilitates vital
industry connections at their annual three-day show in
Las Vegas, Nevada, the entertainment and trade show
capital of North America.

About Emerald Expositions
International Fastener Expo is owned and operated by
Emerald Expositions, a leading operator of business-tobusiness trade shows in the United States. The company
currently operates more than 55 trade shows, as well as
numerous other face-to-face events. In 2017, Emerald’s
events connected over 500,000 global attendees and
exhibitors and occupied more than 6.9 million NSF of
exhibition space. We have been recognized with many
awards and accolades that reflect our industry leadership
as well as the importance of our shows to the exhibitors
and attendees we serve.

SOLUTION INDUSTRIES BOOTH AT THE
INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO

INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO

INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO
MANDALAY BAY, LAS VEGAS, NV - OCT 31 TO NOV 1, 2018

more photos on page 147
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MWFA / NFDA / PAC-WEST 2019 JOINT CONFERENCE IN SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA - MARCH 13-16 from page 62

The second day of conference education will start

starting off the conference with good friends, good

with “Artificial Intelligence – Getting Started.”

conversation, and plenty of food (you won’t need dinner).

Artificial Intelligence (AI) uses algorithms to mine large

At the Welcome Reception you’ll reconnect with old

amounts of data so that machines think like humans,

friends and maybe make new ones!

performing tasks that require reasoning, planning,
learning, and understanding language. We encounter AI

The Friday evening Reception and Dinner is sure to
be a fun way to spend the final night in San Diego.

applications even if we don’t realize it: Siri, Amazon’s
product recommendation engine, Google Maps route

Each of the following activities is optional and

recommendations, and more. These consumer AI

not included ln the conference registration fee.

experiences are raising the bar for business. How will

You must be registered to attend the conference

you respond?

to participate in these events.

In this program, Jeff Gusdorf, a

Steele Canyon Golf Club

principal in Brown Smith Wallace’s
Business Process and Systems Group,

One of San Diego’s finest golf clubs, Steele Canyon

will present an overview of basic AI

is a 27-hole championship course designed by Gary

concepts, take a deeper dive into AI

Player, one of the sport’s greatest golfers. He designed

applications for salesforce automation and business

the course with great respect and appreciation for the

analytics, and will propose a plan for tackling an AI

natural beauty of the terrain, from the dramatic elevation

project.

changes of the Canyon nine to the subtle nuances of the

We’ll conclude the conference education with
economist

Christopher

4-½ Star Award, Steele Canyon Golf Club has been

Trade

War

nationally recognized as one of Southern California’s

Evaluating

the

best publicly accessible golf courses.

speaking on “The
Experiment:

Thornberg

Vineyard nine. As a recipient of Golf Digest’s prestigious

Results.” The U.S. economy had
been on a solid growth path when,

San Diego Brew Hop

at the start of 2018, the Trump administration started

On this three-hour brewery tour you’ll experience a

imposing punitive tariffs on our trading partners and

taste of San Diego’s local craft beers. A VIP tour host

pushed for major changes in U.S. trade treaties. How

will accompany you (taking private transportation) and

is this grand trade experiment impacting the U.S.

provide a bit of brew know-how along with making sure

economy today? How does it fit in with the domestic

you have plenty of beers to sample.

determinants of economic health? Will it threaten U.S.

The tour starts at Coronado Brewing Company (a

expansion in the future? In this session, Christopher

local brewing legacy since 1996). Then you’ll head to

Thornberg, founding partner of Beacon Economics and

Stone Brewing Company for more tastings along with a

director of the UC Riverside School of Business Center

street taco buffet.

for Economic Forecasting, will answer these and other
questions about the U.S. economy.

Social Events and Optional Activities

Spouse/Guest Lunch on Coronado Island
You’ll start in the hospitality suite for a meet-andgreet and then take a short walk to board the ferry for a

Our hospitality hours on Wednesday and Thursday

15-minute ride to Coronado Island. At the ferry landing,

provide great opportunities for meeting and greeting

you’ll have lunch at the popular waterfront restaurant,

fellow members and guests. Beverages and snacks will

Peohe’s. The ferry runs every 30 minutes, so you have

be provided.

the option of returning directly to the hotel after lunch or

Thursday join us for our time-honored tradition of

leisurely exploring the village of Coronado.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 172
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BOLT BUN ANCHOR BOLTS ARE BEST SERVED IN A BUN from page 70

Beyond the construction

matter, OSHA has stated that

costs of repairing or replacing

while regulation 1926.701(b)

damaged

bolts,

does not specifically apply to

protruding anchor rods can

anchor bolt projections, the

also present serious hazards

General Duty Clause, which

to workers on construction

requires employers to provide

sites or within industrial

a workplace that is free of

facilities. OSHA regulation

recognized

1926.701(b) requires that

applies.

anchor

hazards,

still

workers shall be adequately

Bolt Bun, LLC is

protected from the impalement

currently seeking distributors

hazard of projected rebar,

of anchor bolts, concrete

usually by use of flat-top caps.

accessories

and

safety

There is not, however, an OSHA regulation specifically

products to distribute the Bolt Bun. If your company is

requiring protection from projected anchor bolts, even

interested in selling the Bolt Bun, please contact will@

though the impalement hazard is similar in nature. In

bolt-bun.com to receive further information and Bolt Bun

official responses to inquiries seeking clarification on this

samples to share with your customers.
BOLT BUN

BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL HALLOWEEN BASH
MANDALAY BAY, LAS VEGAS, NV - OCTOBER 31, 2018
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KEY BELLEVILLES INC. HOW A LITTLE COMPANY BECAME THE BIGGEST AND BEST IN THE WORLD from page 76

you are worried about not getting through to someone, or
leaving voicemail after voicemail, don’t be. Key Bellevilles
is one of the last companies that does not believe in
automated phone systems or voicemail. Every time you
call Key Bellevilles during our normal operation hours you
will get a live person on the phone to assist and guide you
in selecting the right spring for your application.
			

Key’s Venture Into Bellevilles
The special heavy bolting springs are also
manufactured to DIN 6796 specifications. They are used
only for use in simple bolting applications.
Refining and chemical flange bolting Bellevilles were
developed in house and have become an industry
standard. Designed by one of our engineers who in
the past worked in the refinery business and knew the
struggles of maintaining a tight seal in small areas with
high temperature ranges. They are generally used with
B7 and B16 bolts. They are able to work in temperatures
up to 1000 F, and available in bolt stresses of 30,000,
45,000, 60,000, 80,000 and 85,000 KSI.
The cryogenic flange bolting series are available in
15,000 and 25,000 bolt stress. They are ASTM A-320
and GR 8 bolting capacity. The parts are available in
Carpenter 455 and 17-7 PH Stainless.
Stock metric sizes, manufactured to DIN 2093,
provide reduced material thickness on disc springs with
turned contact surfaces. All springs with a thickness of
more than 6MM are machined all over and given lathe
turned contact surfaces at the inner and outer support
edges. The contact surfaces on this have a width of
approximately De/150. The contact surfaces cause an
increase in spring load which has to be compensated by
reducing the thickness. These parts are usually used in
CNC machines and draw bars. So before you call the CNC
OEM for replacement parts, try us first, as ours are usually
much less expensive.
If you have any questions as to what Belleville you
need, please call and speak to one of our engineers.
They will assist and guide through the selection of what
will work, and can even help with installation advice. If

Robert J. Key is the President and founder of Key
Bellevilles. He is a graduate of Dickinson School of Law.
In 1967 while still a partner of a New Kensington, Pa
law firm a cousin, George Key, brought two executives
from Union Spring Corp to meet with him. The executives
asked Key to find a company they could buy and then
add Bellevilles to the production line. They wanted this
opportunity but the company they were working for was
not interested in it.
He arranged for them to buy Ohio Springs Specialty (a
division of Handy and Harman, located in Cleveland, OH)
and decided to join the venture as a 1/3 owner. However
the two executives from Union Spring backed out, and Key
purchased it on his own. Key Bellevilles then moved to
its current location, which is part of a 250 acre tract that
was once owned by Andrew Carnegie, and then Allegheny
Ludlum in Allegheny Township, Westmoreland County.
Bob’s father was a building contractor and built the
first facility of 20,000 square feet in less than 6 weeks.
Since 1969 there has been a number of additions and
now there are several buildings totaling 88,000 square
feet. The last addition was a new warehouse of 11,000
square feet built in 2013.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 147
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KEY BELLEVILLES INC. HOW A LITTLE COMPANY BECAME THE BIGGEST AND BEST IN THE WORLD from page 146

The purpose of which was to house the 35,000,000
finished parts in over 10,000 sizes. A major proponent
of Key Bellevilles success over the last 50 years is in
part of their finished inventory. Key Bellevilles has the
largest inventory of raw material and finished products
of any Belleville manufacturer in the World. Due to this
Key Bellevilles is not only the largest
manufacturer of Bellevilles in the World,
but also a master distributor, specializing
in Just In Time delivery. Roughly 85% of
the orders received are shipped within 1
day of placing an order.
Key Bellevilles is very proud to say
that even with staying in business through
multiple recessions and economic
conditions, they have not have a lay off in
over 46 years. When the market was slow Key Bellevilles
kept employees on and manufactured parts for stock so
that there would be inventory whenever a customer would
need it. Mr. Key’s famous quote is “You can’t sell it, if you
don’t have it”.

In order for a company to be successful you need
a team. Key Bellevilles has a great team in place
consisting of more than just Key family members.
There is Philip Key who is Bob’s brother and a graduate
of Penn State University Engineering Program. Philip
has been with the company 37 years and is our Vice
President. Richard Key is Bob’s other
brother, who is Key Bellevilles CFO,
and has been with the company 25
years. Bernie McPeak an engineering
graduate of Gannon University has been
with the company 25 years and is the
VP of Engineering. Kathy Brown who is
Bob’s daughter and works in sales has
been with the company 22 years. David
Carabin, VP of Purchasing, has been
with the company 13 years. Frank Brewer, the sales
manager who also handles all of our outside sales, has
been with the company 9 years. Steve Brown, Bob’s
grandson, is the office manager and works in sales and
has been the company for 7 years.
KEY BELLEVILLES
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC. THE STELFAST CONNECTION IN THE FASTENER SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORK IS A HIT from page 78

You can use the Associate button to add a
relationship. The Stelfast quantities and prices will be
shown in your part’s default Unit of Measure. If you don’t
have a part associated the system will show Stelfast’s
Unit of Measures.

Purchase Order Entry
While entering purchase order detail lines an optional
information grid will show live Stelfast availability.
The system will validate during the PO entry process.
The cost can vary depending on the warehouse that is
selected. Each Purchase Order line item will begin with
your default warehouse. The warehouse can be changed
on the fly within the Purchase Order.

Real-Time Product Price & Availability
Once a product is associated with a Stelfast part
it will show up in the FSCN optional information grid on
all product inquiry screens. The Stelfast Inquiry button
will make a call to Stelfast’s system and return live
availability and pricing.

Real-TIme Verification
You can review a Purchase Order at any time. This
will run all of the validations that happen during entry.
Since the system uses live up to the minute information
from Stelfast things can change between entry and
submission. Pricing, availability and package quantities
are validated and the system will generate a list of
problems. The system reviews Purchase Orders before
they are submitted. The system will not allow you to
submit a Purchase Order until everything validates.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 149
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC. THE STELFAST CONNECTION IN THE FASTENER SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORK IS A HIT from page148

When all lines are valid the Purchase Order can be

Our Connected World

submitted. The Stelfast Order Number will be returned

Today, more than ever, it is necessary to have up

from Stelfast and is saved. You will see a confirmation

to the minute information about what is going on in the

screen with the Stelfast Order Number and the quantities

supply chain. Prices are changing frequently and product

that were submitted. Note: quantities are submitted

is moving fast. Customers are demanding information

using Stelfast Unit of Measure.

instantly, and you must have the right answers. Your
business depends on it. Computer Insights, Inc. is a
leader in fastener industry supply chain integration, and
their customers have a competitive advantage.

More Information
If you are interested in learning more about The

Stelfast Connection or any of The Business Edge
The industry connections available with the Fastener
Supply Chain Network - please contact Computer
TM

TM

Insights, Inc. by phone at: 800-539-1233, email:
sales@ci-inc.com or online at www.ci-inc.com.

COMPUTER INSIGHTS, INC.
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MWFA MWFA AWARDS NEARLY $50,000 IN SCHOLARSHIPS from page 82

$2,000 Brighton-Best Int’l Scholarship
(Donated by Brighton-Best Int’l)
Madeline Bartusch
XL Screw Corp.
$2,000 Morgan Ohare Inc. Scholarship
(Donated by Morgan Ohare Inc.)
Kaitlyn Strieter
Global Fastener & Supply

Congratulations To This Year’s
Scholarship Winners
$4,500 XL Screw Corp. Scholarship
(Donated by XL Screw Corp.)
Lucas Jackson
South Holland Metal Finishing
$4,500 Richard S. Piskoty Memorial Scholarship
(Donated by Clarcorp Industrial Sales)
Alisa Wang
Abbott-Interfast Corp.
$4,000 Raul Torres Memorial Scholarship
(Donated by Star Stainless and Fall River Mfg.)
Mary Anne Cline
Clarcorp Industrial Sales
$4,000 Ed Lacerra Memorial Scholarship
(Donated by Ed Lacerra family & friends)
Olamide Adejola
Innovative Components, Inc.
$4,000 Ed Lacerra Memorial Scholarship
(Donated by Ed Lacerra family & friends)
Ryleigh Debroux
RCS Packaging
$2,000 Martin R. Binder Memorial Scholarship
in Honor of Abbott-Intefast’s 70th Anniversary
(Donated by Abbott-Interfast Corp.)
John Insinga
ND Industries

$2,000 SWD Inc. Scholarship
(Donated by SWD Inc.)
Cameron Krueger
EFC International
$2,000 Robbie & Gina Gilchrist Scholarship
(Donated by Robbie & Gina Gilchrist)
Justin Leith
Stelfast Inc.
$2,000 Diljit S. Ahluwalia Memorial Scholarship
(Donated by Alfa Tools)
Moreen Maloney
Metric and Multistandard Components Corp.
$1,500 MWFA Scholarships
Tyler Clark - SWD Inc.
Zaria Daniel - Liberty Fastener Co. & DLP Coatings, Inc.
Emily Hayman - EmCo Engineered, Inc.
Andrew Montoya - SWD Inc.
Kayla Radel - Solution Industries
Angel Salas - Star Stainless Screw Co.
Nicholas Senase - Innovative Components, Inc.
Joel Serna - Beacon Fasteners & Components, Inc.
Dillan Simpson - SWD Inc.
Savannah Vesci - Hi-Tech Fastener
Two years ago South Holland Metal Finishing
awarded a $6,000 Brian Christianson Scholarship
(Donated by South Holland Metal Finishing).
This scholarship is being given over the course
of 4 years with $1,500 awarded each year. Alexander
Nickens of Liberty Fastener was the recipient of that
scholarship.
MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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BENGT BLENDULF HOW TO SELECT THE BEST JOINING METHOD from page 100

High Service Level
There could be many reasons why a designer wants
to create mechanical joints that can be easily assembled
and disassembled. It could be for service/maintenance
reasons, like removing a cover to replace a filter or to
perform some repairs. This is where threaded fasteners
have a natural place in equipment design.
However, high service level does not automatically
mean high strength. A joint using “hook-and-loop”
fasteners made of polymers is very much serviceable,
but does not have the strength of steel. It is also very
vibration resistant and used in space applications.

For a precise positioning, we can select a shoulder
screw with tight tolerances on the size, surface and
position (TIR) of the shoulder relative to the axis of the
screw. Keep in mind that this type of screw can be
tightened against the shoulder rather than the head, thus
creating no or very little tension in the shoulder part. If
tightened against the head, the tension load is limited by
the smaller and “weaker” thread section.
For all low work load applications, the joints can still
be subject to vibration loosening. Since machine screws
are not tightened to high clamp loads that can by itself
prevent loosening, we may have to use some chemical or
mechanical accessories to combat vibration loosening.

If external work loads are low and the purpose of a
joint is simply to keep things together, we can call it a

High Work Loads

“place keeper”. If we have selected a threaded fastener

When faced with high external forces in our designs,

to do a light job, we will likely pick a machine screw or a

we have to know both the magnitude and direction of

tapping screw. A tapping screw of the sheet metal-type

those forces. Most highly stressed joints, where parts are

may, however, not be the optimum selection for repeated

relatively thick and stable, are designed so that external

use. Some tapping screws have added functions like

forces are mainly parallel to the axes of the fasteners.

drilling and thread cutting which can substantially lower

This way we are able to put the fastener in high enough

the In-Place-Cost (IPC) by eliminating a separate drilling

tension (by tightening) to create a clamping force in the

or tapping operation.

joint that is larger than the external load acting on the

Machine screws with standard 60˚ threads are very
useful as “place keepers” and can be used repeatedly.
They are typically made of low strength steel and have
a cross-recessed or slotted head. If a designer, by just
old habits, selects a low-price product, he/she may
miss some great opportunities to lower the IPC and
improve the assembly work. We can eliminate tapping an
internal thread by using a thread rolling screw (SAE J81,
SAE J1237, DIN 7500) that will cold form an internal
thread with the same (or better) fit than if it was cut.

joint. If, for example, the head bolts (actually head screws)
in an engine are not tightened properly, the pressure from
the internal combustion would leak past the head gasket.
It is not always possible to design in tension. If the parts
being joined are very thin or soft (like aluminium parts
on an airplane) we cannot clamp very high, but will have
to design in shear so that forces go across the fastener
axis. Combinations of both high tension and shear forces
always require much stronger or larger fasteners than
pure tension loads.
You may ask yourself how strong the fasteners

The cold forming will make the internal thread stronger

should be. We have many choices from low carbon to alloy

than the tapped (cut) and the close mating of the screw

steels. Using strong fasteners in a weak joint would not

and internal thread can also, to some degree, improve

only be poor engineering but also economically unsound.

vibration loosening resistance. For assembly, we should

There should always be a balance in strength within

also look at the ergonomic side and pick a drive system

a mechanical joint. Using a higher grades, or property

with vertical walls (6-lobe, square, etc.) that does not

classes, than needed can lead to unwanted problems

require the operator to push hard to engage the driver

such as stress corrosion, lower impact strength, hydrogen

and the screw to prevent cam-out.

embrittlement, load losses due to embedment, etc.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 170
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AIM TESTING LABORATORY Q&A WITH CARMEN VERTULLO & ROB LAPOINTE from page 102

Before we wrap up, is there anything else that
you two would like to share about AIM?
Carmen: I just want to say that we are so excited
to watch our vision become reality. Seeing our space
come together, the equipment, the partners, the clients,
making our place in the fastener industry, all of it has
been a real treat! The most incredible part is how our
staff has developed as a team. We are blessed with
great people at AIM.
The need of this new venture has been confirmed
by the well wishes and encouragement of so many and
we are so grateful for the support that the industry has
shown us. Rob and I can’t stress enough how thankful
we are for the people that work with us and for our
connections industrywide as well. We were so humbled
by our reception at the International Fastener Show
in Las Vegas last month. Rob and I hosted a Prop 65
presentation and we had a booth during the show. We
were so pleased at the volume of interest in not only

our seminar but for our business. A big thank you to all
those who are coming alongside!
What is the best way that readers can contact
AIM Testing Laboratory?
Rob: AIM is located in El Cajon, CA. Our address is
1920 Cordell Court, Suite 101. The easiest way to reach
our team is sales@aimtestlab.com or by calling (909)
254-1278. We are so proud to be part of this fastener
community and are thrilled to serve the industry to keep
all of us advancing forward.
Rob currently serves as a member of the ASTM E28
Committee on Mechanical Testing and the ASTM A01
Committee on Ferrous Materials and Carmen currently
serves as a member of the ASTM F16 Committee
on Fasteners, the ASME B08 Committee on Coatings,
the ASME B18 Committee on Fastener Standards and
is a member of the Research Council of Structural
Connections (RCSC).
AIM TESTING LABORATORY
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GUY AVELLON WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WHEEL STUDS AND LUG NUTS from page 104

The wheel nut pictured in Photo 4 has been abused with

and whoever mounted the wheels last, or even next to last.

many removal and remounting applications. The markings

Another piece of wheel hardware not mentioned yet

indicate where the impact wrench socket hammered into

is the wheel stud bolt. These bolt the wheel directly onto

the sides of the wheel nut leaving impressions on both the

the wheel hub by threading either into the hub or brake

‘on’ and ‘off’ direction. Many times, thread damage is not

rotor. These wheel fasteners are primarily found on many

visible because the damage creates thread interference

European vehicles; BMW, SAAB, Volvo, Volkswagen, etc.

and friction when the parts are mated together. Other

Their tendency to fail is much less than that of a wheel nut,

times it is very visible as in Photo 5.

but its proper mounting is very critical.
								

PHOTO 6 - WHEEL STUD BOLTS

I will continue the topic in another issue when I explain
PHOTO 4

the different mechanisms for failure and how they affect
the wheel and safety of the vehicle. In the meanwhile, here
are a few points to ponder:
¤

Wheel studs will be more prone to metal fatigue
failure on the right side of the vehicle than the left.

¤

Wheel nuts on the left side of the vehicle are more
prone to loosen.

¤

Replacing wheel nuts on a vehicle with well over
100k miles won’t do any good unless the wheel
studs are also replaced.

¤

If a mechanic is ratcheting the wheel nuts on for
more than three (3) seconds with his air impact
gun, something will be destroyed and it won’t be

PHOTO 5

When you have parts returned that look like these,

his air gun.
¤

After driving in winter slush and deicing chemicals,

failure was not due to inferior material or any other quality

wash the underside of the vehicle, specifically the

issue with the product. Fault lies with the vehicle owner

wheels and suspension.
GUY AVELLON
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Würth Industry North America (WINA) has
announced that Dan Hill will become Executive Vice
President of the Würth Group and Chief Executive
Officer of WINA and succeed current E.V.P Marc
Strandquist on October 1st.
Strandquist began his tenure at WINA when he
returned to the Würth Group in 2010. He was first
Managing Director for Würth Snider in Louisville and
in 2013 became Executive Vice President for all
WINA companies, as well as Würth Industry Mexico,
Würth Industry Brazil and Dokka Fasteners Norway.
Sales in his business unit doubled between 2013
and by end of year 2018. He also spearheaded five
major acquisitions and managed their integration
into the Group, implemented SAP at two WINA
companies and established Würth Industry Canada.
Strandquist will take on new responsibility and
continue to oversee the companies, Würth Industry
Brazil and Würth Industry Mexico. He will also
continue to negotiate potential future acquisitions
and support employee development through the
company’s High and Top Potential programs.
Additionally, Strandquist will represent the Group
throughout various industry associations, such as
the National Fasteners Distributors Association.
“For WINA, I am confident that Dan is the right
person to bring WINA through its next chapter,” he
said in a statement. “Dan is an energizing force
and will continue to position WINA to lead the
industrial distribution market.”
Formerly the President of Newark - Element 14
(Avnet), Hill is a newcomer to the Würth Group. “I
am very excited to join the Würth Group as CEO
of WINA. As an entrepreneurial leader and father
of four, I could not think of a better or more fitting
place to call home,” states Hill. “Würth’s great
entrepreneurial history and focus on giving back
to the community is unparalleled in the industry.
I’m looking forward to meeting the team, vendor
partners and customers over the upcoming weeks.”
As President of the $600MM business, Hill
managed an extensive sales organization across
fourteen countries at Newark - Element 14 (Avnet).
He also served as general manager of Crescent
Electric Supply, the eighth largest electrical
distributor in the U.S. He was responsible for
Crescent’s $1B plus business and more than 100
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national branches. Hill is a global, senior business
executive with over 20 years of distribution, sales,
operations and profit/loss experience. He holds a highly
accredited “GE President’s Club Top Sales Award” and
leadership awards among others. Hill’s experience
and accomplished background makes clear that WINA
is prioritizing its competitive place in the market,
distribution business and network expansion.
Würth Industry North America (WINA) is a division of
the Würth Group, the world’s largest fastener distribution
company. WINA is a strategically aligned collective of
North American companies consisting of more than 110
locations. Through the pairing of more than 420,000
parts with a myriad of services, WINA provides custom
supply chain solutions for almost every industry. Würth
products and services include engineering assistance,
quality control, inventory management, vending, safety
supplies, kitting and assembly, structural fasteners and
MRO/industrial supplies.
		 For more information on Würth Industry of North
America and the Würth Group, please visit the website
www.wurthindustry.com.
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LAURENCE CLAUS THREE THINGS THAT DISTRIBUTORS MUST DO WELL - PART 3: TRAINING from page 106

Several years back I observed this in the contrasting

It’s A Retention Tool

actions of two of my clients. I had two new training

All studies today suggest that training is one of

classes at different customers in the span of several

the best methods of retaining individuals. This seems

weeks. It was my first time conducting a class for

to be especially important for Millennials, who have

Company A. Shortly after I arrived, the company president
showed up and engaged me in conversation. I knew
this individual from other industry activities we were
both involved with, but we had never dialoged over the
specifics of my training. He spent about ten minutes
debriefing me about the subjects I would be covering
that day and then asked if he could introduce me. I was
thoroughly impressed when he got up and engaged his
team for about fifteen minutes on the importance of this
training to the company, how this would be relevant to
their organization, and how he wanted them all to pay
close attention. When he concluded and turned the
floor over to me, I was equally surprised to have him
turn around, find a seat, and stay and participate in the
training session.
Contrast this with a class I held about two weeks
later at Company B. This was not my first time teaching
at this location, but it was my first time teaching this
particular class to this particular audience (all machine
operators). About ten minutes before the session was to
start, some of the participants began to trickle in and find
seats. I expected their supervisor or the Plant Manager
to come in and introduce the class. At about five minutes
after the official start time, I realized that no one was

a reputation for not staying in one place too long. As
any Human Resource Specialist will attest, however,
losing employees can be expensive and disruptive to
an organization. Also, in this current time period, where
unemployment is low and skilled jobs remain unfilled
for long periods of time, retaining employees becomes
especially critical.
It is hard to say why training is such a strong factor
in retention, but it might be no more complicated than
developing individuals with training is a clear sign of
investment and commitment to that individual. People
like to work in an environment where they believe they
are valued and the organization is committed to helping
see them succeed. Training is likely to send a strong
message of this to those chosen to participate in
training.

Set Goals For Everyone
Some organizations are very deliberate and
intentional about seeing that every team member
receives some training every year. Naturally they can go
overboard with this. I recall working with a guy at one
of our customers who seemed to be “in training” every

coming and kicked off the class myself. Although this is

time I called him, which ironically was quite frequently.

not a problem for me, I don’t need a formal introduction,

I remember often wondering how he got anything done

it was so night and day different from the experience at

since he was in training all the time. However, setting

Company A, that I was sad for the participants. Clearly

moderate but intentional goals for everyone can work

their organization did not highly value this training for

quite well.

them and, unfortunately, this attitude would impact the

I work with a number of companies that have

participants to care less about what they could learn. I

developed Training Matrices for all of their employees.

am sure this reticence towards training has cost them

These list each employee and the training the company

dearly over the years. I occasionally still train for this

feels each should have. From this they are able to

organization and am saddened by the apparent lack of

closely monitor whether the individual is participating

interest in training throughout their ranks, but especially

in the necessary training or not as well as setting goals

at the top.

associated with how often they receive that training.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 157
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LAURENCE CLAUS THREE THINGS THAT DISTRIBUTORS MUST DO WELL - PART 3: TRAINING from page 156

I have another client who not only uses training
matrices but also has performance objectives that each
employee receives an allotted number of training hours
each year. Some of that training may be required as it
is on their training matrix, but much of it is elective and
doesn’t necessarily have to be in a subject laser focused
on that individual’s role in the company. For example, an
engineer might be encouraged to take a class on finances
and accounting.

Summary
In the summer of 2001 the company I worked for
would send me to Stanford University to participate in
their “Executive Program for Growing Companies”. Almost
twenty years has gone by since then, but I remember
much of what I experienced and learned as if it were only
a short while ago. I loved the program, but I loved even
more that my company would make the investment to
send me. I don’t believe there was any stronger message

that they could send that I was a valued part of their team
and someone they wanted around for a long time to come.
Such is the power of training. It is a win-win in almost
all aspects. Proper training and education has assuredly
saved many an organization painful and costly mistakes
made out of ignorance and inexperience. Training is
proven to be a strong function of why people choose to
stay with a company, especially when the company has
training goals that include everyone, at all levels of the
organization.
Training, like customer service and quality is
something that no Fastener Distribution Company can
ignore or do poorly. Naturally there are many things that
if done poorly, can wreak havoc with a company, but the
three covered in this three part series, when done poorly,
can sink a company faster than any other. Fastener
Distributors should, therefore, assess their strengths
and weaknesses in these areas and improve on them,
whenever possible.
LAURENCE CLAUS
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JOE DYSART THE DARKER SIDE OF AI: HACKERS ARE ADDING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO THEIR TOOLKITS from page 110

Even more of a plus: Cybersecurity pros say the

Protection (ATP) customers.

threat of AI-driven viruses, malware and similarly dark

¤ Sophos Intercept X tool (www.sophos.

IT tools is still limited at the moment, given that the

com/en-us/products/intercept-x): Intercept X uses AI

expertise and learning curve need to create and deploy

behavioral analytics to continually study the behavior of

AI security threats is steep.

how malware, viruses and other cybersecurity threats

On the downside, AI cybersecurity tools are still

executes. The premise behind the protection is that

so new, the tech has acquired a reputation in many

Intercept X focuses in on suspicious behaviors in your

instances for triggering too many false-positive alerts.

computer network, rather that what a file may look like.

Too often, behavior it identifies as suspicious sometimes

According to Sophos, Intercept X is able to analyze

turns out to be benign. And files it sometimes identifies

a file in millions of ways and supposedly determine if the

as threatening sometimes turn out to be innocuous.

file is malicious in as little as 20 milliseconds. And given

Even so, spending some time to at least get

that it’s equipped with AI, it continually gets smarter over

acquainted with the latest in AI-driven cybersecurity is

time at recognizing malicious threats and dealing with

considered mandatory by many cybersecurity experts,

malicious threats.

given that many of the black hats of the world have

¤ IBM QRadar Advisor (www.ibm.com/us-en/

already embraced the tools for their own nefarious

marketplace/cognitive-security-analytics): QRadar relies on

purposes and have no intention of looking back.

IBM’s famous Watson technology -- the computer that

And while your New Hampshire business may not

became a Jeopardy champion on TV a few tears back --

be able to afford AI-driven cybersecurity at the moment,

investigate threats suspicious computer files and neutralize

prices for all things tech as we all know tend to have a

those that could compromise a computer network.

way of plummeting rapidly.

Besides studying rogue files, it also studies how that

Essentially, AI cybersecurity that may seem out-of-

file may be associated with suspicious IP addresses,

reach this year may look like a bargain in a year’s time.

questionable Web sites and the like to offer your

Here’s a representative sampling of AI-driven

company a holistic view of potential IT threats you may

cybersecurity tools currently available:
¤ Symantec’s Targeted attack analytics (TAA)
tool

be facing.
¤

Vectra’s

Cognito

(www.vectra.ai/cognito-

(www.symantec.com/about/newsroom/press-

platform): Like its competitors, Cognito continually

releases/2018/symantec_0415_01): TAA uses AI to

gets smarter over time at detecting and eliminating

study the characteristics of new viruses, malware

cybersecurity threats using machine learning, data

and other cybersecurity threats as they emerge in the

science, and behavioral analytics.

databases Symantec protects for numerous clients. One

Having Cognito onboard will enable your company

of the primary advantages of this approach is that a

to either block a cybersecurity threat outright, or identify

virus that crops up at one business can subsequently be

execution of a rogue application very early on to ensure

caught before it deploys at the next business Symantec

it will not damage the core of your IT’s operation.

protects.

¤ Darktrace Antigena (www.darktrace.com/

“With TAA, we’re taking the intelligence generated

products): Like other AI-driven security tools, Darktrace

from our leading research teams and uniting it with the

continually studies your computer network for suspicious

power of advanced machine learning to help customers

activity and automatically neutralizes threats without

automatically identify these dangerous threats and take

depending on human intervention. Core to its function is

action,” says Eric Chein, technical director, Symantec

being able to block threats without disrupting everyday

Security. TAA is available for Symantec Advanced Threat

business processes.
JOE DYSART
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FASTENER FAIR TOP REASONS YOU SHOULD ATTEND FASTENER FAIR USA 2019 from page 112

Associations are also looking at Fastener Fair USA as
the place where the industry comes together. The exhibition
has strong support from organizations like Fastener
Training Institute, the Industrial Fasteners Institute,
the Metropolitan Fastener Distributor Association, the
National Fastener Distributors Association, the Pacific
West Fastener Association, and Women in the Fastener
Industry, which will use Fastener Fair as a platform to
discuss association initiatives and recruit new members.

[4] Location in the Heart of the Midwest
Manufacturing Region
Detroit is an attractive location for Fastener Fair
USA for many reasons, but mostly because of the strong
concentration of end-user industries. “Hosting the show
in Detroit was a strategic decision to continue to build
our brand in the Midwest and market the show to growing
markets like automotive and aerospace,” said Boweak.
“We wanted to make it easy for specifiers and purchasers
from key manufacturing industries to attend, so we put the
show in their backyard.”

It is also a convenient location whether you want
to drive or fly. “Detroit offers more travel options for our
longer distance and international visitors, making it easier
for them to attend,” added Boweak.
The resurgence the city has seen in recent years has
been remarkable and if you haven’t been to Detroit lately,
prepared to be impressed. New restaurants, shopping and
entertainment destinations are all located downtown so
after the show ends, the fun doesn’t have to stop.
Make Your Plans Today!
Register today to be a part of Fastener Fair USA!
Early bird registration opens January 5, 2019. The hotel
room registration is available now and show organizers
recommend reserving hotel rooms early, before they sell
out. If you are interested in show updates or being notified
when registration opens, please register at http://www.
fastenerfair.com/usa/visitors/request-info/.
For information about Fastener Fair USA 2019 or to
exhibit, visit the website http://fastenerfair.com/usa/, or
contact Show Management at fastenerfairusa@mackbrooks.
com or 312-809-9260.
FASTENER FAIR USA
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC. 5 WAYS TO BENEFIT FROM THE NEW INTUILIZE CONNECTION from page 114

what purchase orders you might need
to push out and also which orders
you need to pull-in before a stock out
happens.
Bottom line: The Business Edge has
TM

made it possible to further mitigate the
risks of inventory surplus through the

Intuilize Connection.

[5] Get Started Simply:
Seamless Connections with
The Business Edge
TM

The distributors who emerge more profitable in the

Computer insights brought to their

era of tariff increases (or amid any such change in our

users’ connections to major marketplaces such as

industry) will be those who embrace data. Tools like ours

leading master distributors and inventory sourcing sites.

help you see through the clutter, ignore the shiny things

The Business Edge users can connect with any digital

that don’t really matter, and set your pricing perfectly to

channel including websites, shopping carts or/and PIM

optimize your returns amid a sea of competitors who are

by leveraging state of the art RESTful APIs.

all scrambling to change gears at the very same time.

The Business Edge has made this possible through the

Intuilize is the perfect add on to The Business
Edge because it uses the same technology to integrate

Intuilize Connection.

seamlessly with all your data, this way, you can have all

TM

TM

TM

relevant business data at your fingertips, without having

[4] Up Your Game: Let’s Improve
Your Cash Flow

to wait for reports to be generated by IT, or having to
combine data in error-prone spreadsheets.

For any distributor, the key to survival is getting the

Simply put, Intuilize is a simple tool that will

right products to the right customers, at the right time.

streamline your tedious business processes and build

Sometimes we have too much of the inventory that

you a custom roadmap to cashflow improvement, GM%

we don’t sell. Sometimes we find ourselves expediting

increases, and optimized output at every stage of your

orders for some key products and not others - these

supply chain!

things happen to us all, but they don’t have to…
How do you optimize your investment in inventory?

More Information

How do you create a proper balance of minimizing

If you are interested in learning more about the

overstock and avoiding stock-outs? How do you make the

Intuilize Connection contact Nelson Valderrama at

little decisions that lead to major cash flow gains?

Intuilize, by phone at 833-444-9680, email nelson@

With Intuilize, you can look at inventory turns, ratio

intuilize.com.

of inventory held and commitment to sales, both historic

To learn about all of The Business Edge industry

and future. We help industrial distributors reduce stock-

connections available with the Fastener Supply Chain

outs of your best-performing products while generating

Network - contact Computer Insights, Inc. by phone

cash from your worst-performing products. You’ll improve

at: 800-539-1233, email: sales@ci-inc.com or online at

your cash flow with intuitive dashboards so you know

www.ci-inc.com.

TM

TM

COMPUTER INSIGHTS, INC.
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MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION - FASTENER TECH™ ‘19
TOLL-FREE

1-800-753-8338

TEL

PO Box 5, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
847-438-8338 EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com

WEB

www.mwfa.net

EXHIBITOR REGISTRATION & CALL FOR
PRESENTATIONS UNDERWAY by Nancy Rich
FASTENER TECH™ ’19 - the seventh staging of
“The All-Fastener-Industry Event in the Heart-of-theFastener Industry”, is pleased to announce that exhibitor
registration is underway and forms are available online at
www.mwfa.net and www.fastenertech.com/fastenertech.
Questions on exhibit sales can be directed to
Nancy Rich, mwfa@ameritech.net or Tom Hutchinson, tlh@
fastenertech.com.
In addition, a “Call for Presentations” is being
conducted: fastener industry professionals are invited to
submit proposals for stand-alone educational seminar
presentations that are related to making, distributing
and using fasteners. Topics include new technologies,
primers, regulations and case studies. The deadline is
January 31, 2018, and proposals should be sent to Mike
McNulty at mcnulty@fastenertech.com.
FASTENER TECH™ ’19 is scheduled to take place
in Rosemont (Chicago), IL, USA, June 3 to 5, 2019 at
the Donald E. Stephens Convention Center. FASTENER
TECH™ ’19 will offer attendees and exhibitors a valuable,
cost-effective and easy-to-attend event that provides
benefits to fastener manufacturers, distributors, users
and suppliers. FASTENER TECH™ is a biennial event,
and once again in 2019 it will be co-located with SUR/
FIN®, the annual conference and exhibition for surface
finishing professionals, which is organized by the National
Association for Surface Finishing, Washington, DC, USA,
www.nasf.org.
FASTENER TECH™ ’19 will feature an Exhibition,
Education Seminars, an All-Industry Reception, and other
networking opportunities. The preliminary schedule is as
follows:
¤ Education Seminars: June 3, 4 and 5, 2019
¤ Exhibition: June 4 and 5, 2019

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE

¤ All-Industry Reception: June 4, 2019
As a trade event, FASTENER TECH™ ’19 will be
unique on several fronts, including the following: the
relatively low-cost and ease-of-exhibiting at and attending
the show, the all-industry focus, the heart-of-the-industry
location, and a high level of participation from fastener
industry associations.
FASTENER TECH™ ’19 is being produced by Fastener
Technology International Magazine, Akron, OH, USA, and
the Mid-West Fastener Association (MWFA), Lake Zurich,
IL, USA. The most recent FASTENER TECH™ ’19 was
held in June 2017, also at the Donald E. Stephens
Convention Center in Rosemont (Chicago), IL, USA,
and it provided its visitors with direct supplier access,
networking opportunities, business intelligence, social
programming and technical education related to making,
distributing and using all types of mechanical fasteners.
In addition, the 2017 event included the debut edition of
the Fastener Industry Summit, which was organized by the
Fastener Industry Coalition, www.fastenercoalition.org.
Fastener Technology International (FTI) is a bimonthly
international technical magazine for manufacturers,
distributors and users of all types of fasteners. The print
edition is delivered to thousands of subscribers in more
than 90 countries, and the digital edition is available
around-the-clock at www.fastenertech.com. Additional
publications include a monthly newsletter, the Fastener
News Report, and the annual FTI Buyers’ Guide.
The Mid-West Fastener Association (MWFA) has been
representing and serving all segments of the fastener
industry for more than half-a century. MWFA members
include fastener manufacturers, distributors, importers
and industry suppliers. Details are available at www.
mwfa.net.
Additional FASTENER TECH™ details and a flipbook
edition of the “2017 Exhibition Directory” are available at:
www.fastenertech.com/fastenertech.
MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION - FASTENER TECH ‘19
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ROBERT FOOTLIK PLANNING FOR PREVENTABLE DISASTERS from page 124

Materials Handling Equipment

Roof

If forklifts and other equipment are maintained
under a lease or dealer provided PM program it is still
important to periodically evaluate the quality of the work
and whether it’s time to trade in the equipment. Simply
reviewing the service records or bills can alert you to the
end of the tool’s economic life, or the need for a new
repair strategy.
Every operation should be following the manufacturer’s
PM recommendations. Daily checking of the water level
in batteries and fluid levels in engines and hydraulics
will extend the useful life of powered materials handling
equipment. For electrically powered vehicles updating the
charger to a modern design that tailors the charge cycle
to the needs of the battery can easily double the life
expectancy of the equipment while saving energy costs.
Even simple carts and pallet jacks have maintenance
recommendations. An inspection and some oil will reduce
effort and fatigue without any great expenditure of time or
money.

Twenty minutes of inspection can save days of clean
up after a leak. Anytime someone goes up to the roof
whether to maintain the HVAC or clean the downspouts
there is an opportunity to look at all the elements that
come together to keep your building water tight. No
special skills are required to check that flashings haven’t
moved, roof curbs are intact, ballast stone is in place and
all the other bits and pieces are still tight. Doing this after
a major storm or wind event should be a high priority item.
Typically a bucket of tar, some disposable putty knives
and plastic gloves are all that are required to significantly
extend the life of a roof, or patch any damage until a
professional can do a permanent repair. If more work is
required and re-roofing is the only real alternative then
consider adding more insulation. Keeping the building
warmer in the winter and cooler all summer will have a
very positive payback in both morale and energy costs.

HVAC
Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning equipment
is generally ignored until it fails. A contract maintenance
program is not a guarantee that the work will be performed
properly. Roof mounted units generally suffer the most
due to exposure to the elements and the need for a
ladder to inspect the equipment, but even warehouse
unit heaters need periodic attention. Filters, belts and
motor lubrication are the most common maintenance
needs. While a PM program to take care of this can
be implemented by any handy individual flue/chimney
conditions, flame quality and refrigerant pressures should
still be checked by a professional.
The last thing any business needs is an HVAC failure
during extreme weather conditions. Regardless of who
is performing the work a reasonable supply of repair
parts should be inventoried against emergencies. Belts,
bearing and filters should be stocked and replenished.
Design this inventory to minimize downtime by eliminating
trips to the supply house. Normally the time savings
will easily pay for the full cost of the parts, not just the
carrying expense for the capital outlay.
Filters are designed to protect the downstream
equipment, not the people. Failure to change the filters or
cheap filters that collapse in humid weather will inevitably
lead to clogged heat exchangers. This directly affects
the air flow and costs will rise dramatically while comfort
suffers. Pleated high flow filters are a sound investment.

Plumbing
It isn’t just the water that comes out of the pipe; there
is also the drain that the water goes into. Drains always
incorporate a trap that uses a small amount of water to
prevent sewer odors from permeating the building. Pouring
a bucket of water down a floor drain will replenish the trap,
keep any critters at bay and often indicate if there are
clogs or blockages. This is an easy problem to fix once a
PM program is in place.
The most frequently ignored drains are in the loading
dock. These must be cleaned out before mud and trash
turn a recessed dock into a swimming hole for ducks
and a water hazard for truck drivers. Pumps should be
periodically tested with a garden hose and clean water.
Even a small stone or twig can burn out a pump, especially
if the intake level is set too low where debris can be
sucked into the impeller. Running the pump through two
or more cycles will suffice to indicate proper operation.
Periodic “jetting” or “rodding” of sewers where tree
roots are a problem is not just a good idea, it’s an
imperative. Similarly replacing faucets and toilets with low
flow, water conservation products is also the right time to
clean the drains. With less water available to move things
along a minor obstacle can become a major obstruction.
Roof drains must also be cleared periodically. Failure
to drain snow and ice accumulations can result in leaks or
even catastrophic failure of the roof. It isn’t difficult to clear
leaves and debris on a nice day and this is far easier than
dealing with problems in inclement weather or lifting sewer
cleaning equipment to the roof.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 165
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ROBERT FOOTLIK PLANNING FOR PREVENTABLE DISASTERS from page 164

Problems can often be detected best with a camera
inspection. The expense is nominal and the peace of
mind priceless. Clogged sewers can stop your operation
and “porta-potties” are never a good alternative.

Who Will Do The Work?
Generally the warehouse manager ends up with
the responsibility for maintaining the building. The
choice of how to accomplish the work depends on
whether inside resources are available or if an outside
service organization must be hired. Each method has
its advantages depending on the size of the facility,
the complexity of the needs and the abilities of your
personnel. Many of the skills required translate well for
home ownership and an in house training program may
be well received.
Your primary business is distributing fasteners,
but unless the maintenance is performed nothing is
going to move smoothly and profitably. A Preventative
Maintenance program starts with a comprehensive listing
of what needs to be accomplished along with a schedule

for who will do the work and when it will be performed.
In creating this checklist go through the operations
and consider what elements are most critical. Some
problems are just an inconvenience or distraction while
other failures shut down the company. Plan accordingly,
and follow the Engineer’s philosophy that if “N” is the
number of critical units required to stay in business
“N+1” should be available. Spares, service contracts and
even emergency equipment should be in place before the
disaster.
Having a checklist is useless if it does not get used.
Be sure to include a feedback system so that problems
are promptly reported and fixed. A simple calendar
based computer program will help insure that the work is
performed successfully and on a regular basis. Remember
that ultimately you are being evaluated by customers on
the basis of the success of the total distribution process.
They don’t care why something didn’t happen on time and
are highly critical of perceived failures. It is only by having
a well maintained infrastructure that you can achieve the
mutual goals and results that everyone needs.
ROBERT FOOTLIK
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SPIROL WHY PINS WALK AND HOW TO ENSURE THAT DOESN’T HAPPEN from page 130

How does a designer ensure Spring Pins are properly
loaded to prevent walking? A number of methods are
outlined below:

Friction and Free Fit Hinges

FIGURE 3

For friction fit hinges, ideally all holes would
be precision matched in both the inner and outer
components. Oftentimes, it is not possible to perfectly
match each and every hole diameter. If this cannot be
achieved, it is necessary to consider spring recovery of
the Spring Pin (back towards its original pre-installed

FIGURE 4

diameter) in order to determine the proper tolerances for
the individual holes.
Figure 3 demonstrates a situation where the holes
could not be precision matched. Hole size has been
controlled such that the pin is retained in the slightly

THE CONDITIONS PRESENTED IN FIGURES 3 & 4 ARE
EXAGGERATED FOR CLARITY. CLEARANCE BETWEEN COMPONENTS
IS ALSO EXAGGERATED. IN REALITY, A SIGNIFICANT GAP BETWEEN
THE COMPONENTS WOULD INTRODUCE A BENDING MOMENT
THAT COULD ALSO RESULT IN PIN MIGRATION IF THE ACTUAL
CLEARANCE WERE THIS GREAT.

smaller outer holes while it is allowed to “recover” in the
center hole. As spring recovery increases with distance,

Both Figure 3 and Figure 4 would result in a successful

the pin can better compensate for hole variation if

design if the Spring Pin’s spring characteristics are

allowed to recover in the center hole. This can help

accurately considered for each situation. If required, it is

maintain contact in all components.

possible to empirically derive values for expected spring

If a free fit hinge were desired, the opposite would

recovery that are diameter and length specific.

be applied – with the diameter sized larger in the outer

If a free fit hinge were desired in Figure 4, simply

holes. This would ensure optimal engagement length,

ensure the pin is retained at the ends by making the

and the pin could only recover a very small amount over

holes bigger in the center component.

the short distance in the outer holes. As a result, a free

component offers little length for pin recovery and as

fit condition can be achieved without excessive ‘play’ or

such, it need only be slightly larger than the outer holes

clearance.

to ensure clearance over the pin.

To achieve a friction fit hinge in Figure 4, the same
rules apply for maximum performance in that all holes

The center

Shaft and Gear/Hub Assemblies

should be precision matched if possible. The difference

Similar to the friction fit hinge, shaft and gear/hub

between the two situations in Figure 3 and Figure 4 is

assemblies require engagement in both components.

where spring recovery of the pin will occur. In Figure 4,

Ideally the diameter of the holes would be precision

free span length is greatest in the outer components so

matched

pin recovery would be greatest at the ends rather than in

eliminate any movement of the pin within the holes.

the center if the holes could not be precision matched.

Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate situations where the holes

In this diagram, the pin will be retained most tightly in

could not be precision matched, however spring recovery

the center hole while it recovers at each end to maintain

has been taken into consideration. They are basically

contact with the outer hole walls.

the same as Figure 3 and 4.

through both the shaft and gear/hub to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 167
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In Figure 5, free span length is greatest in the center

concept to complete design. SPIROL engineers are also

which is the same situation as with Figure 3. The pin

adept at identifying causes for lateral movement in mature

will be retained most tightly in the outer holes while it

designs to assist with continuous product improvement.

recovers in the center to maintain contact with the center

If you are working on a

hole walls. Similarly, Figure 6 is the same situation

new design, or require

as Figure 4. Free span length is greatest at the ends

assistance

rather than in the center. The pin will be retained most

existing

tightly in the center hole while it recovers at each end to

contact your SPIROL

maintain contact with the outer hole walls. For all shaft

representative

and gear / hub applications, it is recommended that the

today.

on

an

assembly,

difference between the holes not exceed 0.05mm (.002”).
Otherwise, the pin will be subject to dynamic loading
where a very small change in velocity could equate to an

FIGURE 5

enormous change in force on the assembly.
Walking of pins can be prevented if the joint to be
pinned is given proper consideration during the design stage
of the assembly. SPIROL maintains a staff of experienced
engineers capable of providing assistance from initial

FIGURE 6

SPIROL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
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FASTENER NEWS DESK FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO BEST BOOTH AWARDS from page 68

The

The 2018 Best Booth Award - Brighton Best

newly

formed

company,

Brighton-Best

International, Inc. (BBI), offers new products, more
extensive inventory, world class service, quality products,
and a new 24 hr. online web ordering web site
All the employees of Brighton-Best International,
Inc. look forward to the challenges of the future and
hope through our dedication to quality products and
superior service, Brighton-Best will be your first call
when it comes to fasteners.

Visit them online at

www.BrightonBest.com.

Best Customer Experience Award - Kanebridge
Brighton Best International is a presence every
year but this year they had it all! Their dedication to
distribution, the fastener industry and their employees
goes unrivaled. Brighton Best’s very colorful booth
was filled with enthusiastic employees eager to share
information about the many lines they now offer such as
Ironclad Gloves, Proferred and Kong just to name a few.
That’s not all; they also offer vending machine solutions
too!
Brighton Best also provided a very nice Halloween
evening, with drinks, good food, desserts, a photo
booth experience, raffles and a fun time networking with
industry friends old and new.

From the booth to the bar the folks at Kanebridge
Corporation treat their customers right! Kanebridge

We also would like to take this opportunity to

brought their game this year with a brand new look

congratulate Peggy Hsieh & Jun Xu on receiving the

and space for their booth. They provided a by invitation

International Fastener Expo Young Professionals Award,

luncheon for their clients. Which is always a treat after

and wish them continued success.

the hustle on the the show floor. For evening networking

On January 2, 2008, Brighton-Best Socket Screw

they provided an open bar at the EyeCandy Lounge in

Mfg. was bought by a consortium of investors from

Mandalay Bay! Their commitment to distributors and

Taiwan headed by Mr. Robert Shieh, President of Ta Chen

their team defines fastener family.

International, Inc. (www.tachen.com). In 1986, Mr. Shieh

A Master Distributor of Industrial Fasteners.

founded Ta Chen International, Inc., a dominant supplier

Kanebridge is a distributor of Commercial and Military-

of valves, pipe, bar, coil, sheet and flat plate in Stainless

Grade fasteners in inch and metric sizes. We carry over

Steel and other Non-Ferrous materials. Ta Chen has

3.83 billion pieces in inventory throughout 3 locations

distribution warehouses in 8 major industrial markets in

from coast to coast. We are committed to offering the

the United States with corporate headquarters located in

highest level of service in the industry. Visit them online

Long Beach, California.

at www.Kanebridge.com.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 174
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BENGT BLENDULF HOW TO SELECT THE BEST JOINING METHOD from page 152

Stronger does not necessarily mean better. Always

sometimes we need to look for additional “locking”

look at the contact pressure between the head or nut

accessories. Keep in mind that the word “lock” in the

surface against the clamped materials. If a flange screw

name of a product does not necessarily mean that it will

is used, it is possible to use a higher grade/class even

work in your joint. ASME have very wisely put it this way

if the substrate would not accept the pressure from a

in its standards: “The word lock appearing in the names

regular hex or socket head.

of products in this standard is a generic term historically

Select fasteners with head styles/drive systems

associated with their identification and is not intended to

that are suitable for the product being manufactured

imply an indefinite permanency of fixity in attachments

and available in the field for service. Again, vertical head

where the fasteners are used.”

walls (hex heads, hex sockets, 6-lobes, 12-splines, etc.)

There are, of course, much more to successful

provide good contact with the driving tool and make

joining like knowing material data and magnitude and

assembly work ergonomically preferred. Avoid internal

directions of external forces, but starting with the right

drives if the work environment for the design is dirty. A

type of fastening device for the job is always a great idea.

socket filled with dirt can be difficult to clean out in the

One very good way is to tighten (not necessarily torquing)

field for service and repair.

with a reliable and trusted assembly tool. Always keep

Finally, if the joint is subject to vibrations, we must

in mind that maintaining the preload or clamping force

use fastening methods that would keep our equipment

during service is the best guarantee for a successful

from falling apart. Maintaining proper clamp loads by

assembly. That way you will also prevent or limit the use

eliminating joint relaxation is a reliable method, but

of expensive extra “locking” devices.
BENGT BLENDULF

PEM® self-clinching SH™ nuts and HFLH™ studs
from PennEngineering® can successfully install in
high-strength thin steel sheets to provide permanent
threads for mating hardware in automotive component
attachment applications. These hard panel nuts and
studs manufactured from hardened alloy steel ultimately
exhibit stronger thread strength
compared with conventional fasteners.
The fasteners additionally eliminate the
environmental-related issues typically
associated with alternative thin-sheet
fastening devices.
Due to a lightweight design and
reduced need for loose hardware such as washers, these
fasteners can contribute to overall weight reductions in
vehicle assemblies. Lower installed cost can be gained
from the elimination of embossing operations and
the capability to install automatically using a standard
press or in-die technology. Small outer diameters of the
fasteners enable close-to-edge mounting without risking
sheet buckling and, upon installation, the reverse side
of the host sheet will remain flush and unmarred.

PEM SH nuts are engineered to install into highstrength steel sheets at 975MPa maximum ultimate
tensile and as hard as HRC 30 or less on the Rockwell
“C” scale. Host panels can be as thin as 1.4 mm /
.056”. Standard thread sizes are M6, M8, and M10 for
metric nuts and ¼-20, 5/16-18, and 3/8-16 for unified
versions.
PEM HFLH studs will install
successfully into high-strength steel
sheets at 700MPa maximum ultimate
tensile and as hard as HRB 91 or less
on the Brinell scale. Host panels can
be as thin as 1mm/.040”. Standard
thread sizes are M5, M6, and M8 for metric studs
and #10-32, ¼-20, and 5/16-18 for unified versions.
Detailed specifications, drawings and 3D models of
fasteners with plugs and film, and performance data
(Bulletin STP) can be viewed and downloaded for free
at www.pemnet.com.
For more information, contact Michael J. Rossi,
PennEngineering by Tel: 215-766-8853, email: info@
pemnet.com or online at www.pemnet.com.
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MWFA / NFDA / PAC-WEST 2019 JOINT CONFERENCE IN SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA - MARCH 13-16 from page 142

Hotel Information

Conference Schedule

The Omni San Diego Hotel, located in the heart of
the historic Gaslamp Quarter, is also just minutes away
from the world-famous San Diego Zoo and the museums
of Balboa Park. The San Diego Trolley is just steps from
the front door with access to Old Town and Mission
Valley. Along with bustling nightlife, numerous breweries
and a lively theater scene, San Diego is a must-see
destination.
Attendees are eligible for a special room rate of
$269 (plus tax) by:
¤ Visiting: bit.ly/2Mt3AyI
¤ Or calling 1-800-THE-OMNI (843-6664) and
asking for the MWFA, NFDA, Pac-West rate.

Wednesday, March 13
2:00 - 6:00pm
Registration and Hospitality
2:30 - 6:30pm
NFDA Board of Directors Meeting
Thursday, March 14
6:30am (depart)
Golf at Steele Canyon Golf Club*
10:15am - 1:30pm
Brew Hop*
1:00 - 5:00pm
Registration and Hospitality
2.30 - 6:30pm
Pac-West Board of
Directors Meeting
7:00pm
Welcome Reception
Friday, March 15
8:15 - 9:00am
IFI Online Standards and
Technology Connection –
Looking Forward
9:00 - 11:00am
The Path to Winning in the Age
of Rapid Change
10:45am - 2:30pm
Spouse/Guest Lunch on
Coronado Island*
11:15am - 12:15pm
What’s the Future of Fastener
Distribution?
12:30 - 1:30pm
Lunch Program: The Economic
Impact of E-Commerce
2:00 - 4:30pm
Business Owners Roundtables
2:00 - 4:30pm
Business Executives Roundtables
6:00pm
Reception and Dinner
Saturday, March 16
9:00 - 10:00am
Artificial Intelligence –
Getting Started
10:15 am - 12:00pm The Trade War Experiment:
Evaluating the Results
*Optional activities not included in the conference
registration fee.

Reserve your room by Tuesday, February 19, 2019
to get the special rate. Remember, rooms can sell out
prior to this deadline.
Omni San Diego Hotel, 675 L Street, San
Diego, CA 92101. Telephone 619-231-6664

Parking
Overnight valet parking is $40. Parking is also
available at nearby public lots.

Travel
The Omni San Diego Hotel is four miles from San
Diego International Airport (SAN). Shuttle fares are
approximately $10 one way per person.

Registration and Policies
Conference Registration Options include:
¤ Online - visit www.nfda-fastener.org or
www.pac-west.org
¤ Email your completed registration form to
jchristensen@nfda-fastener.org or jchristensen@
pac-west.org
¤ Fax your completed registration form to
562-684-0695
¤ Call 562-799-5509 and register over the phone
We accept checks, Visa, MasterCard, American
Express and Discover.

Deadline
Pay by Tuesday, February 19, 2019 for the best
registration rate.

Conference Sponsors

Welcome Reception Sponsors
Brighton-Best International (Pac-West Platinum Partner)
EFC International
Socket Source
Banquet Reception Sponsors
ND Industries (Pac-West Platinum Partner)
Infasco
Lunch Sponsors
Rotor Clip Company (NFDA Silver Partner & Pac-West Bronze Partner)
Advance Components
Wurth Industry North America
CONTINUED ON PAGE 173
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MWFA / NFDA / PAC-WEST 2019 JOINT CONFERENCE IN SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA - MARCH 13-16 from page 172

Hospitality Suite Sponsors
Brighton-Best International (NFDA Platinum Partner)
All American Systems
Tortoise Fastener
Continental Breakfast Sponsors
Star Stainless Screw (Pac-West Gold Partner)
All America Threaded Products
Field
Coffee Break Sponsors
BTM Manufacturing
Copper State Bolt & Nut
G.L. Huyett
Metric & Multistandard Components
General Sponsors
Kanebridge Corporation (Pac-West Silver Partner)
WCL Company (Pac-West Silver Partner)
Unbrako (Pac-West Bronze Partner)

American Bolt & Screw (Pac-West Bronze Partner)
Ababa Bolt (Pac-West Bronze Partner)
INxSQL Software (Pac-West Bronze Partner)
Distribution One (Pac-West Bronze Partner)
Brikksen (Pac-West Bronze Partner)
Lindstrom/Stelfast
Many conference sponsorship opportunities are
available, starting at $150. Visit www.nfda-fastener.org
or www.pac-west.org for more information about how you
can sponsor the conference.
For more information about MWFA, contact Nancy
Rich at mwfa@ameritech.net, telephone 847-438-8338,
www.mwfa.net
For more information about NFDA, contact Vickie
Lester at vlester@nfda-fastener.org, telephone 562-7995519, www.nfda-fastener.org
For more information about Pac-West, contact Vickie
Lester at vlester@pac-west.org, telephone 562-7995509, www.pac-west.org.
MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PACIFIC-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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FASTENER NEWS DESK FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO BEST BOOTH AWARDS from page 168

The Best Group Award - American Ring

Stelfast was feeling their superpowers this year
with their Super Stelfast Monkey ready to conquer the
world! The talk was on way before the industry had even
arrived in Las Vegas for the International Fastener Expo.
What color would the Stelfast Monkey be this year? With
the recent acquisition of Stelfast by Harbour Groups’
Lindstrom, we were guessing green. Then it was like
it’s a bird, it’s a plane, no it’s Super Stelfast Monkey
sporting a red cape on the red carpet!
Stelfast Inc. is a leading importer; stocking master
distributor of fasteners and specialty parts from Asia,
Europe, and South America and manufacturer of truck
and specialty fasteners.

This very dapper team at American Ring puts it

With a knowledgeable and dedicated team of

together so well! Their new booth space, design and

employees, Stelfast has expanded to ten regional

attention to detail right down to the industrial overalls

distribution centers across North America.

and bow ties! This team is unique and brings their ‘A(R)’

is a family owned and operated company. We offer

game year after year. Great job gentlemen!

over 12,000 SKU’s of fastener products direct from

Stelfast

American Ring manufactures and supplies retaining

stock, including many lines of bolts, cap screws, nuts,

rings, snap rings, and Belleville Disc Springs. We are

screws, and washers in variety of finishes. We offer per

a family company committed to quality and service,

print, specials, and standards either direct from mill,

providing our customers with true solutions. American

cross dock, or stock and release. Visit them online at

Ring is big enough to matter and small enough to care.
We pride ourselves on delivering service unmatched

www.Stelfast.com.

in the industry, taking our business personally, and
always trying to ask the right questions. Visit them online

The Best Giveaway Award - AFIXX/Crossroad

at www.AmericanRing.com

The Best Character Award - Stelfast

The theme was carried out in a fun and interactive
environment. Attendees had the opportunity to play
baseball virtually.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 176
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FASTENER NEWS DESK FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO BEST BOOTH AWARDS from page 174

They even gave a real BIG baseball trophy for the

STYK-FIT 7 by Bryce Fastener Security and speed sets

winner. They gave away stadium seat cushions, bat

this product apart from the rest! Bryce Fastener continues

pens, baseball cards and balls autographed. They didn’t

to lead the market in security fastener products. If you

miss a beat with the theme, drinks and little baseball

don’t know Bryce Campbell, you should! He is one of

chocolates were served to celebrate Halloween. But the

the most innovative fastener companies in our industry.

best giveaway of all was the experience of sitting down

He has patented many different security drives and his

with three Major League Baseball legends and getting to

Stykfit7 technology is off the charts cool. Bryce Fastener

talk baseball with them. It’s no stretch to say that the

takes fastening seriously from the product itself right

AFIXX Crossroad Team hit a grand slam this year!

down to the fastening application technology. Bryce

AFIXX Alliance®, a division of Pacific Warehouse
Sales, has established itself as an innovation leader in

Fastener has combined security and productivity. Finally.
Protected

by

worldwide

patents,

STYKFIT®7

the fastener industry. With our easy to use E-commerce

incorporates the best features of other drive systems

site; AFIXX.com, our friendly and knowledgeable staff,

to create a superior driving fastener. It indexes faster

and our eagerness to provide you with the best customer

than Phillips®, torques higher than Torx®, sticks to the

experience possible, AFIXX wants you to be a part of our

bit better than Robertson®(square drive); creating the

family.

highest performing fastener ever made.

Crossroad Distributor Source is your source for
quality thread inserts, blind rivets, the best-selling Black
Book technical reference series, and other tools and
accessories. We are a master distributor, supplying
industrial and fastener distributors throughout North
America, Mexico, and the Caribbean. We are proud of our
commitment to service our customers in a world-class
fashion and our ability to provide the technical expertise
to support that distribution chain. Visit Crossroad online
at www.CossroadDistributorSource.com.

Tolerances between the screwdriver and the screw
are reduced to less than .0005. This is in comparison to
other fasteners that can have up to .010. This creates a
near weld-like bond which allows one-handed installation,
and the ability to pick up and place the assembly piece in
position. Ease of use and improved installation times are
the result. If you’re looking to make gains in productivity
and efficiency, this is it.
Bryce Fastener combined security and productivity.
Protected by worldwide patents, STYKFIT®7 incorporates
the best features of other drive systems to create a
superior driving fastener. It indexes faster than Phillips®,

The Best New Product Award - Bryce Fastener

torques higher than Torx®, sticks to the bit better
than Robertson® (square drive); creating the highest
performing fastener ever made.
Founded in 1972, Bryce Fastener, Inc. designs and
manufactures custom bolts, custom nuts and custom
designed screws for security applications. Bryce specialty
fasteners help customers in industries such as electronics,
solar, retail, financial, construction, military, government,
utilities, corrections, financial and more solve a wide
range of unique and demanding applications.
Find out more about the: STYK-FIT 7 by Bryce Fastener
at www.BryceFastener.com.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 178
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Rotor Clip
Company Inc.
recently greeted
the GM team
at Rotor Clip’s
World HQ in New
Jersey to receive
the 2017 GM Supplier
Quality Excellent Award.
This award is only
given to company’s which
meet GM’s strict 13
requirements for above
standard performance including exceeding quality standards, and, of
course, producing zero defects.
For more information contact Rotor Clip
Company, Inc. at 187 Davidson Avenue, Somerset,
NJ 08873. Tel: 732-469-7333, Fax: 732.805.6472
or visit online at www.rotorclip.com.

177

After a fabulous Happy Hour in Dallas on
November 13th, Suzy Cravens loaded her car
with the help of many Southwestern Fastener
Association elves and headed to Metrocrest food
pantry, where they gladly accepted our donation.
Members
brought
enough canned goods to
fill up a shopping basket
totaling 153lbs, during
a time when all Food
Pantries are in need.
Thanks SFA members!
Representing
SFA,
Mallory Cravens of Advance
Components, wheels the
basket full of food to the Metrocrest volunteer.
For more information contact Southwestern
Fastener Association at 292 Sugarberry Circle,
Houston, TX 77024. Tel: 713-952-5472, Fax: 713952-7488, Email: swfa@swbell.net or visit them
online at www.southwesternfastener.org.
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The Best Creativity Award - Parker Fasteners

The International Booth Award - Dörken

Elegant and refined, Parker Fasteners booth showed

First year Dörken brings their European charm to

how sexy fasteners can really be! Parker Fasteners

the states! The Dörken booth stood out at this year’s

has continued to be a strong contestant for the Best

International Fastener Expo! They not only had the

Booth Awards over the past few years. This company

biggest bolt in town, their showcases were much like

is so creative in so many ways. From the ‘fastenating’

being in a fine jewelry store. The European flare definitely

furnishings in their luxury booth, too the ultra soft

won them this year’s Best International Booth Award.

‘forging the future’ tees, their booth and participation in

As pioneers für lacquers and corrosion protection

the expo is exceptional. show attendees had a chance

Dr. Carl Dörken and Ewald Dörken established their own

to win a set of the handcrafted fastener bar stools as as

company more than 120 years ago. Since then Dörken

a prize in a business card drawing.

MKS has developed consequently to one of the leading

Parker Fasteners, your premier cold heading
manufacturer located in Goodyear, Arizona who sources

corrosion experts worldwide. This great tradition is also
our aspiration for the future.

all raw materials from American sources, including

A total of 30 years of experience and cutting-edge

DFARS compliance. Parker takes great pride in making

technology have turned Dörken MKS systems into

quality socket drive fasteners, meeting customer product

corrosion experts.

specifications, and delivering on or before promised due

They offer solutions that are tailored to the individual

dates. Our experienced master cold headermen and

needs of customers. THE CORROSION COLLEGE is also

operating managers offer combined industry experience

launched - a platform for knowledge transfer and mutual

of over 200 years. Parker nurtures this unique depth

exchange. Visit Dörken online at www.doerken-mks.de/en.

of experience and a high level of innovation to provide

A big thank you to all the exhibitors at this

quality customer support and strong growth. Visit Parker

year’s International Fastener Expo - we enjoyed

Fasteners online at www.ParkerFasteners.com to learn

judging your displays and look forward to seeing

more about their products.

what you bring to next year’s event!
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MFDA 23RD ANNUAL GOLF OUTING – FUN TIMES!!! from page 96

Thank You To Our Many Hole Sponsors
Advance Components
Aluminum Fastener Supply Co.
American Pride Fasteners
Beacon Fasteners & Components
Captive Fastener Corp.
Delta Secondary, Inc.
EFC International
Eurolink FSS
Fall River Mfg. Co.
Fastbolt Corp.
Ford Fasteners
Industrial Rivet & Fastener Co., Inc.
Kanebridge Corporation

Pilgrim Screw
Star Stainless
Kanebridge Corporation
APM Hexseal
Special Thank you to Ken Schneeloch (McCormick
Associates, Inc.) for another successful golf outing. Ken
had the vision 23 years ago, and it has been an event our
members and their associates, customers, and friends
look forward to each year. While Ken is hanging up his
green jacket, look for announcements, in the Spring of
2019, for next year’s event.
Our sincere gratitude to all golfers and all
sponsors!

Lee S. Johnson Associates, Inc.

MFDA 2018-2019 Board of Directors

LINK Magazine

President:

Lubker Distribution

Vice President: Rob Rundle - RW Rundle Associates

Metric & Multistandard

Treasurer:

Robin Lieberman - MF Supply

MF Supply

Secretary:

Barb Traum - Brighton Best Int’l

Directors:

Peter Cominos - Raw Products Corp.

Mike White - Brighton Best Int’l

North East Fasteners
Nylok/Aerospace Division
Parker Fasteners

Derek Dandy - Bodycote

Pilgrim Screw Corporation

Nick Penney - Vogelsang Fastener Solutions

R.W. Rundle Associates, Inc.

John Monteith - Ace Fastener

RAB Components

Kellie Nirmaier - Kanebridge Corp.

Rick Rudolph Associates

Jason Vanderhee - Star Stainless

Rotor Clip Corp.
Screws Industries, Inc.
Sems & Specials, Inc.

MFDA 2019 Hall of Fame
Congratulations to this year’s Hall of Fame Inductees:

Smith Associates

Pat Lang - Kanebridge Corp.

Solution Industries, LLC

Bill Lang - ND Industries

Star Stainless Screw Co.
Stelfast Inc.

MFDA New Members

Tower Fasteners

Alper Services LLC

Vogelsang Fastener Solutions

Brewster Washer

Yellow Woods & Roads Less Travelled
XL Screw Corporation

MFDA 2019 Calendar of Events
June 27th

Scholarship Awards Dinner

options for golfers to choose. They placed tickets into

October 13th

MFDA 24th Annual Golf Outing

bags for only those prizes they wished to win.

December 5th

Toys for Tots Holiday Party

In keeping with tradition, the prize table offered many

In addition to the MFDA prizes, the following companies
contributed prizes.
Penn Fastener

More dates to be posted later at the MFDA website at
www.mfda.us.
METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

MFDA TABLE TOP SHOW AND GOLF OUTING
SEPTEMBER 2018
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A

ABBOTT INTERFAST
95
Screw machine products, CNC high
precision, cold headed specialist, custom
& standard knobs. Global sourcing, direct
import/customs clearance. Large global
supply base.
Tel (888) 490-9424
Fax (847) 459-4076
ACS MANUFACTURING, INC
Formed spring steel fasteners
Tel (888) NUTS-R-US
Fax (847) 695-6336

53

ADVANCED POLY-PACKAGING
129
Quality baggers, parts counters, scales,
bags and conveyors for affordable fastener
packaging.
Tel (330) 785-4000
Fax (330) 785-4010
AIM TESTING LABORATORY
153
Highly competent and comprehensive
fastener training, consulting and testing
company. Our expertise sets us apart from
the rest.
Tel (909) 254-1278
AJAX WIRE SPECIALTY CO., INC.
67
Wire spring manufacturer. Short and long
runs, all sizes, all lengths.
Tel (855) 966-AJAX (2529)
Fax (516) 935-2334
ALBANY STEEL & BRASS
Specialty Tapping Screws - Swageform
Tel (312) 733-1900
Fax (312) 733-9887

35

AMERICAN BELLEVILLE
97
Belleville Washers, Belleville Springs,
Disc Springs, Flange Washers, precisionmachined custom components. Contract
manufacturing services – stamping, CNC
lathe and mill machining, grinding, heat
treating.
Tel (440) 721-8350
Fax (440) 266-0704
AMERICAN IMPERIAL SCREW CORP. 115
Push on hats, push on bolt retainers,
locknuts, self-treading locknuts and
washers, regular washer locknuts, push-on
retainer fasteners and wing nuts, adhesives
and metal anchors.
Tel (800) 431-2391
Fax (845) 354-4377
AMPG
46, 47
Domestic manufacturer of shoulder screws,
button head sex bolts, flat head sex bolts,
prairie bolts, non-standard flat washers, and
machined specialties from stock. Print to
part in 7 days.
Tel (317) 472-9000
Fax (317) 472-9010

B

ALFA TOOLS®
169
For over 40 years, Alfa Tools has partnered
with Fastener Distributors to supply cutting
tools, threading tools, fastener driving tools,
and abrasives made in the USA.
Tel (800) 253-2532
ALL AMERICAN WASHER WERKS
84
Quality producers of washers and stampings
Tel (847) 566-9091
Fax (847) 566-8381
ALPHA-GRAINGER MFG. CO.
Electronic hardware, captive screws,
shoulder screws, spacers & standoffs
Tel (508) 520-4005
Fax (508) 520-4185

ALUMINUM FASTENER SUPPLY 91, 151
The only exclusive aluminum fastener
supplier of made in the USA products. 6,500
line items in stock with same day shipping.
It’s what we do.
Tel (800) 526-0341
Fax (239) 643-5795

25

BAY SUPPLY
3
Fastener & Tooling Super Warehouse. Top
brands at bottom prices. Ship to over 200
countries.
Tel (516) 294-4100
Fax (516) 294-3448
BIG RED FASTENERS, INC.
93
Now stocking Xylan and Clear Cad B7
studs and nuts. Your full-service stocking
distributor of all bolts, nuts, studs, washers,
machine screws, tapping and self-drilling
screws. USA Products. We are on the
Williams Pipeline AML.
Tel (918) 251-7291
Fax (918) 251-7311

BRADLEY GROUP OF COMPANIES 143
Preapplied Adhesives and Sealants.
Loctite Dri-Loc, 3M Scotchgrip, Nylon
Patch, Tec-Flon Thread-Masking, Plastisol,
Head Identification Marking, and Casting
Imprenation.Authorized Coating Partner for
Precote® USA.
Tel (800) 201-7381
BRIKKSEN STAINLESS
101
Master distributor of inch and metric
stainless fasteners. Competitive pricing.
24hr turnaround.
Tel (800) 962-1614
Fax (321) 233-8665
BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL
OUTSIDE BACK COVER
Socket & square head set screws, hex keys,
L-Nine products, Grade 8 hex head, shoulder
bolts, pipe plugs, dowel springs, nuts &
metrics, hand tools and full stainless line.
Tel (800) 275-0050

C
CERAMCO, INC.
92
Ceramco solid ceramic fasteners and
custom components overcome high
temperatures, corrosive environments and
non-corrosive and hold a vacuum. ISO 9001
and ITAR. Made in America.
Tel (603) 447-2090
Fax (603) 447-3906
CHICAGO HARDWARE & FIXTURE CO. 105
Mfrs of Wire Rope and Chain Fittings, Industrial
and Marine Hardware and Allied Products
Tel (847) 455-6609
Fax (847) 455-0012
COMPUTER INSIGHTS
19
Offering “The Business Edge,” a complete
integrated system for fastener distributors
Tel (800) 539-1233
Fax (630) 893-4030
CRAFTECH INDUSTRIES
139
Manufacturer of high-quality parts at competitive
prices. Craftech serves a variety of industries
including semiconductor, aerospace, medical,
telecom, chemical, electronics and more.
Capabilities include injection molding, mold
building, screw machining and CNC machining.
Standard and custom parts are manufactured
from low volume to high volume runs.
Tel (800) 833-5130
Fax (518) 828-5130

advertisers index
D

DARLING BOLT
75
Large and special hex cap screws & socket
products in additional to 12-point flange
screws
Tel (800) 882-0747
Fax (586) 757-1555
DELTA SECONDARY
81
Cut off & chamfer, cut threading, cross
drilling, tapping, turning, milling, slotting,
grooving.
Tel (630) 766-1180
Fax (630) 766-1285
DISTRIBUTION ONE
63
ERP Software for Fastener Distributors
capable of running the entire operation,
efficiently & profitably.
Tel (856) 380-0629
Fax (856) 222-0061
DISTRIBUTOR’S LINK
Tel (800) 356-1639
Fax (239) 643-5220

159, 191

E
EFC INTERNATIONAL
103
Global provider of specialty engineered
component parts including clamps, panel
fasteners, specialty nuts and more! A proven
market leader in assembly innovation, Offers
the most comprehensive line of specialty
metal, plastic and electrical components
Tel (314) 434-2888
Fax (314) 434-2902
E & T FASTENERS, INC
89
Molded, machined, and stamped plastic
fasteners - uts, bolts, washers - Kynar,
Teflon, PVC, Nylon, and Polypropylene. Low
minimums.
Tel (704) 933-5774
E-Z LOK
88
Thread inserts for metal, wood and plastic
Tel (800) 234-5613
Fax (310) 353-4444

F
FALL RIVER MFG CO., INC.
27
Manufacturers of Stainless steel & nonferrous fasteners
Tel (800) 275-6991
Fax (508) 675-8770

FASCOMP ELECTRONIC HARDWARE 79
Male-female standoffs, female standoffs,
male-male standoffs, spacers, shoulder
screws, captive screws, thumbscrews, swage
standoffs and spacers, handles and ferrules
Tel (407) 226-2112
Fax (407) 226-3370
FASTAR, INC.
42
Coiled and Slotted spring pins, dowel pins,
cotter pins, taper pins, grooved and special pins
Tel (845) 369-7990
Fax (845) 369-7989
FASTENER FAIR USA
29
Fastener Fair USA will take place May
22-23, 2019 at the Cobo Center in Detroit,
MI, bringing together manufacturers,
distributors, suppliers and end users in
this unique fastener, fixing, and joining
technology exhibition. www.fastenerfair.
com/usa
Tel (312) 809-9260
FASTENER WEBSITE LINKS

134
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113

FCH SOURCING NETWORK

155

FORD FASTENERS, INC.
15
410 stainless steel screws, sheet metal,
self-drillers, thread cutters, self-piercing,
EPDM sealing washers.
Tel (800) 272-3673
Fax (201) 487-1919

G
GF&D SYSTEMS
74
Your ‘one-stop’ supplier for grease fittings
and accessories. Couplers and hose whips,
great fitting caps, grease guns, custom
designed fittings, assortments, private
labeling and custom kitting.
Tel (800) 360-1318
Fax (262) 789-8640
GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM

171

GOEBEL FASTENERS, INC.
7
Innovative fastener solutions: blind rivets,
self-tapping/drilling screws, toggles,
strapping, wing seals, tools & safety
equipment and insulation accessories.
Tel (713) 393-7007

GRAPHIKA CREATIVE
185
Creative marketing solutions tailored for
the Fastener Industry. Supplier of design
and finished materials for web, digital,
email marketing, exhibitions, point of sale
and corporate branding. Graphika - your
off-site, in-house comprehensive marketing
department. info@graphikacreative.com
Tel (224) 489-9533

H
HANGER BOLT & STUD CO.
65
USA Hanger bolts, studs, dowel screws, pins.
Tel (800) 537-7925
Fax (800) 994-2658
HANSON RIVET & SUPPLY CO.
Rivets, threaded inserts, riveting tools,
riveting machines, washers
Tel (866) 61-RIVET (617-4838)
Fax (323) 221-5300

79

HI-PERFORMANCE FASTENING
123
SYSTEMS
Leading manufacturer of specialty
and proprietary cold headed fasteners
serving the distribution, heavy truck,
tiered automotive, agriculture, lawn &
garden, appliance, consumer electronics,
construction, renewable energy and offroad/emergency vehicle markets. With
a wide range of capabilities, internal
engineering services, external direct sales
and application field support, indirect or
direct end user support and an internal
sales team we assist you.
Tel (630) 860-7766

I
ICS FLANGE
41
Stocks flange bolts and nuts in Grade 5, 8,
8.8 and 10.9 in steel and stainless in any
finish.
Tel (800) 231-0360
Fax (800) 586-2461
INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE®
31
2018 Edition IFI Book of Fastener Standards
is now available in hard cover and NEW
online format. www.indfast.org/shop
Tel (216) 241-1482

advertisers index
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L

INNOVATIVE COMPONENTS INC
43
Manufacturer of plastic clamping knobs,
quick release pins, wire rope lanyards,
thread identifiers, and custom injection
molding tools.
Tel (800) 566-2774
Fax (847) 885-9005
INTERCORP
1
Premium self-drilling, drywall, needle-point,
pole gripper, stainless steel, outdoor,
concrete, cement board, woodworking and
special application.
Tel (800) 762-2004
Fax (714) 744-4672
ISC – INTERCONTINENTAL SALES 125
Fastener and Building Related Products. No
minimum, same day shipping, free private
labeling.
Tel (800) 741-4278
Fax (800) 892-0983
INTERFAST GROUP
111
Distributor/importer of drywall, deck, selfdrilling and self-piercing screws.
Tel (800) 605-1233
Fax (909) 930-2183
INTERNATIONAL FASTENERS, INC. 117
Daggerz™ quality construction fasteners.
Self-drill, drywall, deck, wood, concrete, clip,
needle point screws, post frame screws,
aluminum industry screws, EDPM bonded
washers, bits & threaded rod.
Tel (888) 241-0203
Fax (888) 241-2096
INxSQL
71
Providing distribution ERP solutions
designed for fastener distributors. Quality
software, affordable price, industry leading
support.
Tel (877) 446-9775

K
KEN FORGING
33
Domestic manufacturer of eyebolts, nut
eyebolts, rod ends, turnbuckles & fittings, eye
nuts, pad eyes, D-rings, c-clamps & screws,
swivel hoist ring. Custom forgings up to 250 lbs.
Tel (888) 536-3674
Fax (440) 992-0360
KINTER
73
X-mas tree clips, binder posts and screws,
binder rings, steel barrel bolts and screws,
wall anchors, Tel (800) 323-2389
Fax (847) 623-0105
®

LELAND INDUSTRIES INC
103
Domestic manufacturer of bolts, nuts,
screws in carbon or stainless. Custom
threading and specials. Wire bending,
threading to 4”. Bolts to 6” x 3/4” dia,
U-Bolts and Anchors.
Tel (800) 263-3393
Fax (416) 291-0305
LOK-MOR, INC.
127
American-made locknuts at competitive
prices.
Tel (800) 843-7230
Fax (817) 453-2923

NORTH EAST FASTENERS (NEF)
11
AS9100 certified, supplying IFI, ANSI, MS, NAS,
NASM, AN, DIN, JIS, JCIS high quality fasteners
for commercial, military and aerospace.
Tel (860) 589-3242
Fax (860) 589-6969

O
OSSCO BOLT & SCREW CO., INC.
Distributor of nuts - full range
Tel (800) 367-2688
Fax (401) 461-6970

45

P
M
MAR-BRO MANUFACTURING
39
Domestic manufacturer of standards,
specials, MS and NAS fasteners.
Specializing in A286, 12 pt flange and hex
flange fasteners.
Tel (602) 278-8197
Fax (602) 269-1235
MEGA - A DIVISION OF LINDSTROM 2
Full line of blanks, cut and thread specials, M8
up to M100 & 3/8” up to 3” diameters, CNC
capabilities, Metric and Inch Studs, Structural
Bolts, Special nuts – hex, jam and coupling.
Tel (864) 416-7439
METRIC & MULTISTANDARD
13
Providing quality metric industrial products
and exceptional customer service since
1963
Tel (800) 431-2792
Fax (914) 769-5049
MW INDUSTRIES, INC – TEXAS
37
Washers, special fasteners and metal
stamping for 35 years. ISO 9001:2008 cert.
Tel (800) 875-3510
Fax (281) 233-0449

N
ND INDUSTRIES
INSIDE FRONT COVER, 23
Self-locking and self-sealing fastener
processing, fastener inspection & sorting,
chemical blending, bottling, and A2LA Lab
testing.
Tel (248) 655-2503

PACIFIC WAREHOUSE SALES
189
Fastener distribution warehouse for spring,
tape & dowel pins, woodruff keys, studs,
threaded rods, blind rivets, key stock &
cable ties.
Tel (909) 287-7750
Fax (909) 287-7755
PINNACLE CAPITAL CORP
125
Business Sales/Divestitures; Acquisitions
and Acquisition Searches - since 1993.
Tel (212) 267-8200
PIVOT POINT
Pins - clevis, cotter pins, quick release,
locking - wire rope lanyards, stock and
specials and award winning inventions
Tel (800) 222-2231
Fax (920) 349-3253

85

PRODUCT COMPONENTS CORP.
113
Machined and molded fasteners in many
types of plastics including Nylon, PTFE,
Acetal, PVC, Polypropylene, Polycarbonate
and more! Woman-owned and operated;
specializing in excellent customer service,
competitive pricing, quick delivery and small
minimums.
Tel (925) 228-8930
Fax (925) 228-8933

R
RAF ELECTRONIC HARDWARE
45
Domestic standoffs, spacers, male-females,
swage, male-male and modified parts. NAS
fasteners.
Tel (203) 888-2133
Fax (203) 888-9860
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W.J. ROBERTS CO.
53
Spacers and standoffs. Hex and rounds
3/16 to 5/8 diameter. Standoffs in brass,
aluminum, steel and stainless steel.
Tel (781) 233-8176
Fax (781) 231-1456
ROTOR CLIP®
INSIDE BACK COVER
Manufacturers of retaining rings, spiral rings,
snap rings, wave springs and hose clamps.
Tel (732) 469-7333
Fax (732) 469-7898
R&R ENGINEERING CO.
FRONT COVER, 16
Bent bolts, wire forms. Quality
craftsmanship.
Tel (800) 979-1921
Fax (800) 345-9583
RUMCO FASTENER
51
Leading cold-heading manufacturer for
over 30 years. Specializing in SEMS and
custom fasteners including 2, 3 and 4piece assemblies in ferrous and non-ferrous
materials.
Tel (847) 364-5000

S
SCREW & SUPPLY CO. INC
99
Tamper-resistant security screws made in USA.
Tel (800) 223-1316
Fax (631) 567-3057
SHEAR-LOC PRODUCTS
67
The original instant thumbscrews. The
ultimate socket head cap screw accessory
Tel (800) 775-5668
Fax (949) 768-8705
SOLUTION INDUSTRIES
31
Zinc plated socket products, hard to find
items, specials from print or sample, semistandards. Secondary processes. Blanket
orders.
Tel (866) 297-8656
Fax (440) 816-9501
SPIROL
64
Coiled and slotted spring pins, solid
pins, disc springs, alignment dowels and
bushings, spacers, compression limiters,
machined nuts, threaded inserts and shims.
Tel (800) 321-4679
Fax (860) 774-0487

SRC SPECIAL RIVETS CORP.
171
Blind Rivets. Company Rep: Tony DiMaio.
Tel & Fax (978) 521-0277
STAR STAINLESS SCREW CO.
49
Stainless fasteners - Inch, metric, standards,
non-standards, import, domestic.
Tel (800) 323-1034
Fax (630) 595-3533
SUPERIOR WASHER & GASKET CORP.
21
The single source supplier for all you washer
and gasket needs. Made in the USA.
Tel (631) 273-8282
Fax (631) 273-8088
SWD INC.
165
Specializes in Black Oxide, Passivation,
Phosphating, Dip Spin Coatings, Fastener
Sorting and Packaging. Licensed applicator
of Doerken, Magni and Yuken Organic
Coatings.
Tel (630) 543-3003
Fax (630) 543-3028

T
TAMPER-PRUF SCREW, INC
109
Leader in Security Screws for over 40 years.
Tel (562) 531-9340
Fax (562) 531-2464
TORTOISE FASTENER CO
59
Specialty source for slow moving hex heads.
Stainless, brass, silicon bronze, aluminum,
nickel-copper and alloy 20 hex heads.
Tel (800) 697-8894
Fax (303) 371-0877
TUTTLE MANUFACTURING
145
Anchors, bent bolt specials, spade bolts,
acme threaded bars
Tel (847) 381-7713

U
UC COMPONENTS
149
Vented, coated, plated and polished screws.
RediVac® clean-packaged screws and
O-rings. Custom products and prototypes.
Tel (408) 782-1929
UMETA OF AMERICA
157
Supplier of OEM quality grease fittings and
guns
Tel (800) 595-5747
Fax (704) 799-1923

UNICORP
97
Manufacturer of American Standard and
Metric Precision Electronic Hardware,
fasteners and handles since 1971.
Tel (973) 674-1700
UNIQUE INDUSTRIES
177
Manufacturers of specialty threaded items
Tel (205) 668-0490
Fax (205) 668-0431
USA FASTENER GROUP, INC.
107
Founded in 2002, USA Fastener Group
established itself as a recognized leader in
the fastener industry. Located in Houston,
TX
Tel (713) 641-4600

V
VIRGINIA FASTENERS
83
Specializing in HDG timber, hex, carriage,
lag bolts, tie rods, nuts and washers.
Tel (800) 368-3430
Fax (757) 436-1460
VOLT INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS, INC.
9
American-made plastic fasteners, all types &
quantities, custom molding since 1992.
Tel (800) 844-8024
Fax (870) 453-8707

W
WESTERN WIRE PRODUCTS
187
Cotter pins, custom wire forms, spring pins,
d-rings, s-hooks, hitch pin clips, hog rings,
key rings, and lock washers.
Tel (800) 325-3770
Fax (636) 305-1119
WILLIE WASHER MFG.
133
Special washers, stampings & prototypes.
Tel (847) 956-1344
Fax (847) 956-7943

X
XL SCREW CORPORATION
57
Importer of standard fasteners including
hex cap screws, bolts, nuts, locknuts, thread
forming screws, sheet metal screws, selfdrilling screws, machine screws, washers
and anchors, metrics and mill shipments.
Tel (847) 383-2300
Fax (847) 383-2345

